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Mr. Miles took over the
as regis trar on Sept embe r
spen t the summ er visiti ng other
colleges, and in grad uate study at ,
Peab ody College, famil iarizi ng ;
hims elf with the best meth ods i~'
hand ling the registra~•s of~ce .
·
Mr. Miles and his assis tant
have work ed untir ingly durin
vacat ion to make regis tratio n as
'impl e and expe dient as possible.'
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Anniston (Ala.)
Reynold s Tidwell of Birming ham
was best man.
This was the first wedding of
two America n students at International House.
Mrs. Chastain is the daughte r of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Milton Sparks
of Gadsden and the groom is the
son of Mrs. M. C. Chastain of Anniston and the late Mr. Chastain
of Anniston .
The bride was graduate d at
Jacksonv ille State College with
honors and received a scholars hip
for a year's study in Europe. She
was a student of Grenobl e University in France for nine months
and then visited all the countrie s
of Europe except Russia and her
satellites . At college both at home
and abroad she was active in music
and choral groups.
Mr. Chastain is a graduate of
Jacksonv ille where he was president of student governm ent and is
also a gTaduate student at the University of Alabama . He is a member of the faculty of the Tuscaloosa High as a teacher of French
,
and English.
.A receptio n was held in the dining room at Internat ional House
immedi ater followi11g the ceremony. Tffe beautifu lly appointe d
table was covered with a lace
ci·ocheted cloth centered with a
silver bowl of white carnatio ns,
flanked on either side with white
candles in silver candleho lders.
The home of the couple is to be
in Tuscaloo sa after the first of the

POPULA R COLLEGE STUDEN TS-Miss Sara Jones and John
A. Edwards , Jr., seen above, were among the college students enjoying the holidays at home and the picture was snapped at one of
the many social events for young people. Miss Jones, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Jones of l!l20 Woodstock Avenue, is a graduate of
the Universi ty of Alabama class of 1949, and she left yesterda y to
resume work there on her master's degree. She is also teaching
several courses at the Universi ty. She is a member of the Kappa
Delta sorority and has served as presiden t of the group; is a member of Phi Beta Kappa and Mortar Board. She is majoring in
sociology and anthropo logy.
Mr. Edwards , Jr., is also a graduate of the Universi ty where he
was a member of the Quadran gle, Alpha Tau Omega and several
honorary societies. He is now a member of the junior class in the J
medical school of Tulane Universi ty.

l

MARRIED IN JACKSO NVILLE -A romance which began at t)J.e
Internati onal House on the campus of Jacksonv ille State College
culminat ed there recently when Miss Elene Sparks of Gadsden became the bride of Clarence Shelton Chastain of Anniston . They are
shown above in the French dining room at Internati onal House, cutting their wedding cake. The rites were performe d by the Rev. J. R,
Rasbury of the Central Church of Christ in Attalla and Dr. Walter A.
Mason and Miss Sara Harbin furnishe d a musical program . The bride
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Milton Sparks of Gadsden , and
the bridegro om is th1! son of Mrs. C. E. Chastain of Anniston .

ta

MR. AND MRS. CLARENCE SHELTON CHASTAIN
••• wed Dec. 28

INTERNATIONAL HOUSE

French Students' Romance
Hea r Chim e Of Wed ding Bells

THE JACKSONVILLE N-E-WS THURSDAY, J AN~ .18, 1951
·

In erna 1onal House
T0 H ave P r OIDl•nent
Visitors on Saturdy

A group of promine nt visitors
the exchang e of vows of the ou•
•
be guests at the Internat ional
will
R.
J.
by
read
y
A l'omance which began m a , ble ring ceremon
on Saturday , Dr. J. H.
House
French class at Jacksonv ille State RMbury , minister •of the Central Jones reported this week.
.
Gadsden
1lt
Christ
of
College in the Autumn of 1946 was Chureh
M. Rene de Messiere s, head of
culmina ted when wedding bells Miu Ruth Gua of Albertville,
French Cultural Services in
the
:rang out at Inte:nat ional House on attired in a wine-col ored woolen
States, of New York
United
the
Thursda y for Miss Elene Sparks of suit with black accessories, was the
to Jackson ville to
come
will
City,
of
was
bouquet
Her
Gadsde_n and <?larence Shelton maid of honor.
languag e pr oforeign
the
observe
nest
a
in
ns
Chastain of Anruston and Tusca- rose-colo red carnatio
on there.
carried
being
gram
of green maline.
loosa.
grey
a
chosen
had
bride
The
Dr. and Mrs. Antony Constan s
As the chimes rang the hour of
.
four, Dr. Walter Mason of Jackcome over from Birming ham
will
sonville College at the baby grand woolen suit for her weddmg . 1:'he
his here, and they wi\l be
meet
to
necklme
the
to
closed
was
blouse
piano began to play "I Love You
nied by a group of stuaccompa
The
Truly" <Bond) and Miss Sara i with self-cove red buttons.
Birmin ham-S ~uthern
from
dents
Harbin of Attalla, a student.. at the scalloped turn-bac k collar was emexyoke
rounding
the
by
phasized
college, saz:- two selecttw s. The
shoes
solos wwe "One Alofte" (Rom- tending off shoulder . Her
berg) and "I Love Thee" (Grieg). and gloves were of navy with her
The lovely theme of Lohengr in's halo hat of navy straw; the veil of
march was heard and the bridal navy was arranged round the white
party met at the improvis ed altar frame outlining her face. Her bouat the end of the long living room. quet was of pink carnatio ns in an
Potted fern and white carnatio ns illusion of jade green maline.
back round for
ti

College. Dr. Constan s 1s head of
the departm ent of French_ and
Complet e A. P. and U. P. Leased Wires. Member ABC and NEA- - - - - - - - - , - - - ,
Italian there. The students will be
------------------------'-, ------Frank Hull, presiden t of theiANNIST ON, ALABAM A, FRIDAY , JANUAR Y 19, 1951
French Club; ~ajor. Sylveste r
Carolyn
sident,
vice-pre
Bisset
Spradiey , secretar y - treasure r;
Julia Brumbe loe Tidwell, a for"
' mer Jackson ville student; and
Senorita Carlota Perez of Ccba.
Also coming here will be Dr.
M. Rene de Messieres, head of
Lorraine Pierson of Alabama ColCultural Services in the
French
lege, and Mrs. W.R. Lathrop , Jr.,
United States, will be at Jacksonof Birming ham.
ville State College's Internati onal
House tomorrow to observe the
T he guests will have lunch
language program conducte d there
with the languag e students at the
by Dr. J. H. Jones.
3:00
at
and
House,
Internat ional
The cultural attache will have
p m a number of faculty memwith the foreign and Amerlunch
b~rs -~ill call there to m~e~ M.
ican students at noon tomorrow , at
Messiere s and the other v1s1tors.
which time he will speak to them
and to visitors in French.
Accompa nying M. Messiere s to
Jacksonv ille will be Dr. Antony
Constans, head of the departm ent
of French and Italian at Birming ham-Sou thern College.
Dr. Lorraine Pierson of Alabama College will also be present
with M. Messieres.

nch Offic ial
To Visit At JSC

♦

nt~ton

t

Complete A. P. and U. P. Leased Wires. Member ABC and NEA
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French Attache Opposes
Rearming Of Germany
Messieres, Visiting Jacksonville State College,
Points Out 'Psychological' Objections
By ELISE SANGUINETTI

Rene de Messieres, French cultural attache in the United States
said yesterpay that he was not in favor of rearming Germany at th~
.
present time.
Interviewed yesterday at Jacksonville State College, the head of
French cultural-relations services in this country said he was not in
favor of the· Atlantic Pact nations'r-- - - - - -- - - - - - Long debates in the Assembly
proposal to rearm Germany for
· on the defense program led some
two reasons.
Speaking not as a military man to believe that France' had joined
but on a "human" basis, M. de the ranks of the "neutral."_ This,
Messieres said Germany's rearma- j says M. de Messieres, iS not true.
The French cultural attache, who
ment would have bad reactions
psychologically on European na- has offices in New York, was in
tions which underwent physical Jacksonville yesterday to ip.spect
the program of international livtortures during World War II.
He added that rearming Ger- ing ·at the college there.
'A Small_ Unit~d Nation~•
many would also be a good psyM. de Messiers said International
chological reason for Russia to deHouse was a "small and successful
clare war.
United Nations." He said Inter"! am not saying," the attache national House was a "wonderful"
de~lared quickly, "that I_tussia wi~l idea and working beautifully.
As cultural attache from his
brmg war, but I _am saym~ that it
would be a basis on which that! country, Md. de Messieres is incountry could rest should they tensely interested in the exchange
.
general war."
start
th t of students between his country
, b li f
M ad M ·
essieres e e 1s . a and the Americas.
. . e
He has been in this country for
first other European countn~s,
France, England, and Italy for m- 15 years, having taught at Welstance, should be reatmed-then lesley College for 12 years.
His mission here now is to mold
Germany.
Franco - American relationships
Still Fear A German Army
French people, said the attache, through the me.dium of the culstill have an embedded fear of a tures and education.
He leaves Jacksonville today for
German army.
The coalition government's grant- Louisiana, where he will observe a
ing Prell).ier Rene Pleven the "go- program similar to the one underahead" to spend $2,000,000,000 on way at the Jacksonville College. •
International House was made
France's 1951 defense program, M.
de Messieres speaks of as one of possible through the efforts of
the greatest acts in French his- citizens of Calhoun County ;md the
State and through the guidance of
tory.
M. de Messieres said that Com, Dr. J. H. Jones, head of the colmunists have 180 seats in the As- lege's French department.
semb!y. The Gaullists, some moderate Conservatives and some radicals, joined the negative Com►
munist vote on the defense pro-

I

l'age ll'ourteen, The Anniston ,Ala.,
Frenchman Visitor
M. Rene · de Messieres, head of
the French Cultural Services .in
the United States of New York
City, spent last Saturday at the
International House.
. Coming to J acksonvllle to greet
htm from Birmingham were Dr.
and Mrs. Antony Constans of
Birmingham - Southern College
and the following students: Frank
' Jll, Major Sylvester Bisset and
Carolyn Spradley, officers of the
French Club; Julia Brumbeloe
Tidwell, and Senorita Carlota
Perez of Cuba. Mrs. W. R. Lathrop, Jr., of Birmingham and Dr.
Loraine Pierso~ of Alabama College, were also among the guests.
At noon, Dr. J. H. Jones was
host at a luncheon for the visitors. Present were foreign and
American students who participate in the language program.
Members of the faculty were invited to meet the visitors in the
afternoon.

Exchange students visit Phillips-Sptmsored by the French
Club at Phillips High Assembly Friday were Claire Ryckmans, Brussels, Belgium; Beatrice Frossard, Chexbres, Switzerland; Samuel Verdecia, Preston Orienta, Cuba; Renee
Belhomme, Avignon, France (left to right, ab ,ve) exchange
students from Jacksonville State Teachers College. Joined
by others in the exchange group, including students from
Coll>mbia and Canada, in costume they presented dances,
songs and talks of their respective native lands.

Ne-w~
'World students'- . The Birmin~ham
Friday January 2 6· , l':!51

Education for masses
more than catchword

-~.se1fcu-~-g.s
'5·~]1
;il ~ ~:;9 g ,_
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French . She speaks or has studied
BY KATHERINE MAULDIN
ilro S i:: -~ g
Latin, Greek, French, English a1~cttli:l.s ·a.'i:i
Phillips Hi cub reporter
, ..:: : .a~ S ·c:) 00 Q.) ~ :tJ ~ ~ .Jj
Edu-cation-for-the-masses is more Flemish.
.<=: ::':l
:S
than a catchword in the U. S., Since 1947. her father has been c, gJ 00 m .§
ro ~ ....O -5 00 ~ t ....
where "almost everyone has a good the Belgian delegate to the U. N. ES l'.; .S .,
education," believes Miss Claire Trusteeship Council at Lake Sue- ...:i g ~ "' !l A·a i:: Q.) ~ -~ d
~ CJ...,;::: ~ gi ;; ..Cl 21 ~ ~G
Ryckmans, exchange student at cess, N. Y.
Jacksonville State Teachers Col- Miss Ryckmans is typical of the ;> ~ E ~ cii 'g :5 ~ iil ~] ~ . vi
.!oil "'
exchange students who presented < .!::l ,. t t; i:: a,~....
Iege.
0
And Claire is a qualified author- a program at Phillips on ,Tan. 26., rn 'cu~ : ,.q g ~.; :,:;Jl i 'd
ity, for she has attended schools The program, sponsored by the, ..... -~ g ?o] CJ "' ~ ~ ~..., ~ §
.S..., o
O ..., 0 -5 g ~
in three parts of the world. From French Club, was in line with their ;r,q 00P.~
00
·:i: 0 ~-~ ~ ~ CJ e, .. g lib
her 4th to her 16th year she was aim of teaching Americans about~ :
·c:; ~ ~ Q.),.... G.> Q.) ~ ~
Q.) ~
taught in a convent in the Belgian their native countries.
:S i.'l t g ~ ~ i.'l § t '<:l ,g]
Congo, where her father was governor-general.
Returning to Brussels, Belgium,
her native city, she entered a university to train for her career as
a social worker. After two years j n
Brussels, Claire came to America
under the sponsorship of Dr. .Tames
Harding Jones. professor of foreign
anguages at Jacksonville.
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Viva L' America-M. Rene de Messieres (second from left)
head of the French Cultural Relations Service of Fronce i~
the U. S., visited Jacksonville State College last week. Shown
at a luncheon in his honor are (left to right) Dr. James
Jones, head of International House program at Jacksonville Stat~; M. de Messieres; Dr. Houston Cole, president of
Jacksonv1 lie State, and Dr. Anthony Constans, head of the
language department, Birmingham-Southern College, Birmingham.
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TALLADE GA PILGRIMA GE
OCTOBER 15

OCTOBER 18

OCTOBER 17

9 A. M. to Noon

1 P. M. to 5:30 P. M.

9 A. M. to Noon
1 P. M. to 5 P. M.

1 P. M. to 5 P. M.

ROUTE-FOLLOW THE NUMBERS
No. 1
Salter Home
Dr. and Mrs. C. L. Salter

No. 2
"La Tours"
Mrs. I. W. Elliott

N.,-_ 3

No.«
Elliott Home
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Elliott

No.

"Mimosa''
Mr. and Mrs. J. A, Power

No. 6
"Whitwood"
The Whitsons

No. 8
"Ragsdale"
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Ragsdale

No. 9
Purefoy Home
Mrs. Eva Purefoy

No. 11
Old Riddle's Mill
Mr. and Mrs. Woodfin Owen
Cider and ginger cakes free

No. 12
"The Lodge"
The Owens

No. 7

Flower Show
Manning Hall
School 1.oi; Deaf
No. 10

Music
~
School for Beat"

(

No. 14
"Idlewild"
Mr. and Mrs. Turner Jones

No. 13

"Green Pines"
Mrs. Henry Martin

:z_ ,.

McAlpine Place
Mrs. Tom Williams.

No. 18

Sears Lee

No. 17
"Sunset Inn"
Tea free 4 P. M. to 5 P. M. daily

"Shocco Springs"
Baptist Resort, Indians,
Free Fortunes

~

TICKETS $2.00 EACH INCLUDING TAXES

PLEASE DO NOT HANDLE ARTICLES ON DISPLAY
WHERE TO SLEEP

WHERE TO EAT

Shocco Springs Hotel
Veterans' Bldg.

Purefoy Hotel
Ten Cafes

WELCOIVIE TO TALLADE GA!

Shocco Springs
Puref.oy Hotel
School for Deaf

COME AGAIN NEXT YEAR

G ARDEN CLUBS
Visiting in
again, she saw Innsbruck, Salzburg and Vienna. There in Vienna,
she saw six operas in six days. The
Vienna Symphony seemed tops to
her. She visited Munich , Bertchesgarten and Oberammer gau. The
"Passion Play" there was overpowering in its beauty.
Just before her return she visited
,
several American families who are
•
,
missionaries of the Church of
Christ in the Frankfurt, Heidelberg area of Germany.
JACKSONVILLE , Ala.-InternaShe spent a final busy week in
Paris trying to t ell all her fr iends tional Hou e students at Jacksong·oodbye and re- see the most ville State College presented a prothrilling sights and to spend her gram for the Progressive Study
last few dollars. She was ucccss- Club of Lineville Tuesday evening.
f ull. so she says, in all three . She Members of all the Lineville clubs
arrived in New Yotk this Autumn, and the Chamber of Commerce
were guests.
happy to be home again.

Before the program, dinner was
nternat •1ona ouse s served
in the dining room of the
First Baptist Church. The program
was in the church auditorium. Mrs.
al.ms v1'ews on world John
E. Foster, president, Progressive Study Club, presided. She inDr. J . H. Jones, director
affal rs given for Clubs oftraduced
the International House program.
Betty Morgan, Piedmont, student chairman of the program,
outlined the plan at Jacksonville
which is designed to bring better
understanding among students
from many countries. Raquel
Nodal, of Cuba, gave the foreign
student's impression of International House.

BACK FROM ABROAD-Jacksonville State College student,
Elene Sparks (left), who recently returned from Europe, shows her
photograph album to Mrs. Henry E. Miller of Jacksonville, who with
her husband, donated the scholarship for her year's study. She is the
I third student to go from Jacksonville on a scholarship, while about 25
foreign students have come to this campus.

Girl Whose Dream Came True
Back From Journey To Europe
JACKSONVILLE, Oct. 21.-Elene Sparks, a Gadsden girl who became interested in foreign language study at Jacksonville State College,
and who had her dream come true 'to spend a year in Europe, is back
after 13 month's absence.
Elene took part in the International House program all through
her . college attendance, adn wasr
one of the fortunate students chos- had been to Jacksonville.
Trip Made To Wales
en to receive a scholarship to go to
One of the highlights of her exEurope. Her scholarship was for
$1500. Through economy and good perience was a trip to Wales with
management she stretched that the Grenoble University Chorus.
This chorus competed with many
over a period of 13 months.
others before it was selected to
Student At Grenoble
She took advantage of the attend the International Music Fesoperas, plays, museums, art gal- !ival in Wales. ~f the 40 students
leries and other cultural features m ~he chorus, eight were Amerthat all tourists have access to but icans. While they were in the Britthe most wonderful part of• her is~ Isles, t_h ey visited all the counexperiences is what she did that tnes, cyclmg over much of the
country.
others don't usually do.
Elene took many of the tours
She was a student at Grenoble
University from November until alone, talking to people wherever
June. She roomed with a girl she went, and establishing friendfrom Spain, and her intimates were ships. She ate in inexpensive
a group from Italy, Germany, places, traveled at night to cut
France and Holland. They hiked down on hotels, and lived in priand skiied in the Alps, and Elene vate homes as much as possible.
made week-end trips to all the She sat in the balconies in the
Western European countries. She theatres, and lived a "shoe-string"
went on cycling expeditions with existence, but she saw Europe and
international students, stopping at got to know the Europeans.
She plans to teach in this counhostels; she visited in the homes
of the friends she made; and she try if she doesn't go back to Gerrenewed her friendship with all many where she was .offered attracthP. former foreign students who tive employment.

Welcome Students-- Old And New!!
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The chances are when a inan
slaps you on the back he it trying to make you cough up something.
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Ersliine Ramsay Reaches 86
,.;

Date of delfrery .... , __ -· -······ ---·-······- ..... , 19____
U, S, GOVERttNENT PRINTING OFFICE

10

12'21

This Sunday will mark the eighty-sixth birthday anniversary of Mr. Erskine Ramsay of Bir•
mingham, whose inventive genius enabled him
to amass a great fortune that has been used
more than generously in the upbuilding of Ala•
bama. Schools and colleges all over the state
have been the recipients of · large checks bear•
ing Mr. Ramsay's signature.
Here in Calhoun County his beneficence has
extended to Jacksonville State Teachers College,
where today there is a handsome International
House and an active pr ogram promoting inter•
national understanding and good will.
Mr. Ramsay is widely known and highly re•

garded throughout a great part of the nation.
He willingly has shouldered burdens imposed
upon him by the ancient French doctrine of
nobiesse oblige, and in addition, he is endowed
with an engaging personalty that has won for
him a host of friends and admirers. He has
been honored in Scotland and in his native
state of Pennsylvania.
The Star takes this occasion to add its felicita•
tions to the tide of good wishes that appropriate•
ly has a way of rising each year on the eve of
Mr. Ramsay's birthday anniversary. It is our
sincere hope that Sir Erskine will enjoy many
more happy returns of the day.
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OPAL R. LOVETT

Opal R. Lovett has returned to
Jacksonville as an ~tructor in

visual-education after three years
of practical experience with the
Jasper Mountain Eagle's photography department. He received
his degree here three years ago.
During his college attendance, he
served as college photographer.
Hls wife, the former Opal
Adair, is also a graduate of the
college. They have a small daueh•
tt-r-also named Opal.
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"SorrY, bud-:You're underweiJrht!"

\~

jtat£ 'filrarlyrrs Qlollrg£
IDm:ksoubille, J\la:hamu

October 4, 1950
Mrs. Mildred s. Topp
Greenwood, .Mississippi
Dear Mrs. Topp:
Thank you for your kind and much appreciated letter
of September 9 and for returning the clippings. As I was
hoping to be able to see you, I did not send the selfaddressed enveloped mentioned in my letter. I am therefore
enclosing herewith the amount in postage that was required
to &efld ,the parcel.
To say that "I do not have the ability to undertake
such an assignment" has no place in the vocabulary of that
bright, attractive and determined little girl who was
capable of making "Benny bring" her "one of th ~e umbrellas
out o his papa's store" and who ? s o .adroit
t manipulat.1Ku:.r,..w~ "A Crown For Clementine.
~ ---•---.;;;.;:ar.---.~
Although I
e no inten
"t.M'
~,.,_-....,'\5-=~,
....---. desire to be
persistent and I-would have you do only what you wish and
certainly what is tor your own best interest, I should
nevertheless like to offer for your consideration a plan '
~a.: might be acceptable to you. a~dvr.olill:trrb -

...

Page Thirteen, The Anniston (Ala.) Star,

Foreign Pupils
Offer Program
Lineville Progressive Club,
Guests Hear Students
JACKSONVILLE , Oct. 19- The
International House students
Jacksonville State College presented a program for the Progressive Sturly Club of Lineville on
Tuesday evening. Members of all
the Lineville clubs and the Chamber of Commerce were guests.
Before the program a dinner
was given in the dining room of
the First Baptist Church, and the
program was given afterwards in
the church auditorium. Mrs. John
E. Foster, president of the Progressive Study Club, presided and
introduced Dr. J. H. Jones, director of the International House
program.
Betty Morgan of Piedmont, !tudent chairman of the program,
outlined the plan at Jacksonville
which is designed to bring about
better understanding between students from many countries. Raquel
Nodal of Cuba gave the foreign
student's Impression of the International House.
In response to questions which
the Progressive Study Club members had sent in advance to the
students, current problems were
discussed.
Renee Belhomme of France gave
her opinion of the French viewpoint on the question of re-arming
Germany. Beatrice Frossard explained Switzerland's neutrality
policy, their requirements for voting and their interest in voting.
Claire .R.vckhams of Belgium, who
spent 12 year~ in the Belgian Congo, discu:;sed the viewpoint of the
Belgian student on segregation
and educational equality of the
Negro in tbe Southern States.
Jean-Marie St. Jacques of Canada led the group in singing
French folk songs. Lodric Maddox,
Lineville; Dan Traylor, Gadsden,
and Betty Morgan represented the
American students.

Page Two, The Anniston (Ala.) Star, Wednesday, Oct. 25, 1950
Ol·ient out of economic slough to
make it and the rest of the world
a strong, vibrant, progressive and
freedom-loving world."
U. S. Failed, He Says
Judge Feidelson pointed oµt that
the League of Nations failed because the United States failed the
League, depriving that agency of
its indispensible pillar of strength.
Anniston Presents United He paid tribute to the memory of
late President Woodrow Wil,Nations Flag To Cole At the
son, whose vision and eloquence
were responsible for the League of
Auditorium
1
Nations. The U. N. could not have
JACKSONVILLE . - United Na• been developed into its present
tions Day was fittingly observed at force had it not been for the
.
Jacksonville State College Tuesday League, he said.
"It will take a long time; we will
morning beginning with an. address by Ju~ge Charles N. Feidel• have to go through a great deal of
~on of_ Washington,_ D. C., an~ _end- agony before the goal is reached.
m~ w1~h the formmg of a fne nd• The fight against war is as old as
s~up circle by American and for- Christianity. Now war means coleign students from the Interna- lective suicide of the peoples of
tional House Program. Dr. Cha:les the earth. Somehow we must conE._ Cayley, J?rofessor of polltlcal trive to get rid of that shadow in
the light of truth, justice, and freescience, pre~ided.
Judge Feidelson called att.ention dom," Judge Feidelson concluded.
At the conclusion of his address,
to ~he ~~rpose of the occas10n by
saymg: We are g_a thered togeth~r General Lucius Clay's dedication
on a solem~ occasion. The mood is of the Freedom Bell and the ringone of, which Wordswo:th sp~ke ing of the bell from Berlin were
about- Blessed mo_od ~n . which broadcast and amplified in the
he~vy and weary weight 1s l!ghten- auditorium through facilities provided by the ROTC, followed by
.
ed;,
Tha~ heav? and weary weight silent meditation. As the church
has given fresh. awa1·ene~s .. to bells rang out throughout the counAmer1cans_ for then· responsi~illty try, the old. college bell was rung
as world citizem;. It has been llght- by John Williams, president of the
ened by the awareness t~1at Student Government Association.
Flag Is Presented
throughout the world som~thmg
Sara Sharp Owens, · Annillton,
has h~ppened to_ stem the tide of
despru.r; s?methmg calculated to president of the Leone Cole Home
lead mankmd out _of. the ~norass. of Economics Club, presented to Dr.
cold wars, confhc_tmg ~deologies Houston Cole, a United Nations
and other tormentmg differences Flag which had been made by the
of o~r day. Th~t awareness eme.rg- club. He accepted it in appropriate
ed rn the form of a~ explosion manner and it was placed on a
when t~e Korean Reds mvaded the stand by Bob Dobson, vice-president of the s. G. A.
Repubhc of ~outh Korea_. .
The foreign students accomTr~man s Great DeclSlon
"Presiden: Trumap had to make panied ·by Betty Morg;n, Pieda ?reat, perhaps lus greatest de- mont, president of the Internationclslo~. He resolve~ that u1_1der th e al House Program, were brought
auspice~ of ~he United Nations, the to the stage, and as the band playa~gression m Korea must be m~t ed "The United Nations March,"
with .force. This sounds simple m they formed a semi-circle of
the ~ight of all t~at has_ ~appened, friendship. They were introduced
but it was.a crucial dec~sion. M~re as Jean Marie St. Jacques, Canada;
tha~ that, it had a germm~l q_uahty Mimi Ballart, Cuba; Claire Ryckfor it represe~te~ the b~gmmn_g of hams, Belgium; Raquel Nodal,
a new dawn m mternatlonal l!fe. Cuba· Renee Belhomme Franc .
"We d?n't have to recoun~ what Donaido Fraser, Bogota, Colombi!;
has ~appened smce._ The Job of Samuel Verdecia, Cuba. Also introwar 1_s ~lmost ov~r m K~rea, and duced was Beatrice Frossard of
the big Job of relief to bemg start- Switzerland, whose country is not
ed. We must make _a showcase of a member of the United Nations.
Music throughout the program
Kor~a; pr?v~ to Asia that we are
not imperial~sts; let them_ see that was furnished by the college band
democracies have under the direction of Arved La •
the Western
r
seen the errors of Colonial days,
and that they are ready to lead the
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Feidels on Talli
In Jaclisonville
At U. N. Event

INTERNATIONAL EVENT AT POLLOCKS-Th e true meaning of United Nations Day was exemplified yesterday at "Lenlock," the country home of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Pollock, Weaver Road, whe':1 they
held open house for all foreign born persons in this area. There were 13 countries represented m the
group who stood in the receiving line with the Pollocks: Dr. and Mrs. B. Locke Davis, Dr. J. H. Jones, and
Mrs. w. B. Moore, and more than 300 persons called during the afternoon to extend greetings in observ•
ance of United Nations Day which will be celebrated all over the world tomorrow. Shown above are the
honored guests and their hosts; left to right, front row: Martin Splawinski, Poland; Mr. and Mrs. Wasylky,
Poland who have come to live on the Pollock's farm; Noeme Ballart, Cuba; Raquel Nodal, Cuba; Jean
Marie St. Jaques, Canada; Mrs. ,Sunone Kinne, France; Ml'$. Thomas Kelley, North Africa; Mrs. Pollock,
apd Mr. Pollock; second row: Donald Fraser, Colombia, South America; J, Sam Verdecia, Cuba; Rene
Belhome, France; Clail:e Ryckmans, Belgium; Mrs. Germaine Berman, France; Mrs. Richard McMillon,
England; third row: Horst Helwig, Germany; Dr. J. H. Jones, Jacksonville State College; Lucas A. Clark,
Cuba; Angel Chaufan, Argentina; Beatrice Giossaro, Switzerland; Jorge Vilanova, Cuba; Xavier Olivo,
Mexico; and Henry G. Chandash of Jacksonville, who is of Polish descent. The United Nations flag was
furnished for the event through the courtesy of the Alexandria Valley home demonstration club.

SPE,Cii:~:f!

FLASH

UNirrE!) NATIONS D,\Y PROGRAM

October 24 , 1950
10:20--10:JO

Music

10:30

Address on United Nations
Judge Charles Fcidelson

10:59

College Band

~udience rise and remain standing until
after ringing of the College Boll

11:00

Broa,kast and Freodom Bell

11:05

Rincin: of Collcgo Bell
Presentati0n of United Nations Flag by Sarah Sharp
Owen, Presidcnt of the Le:in"' Cole HomE:. Economics
Club, to PresidE::nt B/mston Colo.
United Nations March

College Band

IntroC.11.ction of foreign students
Music

College Band

MONTGOM ER•Y ADVERTISE R

FRENCH TEACHERS CONFERENCE -Among
the French teachers and students who attended the two-day annual convention of the
Alabama Fxench Teachers Association at
Huntingdon Coll€ge over the weekend were:
(Bottom row, left to right} Lorraine Pierson,
Alabama College, Montevallo; Claire Ryckmans, Belgium, Beatrice Frossard, Switzerland, Renice Belhomme, France, all three ex-

change students at Jacksonville State Teachers College; (standing) T. P. Atkinson, Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn; James
H. Jones, Jacksonville Stale Teachers College;
Anthony Constans, Birmingham-Sou the1·n College, Birmingham; Dr. Neil Graham, Huntingdon College, Montgomery; and Jean Marie
St. Jacques, Quebec, Canada, JSTC e hange
·
student.

DR. JAMES H. JONES JSTC
JACKSONVILLE, ALA.
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inner Meeting And Program

Held For Women's C. Of C.
The regular dlnner meeting of Wats_on Moore and Horst Helbig
the Women's Junior Chamber of were also welcomed as guests. Mr.
Commerce was held Thursday Helbig is a high school student
night at the Women's Civic Club ~rom ~estern Berlin who is spendwith Miss Martha Nunnelly presid- mg tl;1s school year in the home of
ing. Miss Vera Hines gave the in- ~rs. Mo_ore, while attending Anvocation.
mston High School.
Miss Hines and •Miss Nunnelly
Miss Nunnelly explained the
were hostesses for. the meeting. A I ann~ and purposes of the Women's
delicious turkey dinner was served Jumor Chamber of Commerce to
the members and guests by Mrs. tbe guests.
Louis Kidd, club hostess. The table
Miss Hines introduced Dr. Jones
decorations carried out the Thanks- who explained the plan at Jacksongiving theme and were attractive- ville which is designed _to bring
ly decorated with Autumn flowers. about better understanding beThe clever place cards featured the t~een students from many counPilgrim Fathers and were the work tnes. Dr. Jones introduced the folof Miss Hines.
lowing ·students: Mimi Ballart,
Reports Given
Raquel Nodall and J. Samuel
At the business session which Verdecia from ·cuba; Donaldo
followed the dinner, Miss Hines Fraser from Columbia, S. C.; Jean
read the minutes of the last meet- Marie St. Jacques, Quebec, Canada·
ing and Mrs. Beatrice Locklear Claire R~ckmans from Belgium;
gave the treasurer's report. Mrs. Rebee Belhomme from France;
Luna Arthur was named chairman Beatrice Frossard 'from Switzerof the committee to provide a float land; Lodric Maddox of Lineville
for the Christmas Parade in down- Jack Clmrchill of Margaret, Ala.'.
town Anniston on December 1st. and Betty Morgan of Piedmont
Mrs. Ethel Phillips, Mrs. Dollie student chairman of the program.'
Harrison, Mrs. Beatrice Locklear
Jean Marie St. Jacques led the
and Miss Hazel Gray will serve group in singing French folk songs
with her on this committee.
a,nd Samuel Verdecia was leader
Mrs. Kidd, the club hostess was for the Spanish songs. The young
presented with a gift fron{. the !,'eople did native dances, includ:Women's Jaycees. Th'e occasion mg the rumba, the raspa and the
was hl:)r birthday. She accepted the conga. Mr. Helbig gave his impresgift with her usual delightful sions of America and Mrs. Moore,
charm and wit.
his official hostess, spoke briefly of
Foreign Students Appear
her interest in the exchange proA,t the close of the business ses- gram.
sion, Miss Nunnelly welcomed the
Miss Morgan, Mr. Maddox and
International House students of Mr. Churchill are the American
Jacksonville State College and the students interested in Internationdirector of the International House al House.
program, Dr. J. H. Jones. Mrs.
1

•

Head Women's J
•
.
last week's sessia~yci; t~:etW1ng-T?k1Jng _leading roles. at
C
.
oman s unior Chamber 0 f
ommerce in Anniston were standin feft
·
Martha Nunnaltyl president ~f the cl~b- D tr nght'.J Miss
Jacksonville State College · Miss Ha 1' Gr. a~ebs ones,
.' h
_ze
ray, c u member, and· seated left t
land· Sam Verd~cio Cobrig t,dBNeotric~ Frossard, Switzeroem1 Bollort C b f
. '
, u a, an
_e•__§!_ri_ students at Jqcksonville. (Photo by Ed C~spi.)' or~-------- -

AIABAMA BUSINESS ED~CATION
WOFKS1IOP
November 3 - 4
State Teache;'.'s College
Jacksonvi l~.o, Ala'bama
PROGR AM
FRIDAY
November 3
4 - 6:30 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

RIDISTRATION, Bibb Graves Hall

BANQUET, Hammond Hall, President Presiding
Welcome by Dr. Houston Cole, President of
Jacksonv ille State ~eachers College
Introduct: i.on of office:;:s and. guests
OPENIW} SESSIC•H: LeoT'.e 0010 Auditoriu m
Ma;,ic;al prog·•\:.n: by P:·ofesso:::- Walter Mason
and Collese l\fa3i c Dopa.rtmen.t
Speake:r: M:.~ Johr:: P0r..tle1·y, Cincinna ti,
Soath-we storn Fuo~ish1ng Company
Specialis t in Bookkeeping and Accountin g

SATURDAY
November 4

7:30 a.m.

Breakfast , Hammond R~ll
Executive Council B-.:-eBkfast, Faculty Dining Room

8:30 a.m.

WORKSROP SESSION, Bibb Graves Auditoriu m
Speak0r; Dr. R. N. Ta:;:·ldngto n, G:::-egg Publishin g
Compeny, New Ym~k City
Specialis t in Grogg Snorthand Simplifie d

10:15 a.m.

Fellowshi p Coffee Hour; InternP.tio r..al House
Mrs. Mary LoweJ~.Y and Home Economfos Club in charge
Hosts: Dr. and Mrs. J.H.Jones and Foreign Students

11 :00 a.m.

WORKSHOP SESSION, Bibb Graves Auditoriu m
Speaker: Dr. Parker LH00, :Business Education
Director, Atlanta, Georgia
Subject: Basic Business
~ass M<1:..garot Liner, Vice President , presiding
Luncheon, Hammond Ball

12:15 p.m.
1 to 2 p.m.
2:00

p.m.

Tour of campus and buildings , conducted by
Jacksonv ille STC Business Education Students
GENERAL BUSINESS MEETING OF ABE~, Bibb Graves

2:30 p.m.

FINAL WORKSHOP SESSION, Bibb Graves
Speaker : Dr. Pa r.·ker Liles
Subject: Typewriti ng

4:00 p.m.

Adjournment

, ETGHTEE TH- ANNUAL MEETI

.0
•

i

_OVF.MRF.R IA. l~Sn-1:nn r . M.

ALABAMA
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

Presiclin~ ______________________ M-iss Martha Kirkland
President District VT

lJJSTRICT SIX

"

Tnvocation _ _____________ Miss Hden Christison

c/,1ncleon ·

S!afr> ; ~ -

T-Tnmmond HnTT

___ Mrs. Estell(' Smitl1

Toastrnistn~ss

Satmdav. Novernlwr 18 - 1 :00 P. \f.

Mr. Ernr>sf Stnnr

Grc>eting
In Chnr!:!:C' of ArrangPmPnts

l~mr>sf Stone

Introduction of Guc>st

fo Chargf' of Decorations

i\fiss Lois Kirklnnd
1\Iiss Edith Storks

Adclrrss -

Gt1rnption, Grnerosity, Gameness

-Dr. T-f Pnru W. Hill

Mrs. S L. Willinms

Pr<:>siclent, Pe;ihorly College

Miss B('(tloh 1Filliams

Nnshville, Tenn.

,\ fiss Brmi<'c

f)ill,t

ort!t

Wednesday,

Maison Inter at,onale
Shares Go od Fortun~

In a conver sation at the Inter- found
there was little differe nce
nationa l House a few nights ago, in
our two countri es. The man
the studen ts, who are a part of differe nce
being langua ge, and by
the progra m, were expres sing the efforts
of Dr. Jones this diftheir ideas relativ e to the pro- ference
has
been minimi zed."
gram. The genera l concen sus of
Beatric e Frossa rd gave a very
opinion boiled down to the fol- vivid
explan ation of a very pertilowing quote:
nent questio n: "How Has Switz"We, who are fortun ate enough erland Remai ned Neutra
to be a part of the Foreig n Pro- reason able and plausib l?" Her
le answer s
gram, feel that we should share made the questio
n
no
longer to
our good fortune with the other be a questio n.
studen ts on the campu s. Much
Renee Belhom me of A vigon,
can be said and has been said for France , touche d
a
this progra m, yet all tht words every one's heart tender spot in
in her talk on
one is capabl e of putting down "Does France
Feel
on paper can never expres s just Should be Rearm that Germa ny
ed?" In essence
what this all means to us. Those she said that France
of the Ameri can studen ts realize Germa ny rearme d did not want
for the purjust how much has been done to pose of merely
rearmi ng her, but
make us realize that there are felt that she
should be rearme d
other nations in the world other as more or
than the one we call our own- agains t Russia .less a protec torate
Americ an."
Claire Ryckm ans of Belgiu m
Recent ly some of the foreign gave an enlight
studen ts, some of the Ameri can existin g race ening talk on the
''probl em" in the
studen ts and Dr. Jones from the Belgia n
Congo and in Belgiu m.
Interna tional House presen ted a She
asked
progra m at the First Baptis t the attitud questio ns relativ e to
e of the people in the
Church in Linevi lle.
South on the "race" questio n.
Betty Morga n, studen t presiThe
dent of the Interna tional House, progra climax of the evenin g's
m came when the group as
gave a brief talk on the purpos es
a whole sang severa l French
and functio n of the Interna tional songs.
House.
The
Raque l Nodal spoke on the ticipatistuden ts attendi ng and parng were as follows: Claire
beauty of Cuba and of her impressio ns of the United States. Ryckm ans, Renee Belhom me,No She summe d it all up in the emi Ballart , Beatric e Frossa rd,
statem ent: "I found we had the Raquel Nodal, Jean-M arie St.
same sky, the same clouds, the Jacque s, Betty Morga n, Lodric
Mattox , Dan Traylo r and Sam
same sun and moon. All in all, I Verdec
ia.
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Studen ts Nominated
yckman s Pia s
The following studen ts have
Plans are being made to enterbeen nomina ted to represe nt the ain Pierre Ryckm
on the colcollege in "Who's Who Among lege campus whenans
he arrives on
Studen ts in Americ an Colleges and Dec. 10 to visit his daught
er, Claire
Universities:" Virgini a
Bright, Ryckmans, at the
Martha Cromer, Mrs. W. R. Gerst- House. Mr. Ryckmans Interna tional
lauer Howar d Maxwell, Thomas gian represe ntative to is the Belthe Trustee Shelt~n, Jacksonville;
William ship Council of the United NaChastain, Helen Jespers on Draper , tions. His daught er,
Sara Sharp Owens, Peggy Stevens, the ~oup of foreignClare, is in
studen ts
c. L. Simpson, Anniston; Mary El- teachmg and studying here
this
ton, John T. Williams, Gadsde n; year.
William H. Hawkins, Keener ; Hel- Members of the Americ
an Asen Holmes LaFaye tte; Orus Kin- sociation of University
Women are
ney Horto~· Betty Morgan, Pied- planning a special assemb
mo~t; Raquel Nodal, . Hav~na, student s a~d faculty may ly so that
meet him
Cuba; Mary Jo Sewell, M1llerv1lle; and hear him speak.
.
Margar et Sparks , New Orleans, 1
La.; Amy Williams, Oxford.

Ba.ttle Hymn Of The Republic
A South ern Fireb all Tune Beco me, The
Marc hing Song OJ The Union Army

To pass the time betwee n fires, smoke- eaters
of Richmond, Virgini a, sang everyth ing in the
book. • . .and some things that weren' t in the
book. Then, in 1855, a local musici an named
John W. Staffe composed a tune just for the
firemen . But Staffe left the fireme n to supply
their own words.
The moving tune swept out of the firebal l like
a prairie holocaust. In less time that it takes
to hitch a fire-ho rse everyb ody was singing it. .. ,
to everyb ody's words. It was even taken up at
camp meetin gs and sung to the words of age-old
hymns. The tune had swept the nation in 1859
when everyb ody was talking about the hangin g
of John Brown ....the eccentr ic abolitio nist who,
with help of his sons, tried to free all the slaves
in Americ a. John Brown became a by-word.
The rope marks were still on his neck when he
became a part of the firehal l tune. "They
Mine eyes hcwe seen the glory
Of the coming of the Lord;
He is trampl ing out the vintage
Where the grapes of wrath are stored;
He hath loosed the fateful lightnin g
Of His terrible swift sword;
His truth is marchi ng on.

hanged John Brown to a sour apple tree". , • ,
"John Brown 's body lies a-mold ering in the
grave". . . . or any other John Brown pharas es
that met the fancy of the vocalist.
In 1861 Boston's gifted writer Julia Ward
Howe rode as a guest of Abraha m Lincoln
throug h Union camps along the Potomac. There
wasn't a soldier in the camp who wasn't singing
about Mr. Brown to the firehal l tune. And it
wasn't uncom mon for an enthus iastic Yankee to
add "Glory, Hallelu jah!".
The tune was still ringing in Mrs. Howe's ears
when she retired to her Washin gton hotel room.
She tried to sleep. Still she heard it. A splend id
tune. But those silly words! She got up from
her bed and wrote her own verses and the
Union Army took them up as their marchi ng
song to the firebal l tune.
He has sounded forth the trumpe t
That shall never call retreat ,
He is sifting out the hearts of men
Before His judgme nt seat;
0, be swift my soul, to answer Him
Be jubilan t, my feet;
Our God is

Glory! Glory! Hallelu jah!
His truth is marchi ng on.
I have seen Him in the watfhfi res
Of a hundre d circling camps;
They have builded Him an altar
In the evening dews and damps;
I have read His righteo us sentence
By the dim and flaring lamps,
His day is marchi ng on.
Glory! Glory! Hallelu jah!
His day is marchi ng

uty of the lilies,
was born across the sea,
Wit a glory in His bosom
That transfig ures you and me,
As He died to make men holy,
Let us die to make men free;
While Gad is marchi ng on.
Glory! Glory! Hallelu jah!
While God is marchi ng on.
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"Prepare to keep the peace by
getting every facility ready," he
advised. He spoke as a military
and a political leadei and a true
citizen of the world.
He would nm, comment on the
re-arming of Germany and the
fact that the leaders there want
f u 11 reco~nition before
ahead.
1
Concerning Formosa, he said
estab-1
to
like
W/JUld
N.
U.
the
that
lish a trusteeship there but tlla t
the Nationalist Chinese \\ ere not
willing. His work is concerned
principally with that one department, but his interest lies in all I
the divisions of the United Na-1
ticns.
"America, at ,.)resent the home
of one of my eight children is the
safest place in the world," he said.
And, as he looked out over the
country-side of the little college
town, he continued, "I wouldn ·t
send my children out of their
homeland in case of war . . . but
I would want Claire to stay over
here. It is the best place in the
world."
1

UN DELEGATE VISITS ALABAMA-Dr. Pierre Ryckmans, Belgian delegate to the trusteeship council of the
United Nations, is greeted (above) by his daughter, Claire,
at International House at Jacksonville State College,
Wednesday.

College Group Hears

Belgium'~ UN Deler.:,ate
By FRANCES UNDERWOOD

\ ernor-general of tne 11,dgian Con-

"! am on Russia's blacklist and, go.

if Europe is inrnded I would be
one of the firs~ to be sent to a
concentration camp and probably
sllot."
Tllese were net idle words spoken by the Belgian delegate to the
trusteeship council of the united
Ryckmans.
:riations. Dr, Pien
They were seriously spoken Thursday before J gathering in the dining room at, Jacksonville state
College's InLernational House. His
audience ff'lt this man had suffered and knew Much of the travail of the warring conditions duril,g the .;I, in Europe.
Dr. Ryck:nans, who is visiting
his daughter, Claire. a student at
Jacksonville State College, served
for 15 years prior to ..he establishI ing of United l'~ations as the gov-

He believes in the future of the
United Nations and has •been a
member as a representative of his
country since the General Assembly of 1946. He believes that, in
spite of difficulties and possible
war, that the United Nations as
the hope o::: the world will contin~e to . be t~e steadying hand
gen~rawhich will gwde fut
tions. Many _of these ffic_ulties,
he stated, which need to be ironed
out are concerned with international law.
He believes the atom bomb
should be dropped O?lY in case of
la.st resort. But, he did say that we
should keel? on makmg them beca~~e '.RU~~1a knows the language
of might alone.

Leaders at Jax State-Selections have been
made at Jacksonville State Teachers College
for the 1950-51 edition of "Who's Who
Among Students in American Colleges and
Universities."

* Howard
*first* row)!

Maxwell,
Jesperson Draper, Anniston;

Helen Holmes, Fafayette; Betty Morgan, Piedmont.
(Se<:ond row, seated): Sara Sharp Owens, Anniston;
A_my Williams, Oxford; Martha Cromer, Jacksonville; Raquel Nodal, Havana, Cuba; Margaret
Sparks, New Orleans; Virginia Bright, Jackson
ville. (Third row, standing): Thomas Shelton, Jacksonville; Peggy Stevens, Anniston; John Williams
Gadsden; Mary Jo Sewell, Millerville: Orus Kinney:
Horton; Mrs. W. R. Gerstlauer, Jacksonville· Mar~
'
Elton, Gadsden; W. H. Hawkins, Keener.

nniS'tou

Complete A. P. and U. P. Leased Wires.

Member ABC and NEA

·JSC Observes
Pre-Yule Rites
Home Economics Group
Has Open House Affair

A PROUD FATHER AND DAUGHTER-All was smiles last
night when Pierre Ryckmans, Belgium's representatjve to the United
Nations Trusteeship Council, and his daughter, Claire, talked over
old times at Jacksonville State College where she is studying. She
is in her third year of social studies and this year is an international
student at Jacksonville. He is his country's permanent representative to that U. N. group, capping a long career in the service of
Belgium.

JACKSONVILLE - Pre-Christmas festivities were ushered in at
.Jacksonville State College on
Thursday. The home economics
department held open house to
isplay the newly-arranged lab.ratorles and classrooms, and servd holiday refreshments in the
ounge of Graves Hall which was
ecorated with a Christmas tree,
andles and poinsettias.
Serving in the lounge were Mararet Hill, Birmingham; Amy
illiams, Oxford; Angeline Box,
nniston· Martha Gail Sandifer,
adsden;' Betty Higgin!, Centre;
une Smith, Jacksonville.
Greeting visitors to the clothing
epartment were Jo Barclift,
rab; Eleanor Boozer, Jacksonille · Marcel Bowden, Ohatchee;
nn ' Carr, Bynum; Betty L~vie,
shland; Virginia Ihrie, Rahegh,
. C.; and Willene Landers, Horton. The girls all wore dresses
which they had made in class.
On Thursday night, the Leone
Cole Home Economics Club gave
a reception in the lounge for the
International students. A Christmas program was prsented in
which the foreign students told
of how Christmas is celebrated in
their countries.
Taking part were: Samuel Verdecia, Cuba; Jean-Marie St. Jacques, Canada; Renee Belhomme,
France; Claire Ryckmans, Belgium ;; Beatrice Frossard, Switzerland; and Donaldo Fras~r, Colombia. French and Spanish carols
were sung.
Miss Ruth Stovall, state supervisor, Alabama College, visited the
campus during the day.

tar

Delta Kappa G~mma Society
Entertain Foreign Students
The Alpha Iota Chapter of Delt K ppa. Gamma society had an
.
.
.a a .
mterestmg Christmas paity at th e
Reich Hotel Dec. 2.
Mrs. Estelle Smith, president of
the cha.pterf presented Mrs. John
Stith, chairman of the program
for the evening. An impromptu
chorus sang Christmas carols, dil'ected bY Mrs. Myrtie Mae Moore.
The chapter is interested in prometing better international relations. The main feature of the
arty was the presentation o~ the
guests. Dr. James H. Jones, director of tI?-e International ~ouse,
Jacksonville State College, mtroduced the .foreign students and
discussed the International Relaions program sponsored by the
.
ollege.
Miss Renee Belhomme, Avignon,
·ance, gave a talk on Christmas
ustoms in Southern France. Jeanarie st. Jacques, Quebec, Canada., thrilled the group with his
description of a white Christmas
in Quebec. He later directed tqe
rench speaking students in sing·ng Christmas carols in French.
ona.ldo Fraser, Bogota, Colomia, entertained the group by tak·ng them down South America
ay for Christmas in Colombia..

He said the_ young people and the
old ones like Chns~mas so well
that they have parties the week
before and on until New Yea.r's
Eve.
The other members of the International House present were
Miss Raquel Nodel, Havana, Cuba;
Miss Noemi Balla.rt, Havana,
Cuba; Miss Beatrice Frossard,
Chexb'res Switzerland· Miss Clairs
Ryckman's, Boitsfort'. Belgium;
Miss Betty Morgan, Piedmont,
Ala.; Dan Traylor, Gadsden, and
Mr. Shelton, Jacksonville, Ala.
The chapter members from
three countries, Cherokee, Etowah,
and st. Clair are going to entertain the foreign students in their
homes within the near future so
they will have a better understanding of how the American
people live at home.
• * •
Salmon is the most valuable
p1:octuct of this country's fisheries,
with lobster second.

This brings to mind the stulents at the International House.
All of the European students will
go to Florida for the holidays.
imi,

Raquel

Menu
Fri ed Chicken
Eng lish pea s Mashed pot ato es
stu ffe d Cel ery
Toss Sal ad
Ro lls

Cof fee

stra wb erry Sho rt Cake

New Memr ers
Virginia Bright
Martha Elton
Mary Herndon
William Jones
Samuel Mimms
Lodric Maddox
Ella Stitt
Betty Jean Young

Honorary Members
Dr. Houston Cole
Dr. c. E. Cayley
Dr. Wm. J. Calvert
Mrs. J. H. Jones
Mr. H. E. Miller
Mrs . H. E. Miller
Miss Lucille Branscomb
Guests of Honor

Old Members

c.

1. Simpson - President
Averill Williams - v. Pres. ,
Elizabeth Cunningham - Sec.
- Betty Morgan - Treasurer
Tonnny Watson - Reporter
Dr. J. H. Jones - Advisor
Joy Cunningham

Noemi Ballart
Renee Belhomme
Donaldo Fraser
Beatrice Frossard
Raquel Nodal
Claire Ryckmans
Jean Marie St-Jacques
Samuel Verdecia

Prog ram

Indu ctio n Ceremony
Banquet
Spea ker - Dr. Houston Cole

®tt ilinnittglnun Ntnrg

MA IN NEWS SECTION
Uacksonville holiday
1
parties get under wa
with foreign flavor
1

JACKSONVILLE, Ala., Dec. 16
-Pre-Chris tmas festivities were
ushered in at Jacksonville State
College on Thursday.
The home economics department held open house to display
the newly-arran ged laboratories
and classrooms. Hol!day refreshments were served in the lounge
of Graves Hall which was dee
rated with a Christmas tree, can
dles and poinsettias.
Serving in the lounge wer
Margaret Hill, Birmingham; Am
Wi1liams, Oxford; Angeline Bo
Anniston; Martha Gail Sandifer
Gadsden: Betty Higgins, Centre
June Smith, Jacksonville .
Greeting visitors to the cloth
ing department were Jo Barclif
Arab ; Eleanor Boozer, Jackson
ville; Marcel Bowden, Ohatche.e;
Ann Carr. Bynum; Betty Levie
Ashland; Virginia Ihrie, Raleigh
N'. C., and Willene Landers, Hor
ton. The girls all wore dresse
which they had made in class.
On Thursday night, the Leon
Cole Home Economics Club gave
reception in the lounge for the in
ternational students. A Christma
program was presented in whic
the foreign students told ho
Christmas is celebrated in· the'
countries.
Taking part were Samuel Ve
decia, Cuba; Jean-Marie St. Jae
ques, Canada ; Renee Belhomme
France; Claire Ryckmans, Bel
gium; Beatrice Frossard, Switze
land, and Donaldo Fraser, Colom
bia. French and Spanish carols
were sung.
Miss Ruth Stovall, state supervisor, Alabama College, visited
the campus during the day.
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THE INTERNATIONAL HOUSE AND THE AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WC!.'JIEN ARE JOINTLY
SPONSORING A SMOKER IN HONOR OF DR. JAMES E.
MILLER, REPRESENTATIVE OF THE CITIZENS EDUCATION FOUNDATION OF PORTLAND, OREGON, AND MR.
RYKMANS, BELGIAN REPRESENTATIVE ON THE TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL OF THE UNITED NATIONS.
THIS SMOKER WILL BE HELD AT THE INTERNATIONAL HQUSE FRIDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1950, I AT 3:30
P.M.

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND~
I
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SCOTT AIR FORCE BASE , ILL.

Foreign Students Exchange
Ideas On Christmas Observance
Christmas is Christmas the
world over. It is a anguage which
all can understand! who believe in
the observanc-e of Christ's Birthday.
At Jacksonvilte State College
the foreign and American students have exchanged their ideas
of celebrating Christ mas, and
have entered into the spirit of all
the customs known to this group.
Renee Belhomme, the daughter
of a French shoe manufacturer,
explain~d the manner in which
people in Southern France celebrate the season, using the creche,
and giving accent to the religious
observance centered around the
church.
Claire Rykmans, B e 1 g i u,m
daughter of Dr. Pierre Ryckmans,
representative to the Trusteeship
Council of the Vnited Nations;
Beatrice Frossard, Switzerland,
daughter of a doctor, all gave
versions of the European observance. Jean-Marie St. Jacques,
told of how the F ench-Canadians
in Quebec, Ca ,ada, celebrate
Christmas.

guests of the Rev. and Mrs. S. A.
Neblett, who were missionaries to
Cuba for 50 years, and who ha".e
known the Cuban students all
their lives.
,
Donaldo Fraser will go to Indi1,ma with the M. G. Cromer family
to visit their relatives.
The three Europeans and the
Canadian students will go to Orlando, Florida, to be guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Blenus Williams, friends
of Renee Belhomme. On December 26 they will go to Sarasota,
Fla., to be guests at, the Sarasota
Hotel. Their entertainment was
arranged by Rotarian J. C.
Hughey of Tampa, assistant general passenger agent of the Atlantic Coastline Railroad, and LeRoy
Feene, manager of the hotel and
also a Rotarian. On December 27,
they will be guests of the Sarasota
Rotary Club at their weekly
luncheon. Also present will be an
exchange student who is sponsored by the International Rotary
Club,.
From December 30-January 2,
the students will be guests of
Major General Mark W. Lance
Raquel Nadel, Noemi Ballart and his daughter at St. Augustine,
and Samuel Verlecia, all of Cuba, Fla. General Lance is the father
and Donaldo Frfs:r of Bogota, of Mrs. Ralph Porch of Anniston.
Columbia, prepar~ a Christmas
dinner for the s udents which is
quite different t the traditional
turkey dinner
nown in the
United States. T eir customs are
also very differe to those of the
Europeans and orth Americans.
With the Am rican students,
they went carolli g, gathered up
food for the nee , and took part
in other pre-Chr stmas festivities
on the campus.

The homes ot a number of
Americans will be opened to the
foreign students for the holidays,
and they will be given further
opportunity to observe the customs observed here during the
Yuletide.
Raquel Nodal, Noemi Ballart
and Sa
el Verdecia will spend
their holi ays in Nashville, Tenn.,
t Scarritt Cillege They will be

Mrs. J. H. Jones spent several
days the past week with her parents, Dr. nd Mrs. Alfred Hume,
in Oxford, Miss, She was accompained home by Alfred Jones, . a
student at the University of Miss-

THURSDAY. DEC. ·21, 195
THE JAC_KSONVILLE NEWS
Alfred Jones is at home for the
holidays from the University of
Mississippi. He is spending this
year in the home of his grandparents, Dr. and Mrs. Alfred
Hume in Oxford, Miss. Dr. Hume
is chancellor emeritus of the Universit y. He and Mrs. Hume have
not been well this year, and they
invited Alfred to stay with them,
g1vmg him in exchange this year
at -t~.e University.

OFFIC ERS CLUB
SCOTT AIR FORCE BASE . ILL.
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Inte rna tion al House Buil ding
Character, Deep Und erst and in

he college can enjoy more than I
own people. They come from
do the triumph of the Gamecocks
villages to the town, to study and
and I feel the same way about /;Vthen to get a job. They live near
ery other thing, perhaps more' imthe big town in separated cities
portant than a football game.
and are quite cut off from their
It will be a wonderful day when
former culture; they have no more
everywhere, in every college or
tribal laws and customs and they
university people from every part
live by themselves. This increases
of the woi;ld, who dance the same
immorality and criminality,
dances; sing the same songs and
Although some of these people
love each other not thinking that
are educated, the great masses are
1 still uncivilized and cannot follow
they belong to dif€rent ·nations but
1- ',rhe basic purpose · of the pro
to the same world. When I was
U II gram, however, is to educate am
\ the rapid progress of the "evo, lues."
coming for the first time I thought
bassadors of good will so they ca
that I would find vet·y different
return to their homes and estab
Another problem ansmg from
things in this country but the
lish 'better relations between
the progress of the Negro peotions.
truth is that I found you have
ple is the problem of t~e family.
By DURWOOD McALLlSTER
Students participating in the
here the same sun, the samt'
Parents like to send their boys to
In a small ''melting pot" at Jac;ksonville State College a group of program so far have represented
moon, the same stars, the same
high schools and to see them get
students, each different from the rest, are finding the job of promoting five foreign
nations:
France,
sky
and the same landscapes of
a secretary's job and live like the
the ideas of world brotherhood very pleasant.
Switzerland, Belgium, Cuba and
plains and mountains. We all live
white people. But they need their
The ideas of br otherhood and good will, easy to attain in the friendly Columbia. There is also a student
in the same world and have only
daughters' work and do not like
atmosphere of a small college, will be carried from Jacksonville to from Canada in the program this
one God. Why not live as brothers
to send them to school any more
many different parts of the world. year.
loving each other as God, our faafter they reach 15 years of age.
The "melting pot" is the InterAll of the foreign students have
ther, has loved us?
The education of the Negro girls
national House at Jacksonville participated in many extra-curricuis then somewhat retarded. The
I want to tell you someth\ng
State. The students are a selected lar activities to gain a better un"evolues" want to have a wife who
about my dear young country.
group of young men and women derstanding of America.
can understand their job, read the
Cuba's Beaut;v Praised
from several foreign countries.
Their life at the college is, of
French books which they read
Cuba is a very beautiful counThey are studying here u nd er a course, centered around the modthemselves, and bring up the chiltry. It is a country of eternal
system which enables the U . S. to ern brick bungalow, "Internationdren in the European way-and
Spring. It has evtlry kind of flo~exchange students with other coun- al House," where they meet.
they find very few girls able to do
ers all year 'round. Our grass 1s
(Edftor's Note: l\l~ss Ryckmaus, o!
tries.
f
There are many "exchange stuit.
never dry and our sky is always Boitsfol't
Belgium , hved several years
The International House,
an- dent" systems at colleges all over
Jn the Belgian Congo. Becanse ol he1·
Segregation A Problem
blue.
ized in September of 1946 under America. All of these are serving '"·
knowledge or the unique Nci:ro-whlte
Now we come to the problem
I
am
very
proud
problem
to
say
the,·-e.
that
be
was.
asked
to
d_
lscuss
the direction of Dr. James H. a good purpose but most are
RAQUEL NODAL
our country, in a short time of ~ib- segreration and eduoat1onal equahty of which interests you, that is, segreJones, gives the foreign students achieving only intellectual attainthe
in the Southern States.
gation. As
I told you, it was
••• 'live in same world'
crty, has reached one of the first Her Negro•~
and several Alabama natives a ment.
anower is typiea,l exa~ple of the
first
a question of civilization. But '
observan,
minds
of
the
foreign
places
students
among
the
civilize,.d
nations
chance to eat together, relax t oJacksonville's International
at Intern,.tlonal House.)
now that there are some educated
of the world,
gether and become acquainted House, through its novel program, 1
Negroes, if we do not consider
But there is one thing that thfo
with each other's customs and is stressing a moral and spiritual
By CLA\RE RYCKMANS
them as we consider white men
great nation of United States ha,;
traditions.
have been
development which will ouild inthat we don't have, which I should my1 viewpoint-s asked to speak about of the same education we create
on segregation and racial discrimination. The problem
Each One Different
tegrity of character" and universal
like my beloved Cuba to have. It is education
Each of the students bring a dis- understanding.
equality of the Negro is acute and neeq a lot of tact
1 (Ellitor's Notr,; One or 1.wo Ouban stutrue
religious
faith. That is some- in your Southern states.
who is particip&tinJ in her •••·
tinctly different personality into
On this basis, the founders of dents
and understanding. We want to
ond year at International House, l\'Iiss
thing that I admire very much
the group. Each personality, shap- the program hope to build a foun- Nodal
I am sorry to confess tha~ I do the thing gradually, to prepare
expressed In her speech the pur ..
about.
you.
.
know nothing about the question the opinion and to repress the old
ed by the atmosphere, history and datio.n for a permanent world pose and Lhe accomplishment o( InterOur apostle Jose Marti satd: and that, although
national House. She bu said tha.t she
customs of the individual's home peace.
I am interested" racial prejudices of the Europeans,
will return to her native Havana. a,.id
"Love
repays
itself
with
love."
So,
country, adds to the plan which
Recently, several of the Interna- work to spre&d the Ideas she has clls- we the foreign students, that in the Negro problem, I cannot but the danger is that the growhave any opinion about it because ing up masses of the Belgian ConDr. Jones had in mind when he tional House students spoke be- eovered ,., Jacksonvliie.)
ha~e been received here with so I know neither the
organized the program.
circumstances go would go too fast and . have a
fore the Anniston Rotary Club.
much kindness and love have no nor the heart
By RAQUEL NODAL. .
When the program was started, True envoys of good will, they
of the matter.
very strong reaction of indeother way than to love you and to
Sentiments
or
great
emotions
I
it was a completely new idea to brought the friendly, tolerant atSo the only thing I can do is to pendence and equality like in Inwish
you
happiness
and
sincere
am
not
able
to
express
in
words,
this area. Dr. Jones said recently, mosphere of International House
especially in a language that I good will. Those are the fruitful tell you about what I Saw in the dia, Indonesia, Indo China, etc.
"Its success has astonished us."
along with them.
In Belgium, there are very fe
seeds of the national undel'1atand- Belgian Congo where I live~ f~r
He added, "So convinced are we
Delivering their speeches in do not know well. But I want to ing that you are planting through 12 years and in Belgium which. is Negroes and there is, of course
of the effectiveness of such· a pro- cle1lr, precise English, the foreign tell you how grateful I am in my
the Internatioal House of Jack.. my count-cy and where I have hv- no segregation of any kind. Dur
gram that we are led to attempt to students, nevertheless, dfsplayed heart for this opportunity that sonv~lle
ing the last year the King o
ed since the end of the war.
State Teachers College.
God
has
given
me
to
be
with
yo_u
broaden its sphere of activity, We the characteristics of thought and
The problem in the Belgian Con- Ruanda and the King of Urundi
and
to
know
you
through
this
would pass on to others what we emotion which are native to their
go was, : until ~h_e. la~t 15 years,. a came to Belgium and were receiv
beautiful program of international
have tested and proved in our hu- own countres.
problem of c1v1l1za~1on; you did ed with great consideration by al
understanding conceived by Dr.
man relations laboratory,"
Their speeches are reprinted, in Jones
not invite Negroes m y9ur house the political and colonial personali
and
put
into
effect
in
JackUnder the plan devised by Dr. part,. on this page along with a
because they were uneducated. It ties in · Belgium.
Jones six foreign students come speech by an Alabama boy who is sonville State Teachers College.
was more a social problem than
But still I think that if a Bel
I t hink that never more than
to th~ college to study each year. participating in the program.
a racial prob}em. But now the gian girl married a Negro, how
now we need a good und,erstandAbout 25 American students are
problem becomes more acute since ever intelligent and well-educated
ing among the nations of the
selected to take part in the prothere are well educated Negroes he might be, the couple would be
world, but that is impossible to obgram as the college's representain Belgian Congo-We call them ostracised by the society,
tain by mere propagan a an
tives.
the "evolues", Qr, what we would
speeches.
I think that th.e o~y
translate in English as "progressThe American and foreign stuway to obtain understa_n~mg . 1s
ing people." The missionari~s
dents have dinner and supper toby knowing each other, hvmg with
have built schools and taught chilgether five days a week during
each other in worries and happidren for years. Now, th1r_re are
which time only foreign languages
ness and knowing each other's
are spoken.
some well bred, well-educated Neideals, weaknesses and greatness.
groes who have received nearly
They sing, dance, play and study
Project Lauded
the same education as the Beltogether and have constant opporI can't think of any better way
gian boys.
tunity to become well acquainted.
to do that, than through this wonMany Difficulties Seen
Two Were Married
derful project of exchange stuThe rapid progress of the forAs a matter of fact, two of the
dents in the college. I myself feel,
mer savages is also the beginning
students participating in the proafter a year of being here, that
of many difficulties;
gram the first year _were marrie
this place is also a part of me. I
The .progressing
soon after school was com le d

I·

Speeche~ Made Before Rotary Cl h
Indicatio n Of Fine Spirit

Belgian Views
Racial Problem

Love Can Solve
All, Cuban Says
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Des crib es

This divers ity of popula tion and
though t has saved us until now.
There are also other reason s which
'
have saved us: poHtical economy
By BEAT RICE FROSSARD
and the fact that Switze rland h:as
(Editor' s Note:
Miss Frossard .
or been compl etely depen dent on its
Che~brc •, Switzer land! has seen much .,r neighb
ors ·for 600 years. She exfthe polltlcal , econom ,c and family life
:ny JACK CHURCHILL
•h · 1 d
of her native country . Her discussi on por t h
s er produc ts wh1c
inc u e M (Edit~r's Note: Mr. Churchi ll, from
of Swiss neutra(i ty, printed here, shows watche
s
which
&rl'•r~t, is one of the leadinr Amer ...
are
known
the
world
a deep ln•llhL '? her country• • unique
Sinec Switze rland is financ - lc&n lludents In the Interna tional House
slt.uatto n. She JS now try1nr to gain over.
.
iroup. He
selected by Dr. Jones to
~hat insirM Into America ,)
1allly depen dent on the goodness of pre 5 enj his was
impress ions of the prorram
as
a
represen
tative
America n student. )
How do you accoun t for the fact her vacatio ning neighb ors and also
that Switze rland has remain ed on the goodwill of surrou nding
The Intern ationa l House reprecountr ies for coal, Iron, etc., she is sent to me the
neutra l during the years?
basis for educa•
Merely t.o look at the scener y of compe lled to remain neutra l. Here tion and unders tandin g among
a countr y does not give an insigh I should add a third reason for ou: ~e 0J>le and nation s. The founda into the countr y and the people remain ing neutra l: Genev a is the t16'ii was laid when the doors of
Switze rland is not just a beauti fnl world center of the Red Cross and t•1e I11!ernation11l House opened
garden to be looked at; there ls of the Intern ationa l Labor Office. for thE' first time to admit foreign
Red Cross Cited
life there too, there are indust ries,
Ind ~ . rican
ts, This was
Do you think that all these insti- he k, .· to the studen
comme rce, univer sities, etc. Afl1;!
ever pressin g probtutions for a world peace would \em of world relatio
above all, there are its people.
nship.
I might say that the people are still retain their qualiti es of uni- i You, as succes sful men realize
versati
lity
if
Switze
rland
the countr y. So I should like to
should hat when you are faced with a
give you the same advice that [ sell hersel f to variou s narroJ . roblem you equip yourse lves with
ideolo
gies? The Red Cross, for in- workin g idea of the
am following while I am in the U.
proble m and
S., that is: above all, meet the stance , canno t be elsewh ere than hen apply it to
in a neutra l countr y. If it were, h e
people and talk to them!
situati on.
In answe r to the questio n, 1 then it would lose its implic it bu- hat same thing
mane
signifi
cance.
It
must
remain \.un be said for
must necess arily say that we have
1·emained neutra l all during the above politic al machin ations.
!the studen ts at
Our neutra lity is not only a i!~e Intern ationa l
questio n of our own intere st but, µiouse at Jackas long as the Swiss mind, the mind lsonville, becaus
of charity , the Christ ian mind is in lit is here thate
the people of Switze rland, neutra l- we eat, work,
ity will last.
study and play
The presen t contac t betwee n the togeth er.
It is
Ameri can and Swiss people should here that I can
not end. May it develo p into a last- forget any preju- Mr. Churchill
ing friend ship of great benefi t to dices . and look
upon each person ,
both people who have so much in presen t as an individ
ual to be uncommo n as we have found out: the dersto od accord
ing to his so(li,ety.
THEY CELEBRATE CHRI STMA S-Her e are t tudent
same democ ratic princip les, the
s of InterWhen possib le I speak their nation al House at Jackso nville State Colleg
e as they celebr ated
same esteem for person al freedo m langua ge and
Christ
they
mas
at
in
a
turn
gala
speak
party
last
week.
It will, theref ore, be well wort
The studen
tered to variou s homes for the holidays. They are ts have .now scatwhile to cheris h our contac t an mine. Togeth er
often invited in a
body to ;;ittend social functio ns and civic club nieetin
we educate each
ra,
try to make it last.
other and destro y the barrie rs that
have been create d betwee n races
and nation s by though tless individ uals. We realize that there is
only one way to establi sh a lasting
peace betwee n nation s and that is
to educat e people who will apply
our basic princip le to every job
they take, becaus e here we not
only learn . their langua ge, but understa nd the peoplj! who use it.
the years becaus e we are
We build to the founda tions alfree, constit utiona lly free,
ready laid and create a friend ship
word, democ ratic.
that wars do not dilninish.
Neutra lity Pledge d
In the future I have every inIt was in the Congr ess of Vienna
tention of mainta ining and adverthat Switze rland p 1 e d g e d its
tising the workin g plan laid down
eterna l neutra lity. The princip le of
by a man interes ted in peace and
neutra lity has been fixed in one of
Jove; one that has establi shed a
the article s of our constit ution:
plan and made it work. By doing
Mainte nance of indepe ndenc e and
this we will eventu ally see more
mainte nance of neutra lity.
creativ eness and less destru ction.
The Federa l assemb ly has the
power to decide wheth er we shall
have war or peace. In order to explain our neutra lity during the
years, the
following questi on
arises: Why has the Federa l assembly never failed to carry out
this princip le? And here I shall
say that it is becaus e of our essential ly Swiss charac ter and because of the divers ity of popula tion. Switze rland is a countr y of
Germa ns, Fre hmen a
I
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Christmas Comes To International ·House
Custom

Of

•

IX

Counfri s Keep

,,Home ,,

At J. S. C.

(Sntd!'nts' Chrisfma · Red})(' On Pa~e 2-This ~!'cf ion)

WRITES LETTER IIOMF,-Beat rice Fros. ard of Che. ·bres, Switzerland, talks over
events of the Christma. holiday plans as she writes a Jetter home. Sarah Lott of Selma,
her roommate, watches the girl from Switzerland. Beatrice is the daughter of a doctor,
graduated from a school that i' equivalent to one of our be. t junior colleges, peaks
French, English, Italian and German and is now studying panLh. She wants to receive the B.S. degree in business education and to work for the United States consul
in Switzerland as a s cretary. Her hobby is skiing..

B · FRA 'CE

t NDERW001)

CHRISTl\lAS DJ • ER I CTTRA. • TYLE-Noern i Ballart, on the left, and Raquel
Nodal on the right, both from Cuba explain the dinner \\'hich is cooJ·ed by them for
the guest.· and members of International House. Noemi is explaining the rice cooked
with chicken to Bettv \Vallac of Cullman and Raquel talks to Tommv \\'a1son of Anniston. Noemi Ballai·t ·has three brothers and no sisters; has been i·eared, since the
death of her parents, by an aunt; has !"tudied home economic in a Cuban Polytechnic
school; taught home economics in the Irene Toland High School in Cuba; is now sturlying for the B.A. degree and for the B.S. degrees in Busine s Education; hobby: keeping a diary and . crapbooks; live in Havana, Cuba; in her second year here at Jack
sonville; would like to teach pani. h in this country or to be secretary in Cuba. Raqu0l
Nodal was born and rear cl in Cuba; her father is a retiree! Methodist minister; granrlfather fought for independence of Cuba; lives in Havana; attended school at Uni\·cr:ity
of Havana; hobby: sport -volley ball and!"wimming; has taught commercial courses in
a Methodist college in Cuba; will receive the B.A. degree and the B.S. degree in Busine s Education from Jacksonvi1le State College this year; would like to teach Spanish
in this country or to work as secretary in Cuba; has been selected for "Who'. \\'ho
Among Students in American Colleges and Univer ities." Raquel is one of six childr"n.

GOOD NEIGHBORS-America and Bogota Colombia are
neighbors, though hands need to reach acr:oss the seas. At
Jacksonville State College, Angeline Box of Jacksonville
starts out on a date with Donaldo Fraser of Bogota, Colombia. They speak the mutual language of youth. Fraser
has studied at Birmingham Southern College and at the
Alabama Polytechnic Institute in Auburn. He will graduate this Summer from Jacksonville, majoring in chemistry.
He wants to go back to his own country. His hobby js
photography. He has a younger brother coming to this
country to study soon.
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CIIRu-:ITl\IAS PREPARATIONS-Clain~ Ryckmans, pictured above, is fixing the Cl11'b1mas present she has for
her father, Dr. Pierre Ryckmans, delegate of Belgium to
the U.N. He was her guest this week at International
House. Her home is in Boitsfort, Belgium. She is the
seventh of eight children, four were born in Europe and
the other four in Africa where her father was governorgenera1 of the Belgian Congo. She is studying social work,
majoring in social studies here and is to write her thesis
on some phase of social problems of this country. She plans
to spend next year in some university and then go home
r.m o social welfare work, perhaps in the Belgian Congo.

CANDLE, LIGHTED-In the oldest church in Jacksonville which is \\·ell-known over the entire United Sta1Ps
for its quaint architecture, Jean-Marie St. Jacques of
Quebec, Canada and Renee Beihomme of Avingnon,
France light the candles of international hope of peace on
earth, goodwilJ toward men. Renee was born and rearer!
in the interesting medieval city of Avingnon. France which
has a wall around it and which was the seat of the Catholi<'
Church in France. Her father is a , hoe manufacturer
whosf' business was founded by her grand fat h0r. Sl1e ha-·
spent seven months studying English and teaching French
,it Canterbury, England. She has taught girls in her home

town and will retum to high srhool 1bere when she has
fimshed h1.:re, Jean Marie St. Jacques was born and reared in Quebec, Canada ; has three living brothers and
three living sisters; one sister is a nun; father is employed by the Canada Steamship Lines-for about 35 years.
He is a graduate of junior private college and planis to
enter Laval University next year to prepare to teach
English; was selected for this program by vice rector and
secretary o-en0ral of Laval University; hobby: folk song~
,ind dances-is a member of an organization called
Order of Good Cheer that promotes this sort of recreation.

CHRISTMAS CAROLS-Int ernational House ls one of the
most P<;:>Pular places on the Jacksonville State College campus. Singing at the Christmas party as the old farnilia t
songs are played are front circle>, left to right, Renee BcJhommc, Angeline Box, Faith liedgcpcth, Joan Hanby.
Betty Wallace and (right of piano) Judy Low, Jean-Marie

St. Jacques and lVIrs. James H. Jones. Back circle, left to
right, Claire Ryckmans, Dr. Pierre Ryckmans, Noemi Ballart, Raquel Nodal, Betty Morgan, Donaldo Fraser, Betty
.lean Young, C. L. Simpson, Beatrice Frossard, Dan Traylor, Virginia Bright, Lodric Maddox, Tommy Wa1son, William Jones, Mc1ry Ilcrndon, JaC'k Chun:hill and Dr. James
H. Jones, head ·of Internalional Prog1'am at the college.
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Sunday, December 17, 1950 Christmas dinner in Cub_a, but is is eaten from the chafing dish.
,
also served on other occasions durs 11
b
f t
h F
h

Into Melting Pot Of U.S.
Go Foreign Land Recipes

th~ yea1:. Th_~ one dish that
1s spec1_a l _f01 ChJJstmas only 1s a
small pig roasted and served whole
on a platter.

~ng

FRANCE

(Contributed by Renee Belhomme of Avignon.)
BUCHE DE NOEL

bre:~ or ~~e e~in~ of ~~-!nch ~~-~~d
found here that is old or toasted,
are prepared and placed 011 the
.
table. Each person spears a piece
of bread with his fork, dip& it in
a small individual glass of kj1·sch
<kirsch is a fermented prune or
cheny juice. served as a Jiq~eurl,
and _then ~wishes 1t around
t1:e
chafmg dish and puts 1t 111 his
°;'.outh. :,vithout ~o~ching the fork
:Hth his teeth 01 l!ps. Anyo~e who
m_adve~'tently
~rops ~ piece of
111 th
pot IS expected to buy
abread
bottle of ewme
With this dish one may
hot drink. A cold drink
i ct· t·
cause n iges ion.

I

m

• There are two parts in the preparaiion of this Christma
t.
a cream and a special paslr~~~~
By FRANCES UNDERWOO D
cream (or jam\ should be ready to
. Over at International House at Jacksonville State College, po~1r over tl1e pastry as soon as it
bthere is da group of
·
_
I young people from countries across the sea. These is• cooked and it sh
. ou Id be imme
oys an. girls,_w10:.e ho~es at Christmas seem so far away, wish to d1ately
rolled while hot, tak~ng
share_ with th~1r many f1:1ends and acquaintance s the recipes of their care not to break. 1t. The thick
favonte Yuletide del1cac1es which are typical of their homelands. cream 1s prepared ma double boilDr. and Mrs. James H. Jones,
er. Mix together in the double
who are host and hostess at In½ green pepper or a whole boiler one stick of butter or mar- CANADA
ternational House and who are small one
garine (¼ pound\, one egg yellow.
(Contributed by Jean-Marie St.
can•ying out the Christmas wish
1 package of saffron or yellow ½ cup sugar and some cocoa. Cook Jacques of Quebec 1.
of "Peace on Earth, Goodwill To- coloring
until it thickens, stirring constantward Men," have helped with the
1 small can English peas
Jy.
THE CANADIAN "TOURcollection of these recipes.
1 can pimento
To prepare the pastry, beat
TIERE"
The recipe from Colombia had
Salt.
stiffly the whites of 3 eggs and
The Canadian "Tourtiere" is a
not arrived and Donaldo Fraser of Select a good chicken and cut it add lightly 4 teaspoons of sugar, 2 meat pie,
Botoga is not represented on this into serving portions. In an iron of the egg yellows <beaten). 4 teas- requires the preparation of which
½ pound of chopped pork,
page. However, all other countries pot put the onion, garlic and green poons of flour sifted with 1 round- one teaspoon
with students at Jacksonville have pepper cut up in small pieces. Add ed teaspoon of baking· powder and of hot water. of salt, and ¼ cup
It. is cooked for 20 or
contributed.
the tomato and lard and cook a pinch of salt. Pour this mixture 25 minutes
The cheerfulness and coopera- about 10 minutes over the hot. fire. on a buttered tin, shaping it in a into small with one onion cut
tiveness at International House is Then put the pieces of chicken in 10 or 12 inch square about one- of oil and pieces and a tablespoon
is seasoned with whata joy to the visitor. It is hoped by and continue cooking for a few third of an inch thick. Place it
in ever spices are available or liked.
these students from Canada, minutes over the hot fire. Add a medium hot oven for about sev- It is then
put into a baked pie
South America and Europe that water and continue cooking until en minutes. It should be done but crust and
put back in the oven to
you will enjoy their recipes.
chicken is tender. Then pour into soft so that it can be rolled withon top.
They greet you and subm1t the this rice, salt and saffron or ye!- out breaking. All but several brown
·The
pie
crust is made especially
following:
low coloring and cook covered at ,spoons of the cream is then spread good by rolling it out thin, spreadmedium heat un~il the rice is j all over the ~ake or pastr_Y. (Jam ing a thing coat of butter, and
nearly done, st1rr111g gently from may be used mstead of this cream then folding it over. This process
. (Contributed by Raquel Nodal time to time to prevent burning, if prefenedl. It is then quickly is repeated two or three time
care being taken not to break up rolled so that it has the shape of before the crust , is finally put in
and Noemi of Havana.\
the chicken. Then cook on slow a log. The rest of the cream is used the oven to bake.
RICE WITH CHICKEN
heat until rice is done and each to cover the log to give the appear1 chicken
This Canadian "Tourtiere'' will
grain stands out separately. Add ance of bark. Tooth picks may be serve about four persons and is a
1 onion
the
peas and cook until rice is dry. used to hold the roll in shape. typical Canadian dish for Christ2 garlic buttons
Serve on a platter with pimento This is the French Christmas Log mas. especially after the midnight
2 tomatoes or 1 can
spread around the top of it.
and ls one of the specialties eaten Mass.
1 tablespoon lard.
This dish is a regular part of the at the feast after the midnight
1 pound rice
- - - - - - - Mass.
BELGIUM
(Contributed by Claire
SWITZERLA ND
mans, Boitsford.)
Contributed by Beatrice FrosVIN CHAUD
sard of Chexbres).
THE FONDUE

The Fondue is a combination of
melted Gruyere (cheese) flavored
with pepper and garlic and white
wine.
For four persons: One pound of
Gruyere and a sufficient measm'e
of white wine so that, when this
combination is melted, it will be
thick, not too thick, however. This
is prepared in a chafing dish, is
seasoned with pepper and garlic,
and is kept in the chafing dish and
slowly heated while eating. In
fact, this dish Is eaten by intimate
friends or by a family grou and

(For 10 People)

2 bottles red wine
l12 bottle orange juice
Stick Cinnamon
Pepper (pinchl
Sugar to taste.
Heat together very hot,
bqillng, and serve very hot with
cake and bread. It is customary in
Belgium to drink the "Vin Chaud"
early Christmas morning upon rett~ming home cold after the midmght Mass.
The American version of this
might be very good substituting
1ice for the red wine.

TO WED AT INTERNATIONAL HOUSE-Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Milton Sparks of Gadsden announce the engagement of their daughter, Elene (above), to Clarence Shelton Chastain, Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Chastain of ~nniston. The marriage will take place
early in the New Year at the International House on the campus of
Jacksonville State Colleg-e. Mr. Chastain is teaching in the Tuscaloosa High School and is a graduate student at the University. He
is a veteran of World War II, was president of the Student Government Association during his college attendance and received other
campus honors.
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In te rn at io na l House B ui ld in g
Ch ar ac te r, D ee p Underst an di ng

Many Difficul ties Seen
The rapid progres s of th~ f_ormer savages is also the begmnm g
of many difficult ies:
The progres sing Negroes are
now quite separate d from their
By JACK CHURCHILL
own people. They come from their
(Editor' s Note: Mr. Churchill from
villages to the town, to study and Marraret
, _is
of the leadinr' Amerneutra ity has een fixed in one of
then to get a job. They live near ican students one
in the Internati onal Bouae
i
WlSS
the articles of our constitu tion:
the big town in separate d cities rroup. He was seleded by Dr, .Jones to
his Impressio ns of the program
;On
Mainten ance of indepen dence and
and are quite cut off from their present
as & represent ative American student.)
.,
mainten ance of neutrali ty.
former culture; they have no more
The Federal assembl y has the
tribal laws and customs and they
The Internat ional I ouse repreBy BEATR ICE FROSSA RD
By DURWOOD McALLISTER
power to decide whethe r we shall
live by themsel ves. This increase s sents to me the basis for educa(Editor
'•
Note:
Miss
Frossard
In a small "meltin g pot" at Jackson ville State College group
or have war or peace. In order to eximmora lity and crimina lity.
tion and underst anding
ofl th
Chexbres, Switzerla nd, h&o oeen mu'ch of
plain our neutrali ty during the
student s, each differen t from the rest, are finding the job of apromoti
Althoug h some of these people people and nations. The foundal
e political, •conomie and family Ille
ng
y.ear!I,
the
followin g quest1·on
the ideas of world brother hood very pleasan t.
of her native country. Her discussion
are educate d, the great masses are tion was lai_d when the
doors of
The ideas of brother hood and good will, easy to attain in the friendly of Swiss neutraUty , printed here, shows arises: Why has the Federal asstill uncivilized and cannot follow the Interna tional House
a deep Insight 1n her countr:r'• unique
opened
sembly never• failed to carry out
atmosph ere of a small college, will be carried from Jackson
the rapid progres s of the "evo-1 for the first time to admit
•ltuat!on_.
ville to that
now tryinf to rain
this pr1'nc1'ple?, A11d here I shall
foreign
1ns1ghtS~e
rntoIs America.)
lues."
and
Americ
many differen t parts of the world.
an
students . This was
Two Were Married
say that it is because
Anothe r problem arising from the key to the ever pressing
The "meltin g pot" is the InterAs a matter of !act, two of the
How do you account for the fact sentiall y Swiss charact of our esprobthe
progres
er
s
of
and
the
beNegro peo- lem of world relation ship.
nationa l House at Jackson ville student s particip ating in the pro- that Switzer land has remaine d
.
cause
of
the
ple
diversit
is
the
y
problem
of populaof the family.
State. The student s are a selected gram the first year were married neutral during the years?
You, as success ful men r~ahze
tion.
Switzer
land
Parents like to send their boys to that when you ~re faced
group of young men and women soon after school was complet ed.
Merely to look at the scenery of German s, Frenchmis a country of
high schools and to see them get proble~ Y~U equip yourselv with_ a
en and Italians.
from several foreign countrie s.
The basic purpose of the pro- a country does not give an insight This diversit
es with
y of populat ion and
a secretar y's job and live like the a workmg 1d~a of the problem
They are studyin g here under a gram, however, is to educate am- into the country and the people.
and
thought
has
saved
white
us
people.
until
now.
But
they
need
their then app~y it_ to
system which enables the U. S. to bassado rs of good will so they can Switzer land is not just a beautifu l
There
are
also
daughte
other
rs'
reasons
work
which
and
do not like th e
exchang e student s with other coun- return to their homes and estab- garden to be looked at· there is
situatio n.
have
to send them to school any more That same thing
tries.
lish better relation s between na- life there too, there are Industri es, and sa.vect us: po11tica1 economy
(Editor's
Note:
111iss
the
Ryckma.n
after
fact
they reach 15 years of age. can be said for
of
commer ce, universi ties, etc. And been complet that Switzer land has Bolt fort, Belrium, Jived several s,years
The Interna tional House, organ- tions.
ely depend ent on its ln the Relglan Congo. Because or her The educatio n of the Negro girls the student~ al
Student s particip ating in the above all, there are its people.
ized in Septem ber of 1946 under
neighbo rs for 600 years. She ex- knowledg-e of the unique Nerro-wh lte is then somewh at retarded . The the Interna tional
the directio n of Dr. James H. program so far have represe nted
I might say that the people are ports her product
problem there, ahe was asked to discuss
"evolue s" want to have a wife who Uous_e at Jacks which
segreratio n and education al equality ot
Jones, gives tb.e foreign student s five foreign
nations;
~'ranee, the country . So I should like to watches which are known theinclude
Opn underst and their job, read the so~v1lle, because
the
Negroeo in the Southern States.
world
and several Alabam a. natives a Switzer land, Belgium , Cuba and give you the same advice that I over. Sinec Switzer
Her answer Is typical example of the
French books which they read it 1s here that
land is financ- observant
chance to eat togethe r, relax to- Columbia. There is also a student am following while I am in the U. iallly depend
minds of the foreign 1t.udent.■
themsel
ent
ves, and bring up the chil- we eat, work,
on
the
goodnes
at
Internatio
s
of
nal
House,)
from
Canada in the program this S., that is: above all, meet the her vacation
gether and become acquain ted
dren in the Europea n way-an d study and · play
ing neighbo rs and also
people and talk to them!
with each other's customs and year.
on the
they find very few girls able to do togethe r.
l of surroun ding
By CLAIRE RYCKMANS
tradition s.
It is
All of the foreign student s have
In answer to the question , I countrie s goodwil
for coal, iron, etc., she is
I have been asked to speak about it.
here that I can
particip
must
ated
necessa
in
many
rily
extra-cu
say
that we have compell ed to remain neutral Here my viewpoints on segrega
rricuEach One Differen t
Segrega
tion
A
Problem
forget any prejution and
Each of the student s bring a dis- lar activitie s to gain a better un- remaine d neutral all during the I should add a third reason for our educatio n equality of the
N ow we come to the problem dices and look upon each
Negro
tinctly differen t persona lity into derstan ding of America .
remaini ng neutral: Geneva is the in your Souther n states.
which interest s you, that is, segre- present as an individu al 'to person
Their life at the college is, of
be unthe group. Each persona lity, shapgation.
world
center
As I told you it was derstoo d accordin g to his society.
I
of
am
the
sorry
Red
Cross
to
confess
and
that
I
ed by the atmosph ere, history and course, centere d around the modof
know
the
Interna
nothing
first
tional
,
a
about
question
Labor
the
Office.
of
question
civilizat
ion. But
When possible
customs of the individu al's home ern brick bungalow, "Interna tionand that, althoug h I am interest ed now that there are some educate d languag e and theyI speak their
Red Cross Cited
in turn speak
country , adds to the plan which al House," where they meet.
in
Do
the
you
Negro
think
problem , I cannot Negroes, if we do not conside
that all these instiThere are many "exchan ge stur
Dr. Jones had in mind when he
mine.
Togethe
r
we
educate each
tutions
have
any opinion about it because them as we conside r white men
for a world peace would
dent" systems at colleges all over
organiz ed the program .
still
of
I
know
retain
the
same,
neither
their
educatio
qualitie
the
circums
n
s
we
of
create
unitances
other
and
destroy
the barriers that
When the program was started, America . All of these are serving
versatil ity if Switzer land should nor the heart of the matter.
racial discrim ination. The problem have been created between
races
it was a complet ely new idea to a good purpose but most are
sell
herself
to
various
narrow
is
So
acute
the only thing I can do is to
and needs a lot of tact ,md nations by thought less individthis area. Dr. Jones said recently , achievin g only intellec tual attainideologi
es?
The
Red
Cross,
for in- tell you about what I saw in the and underst anding.
ment.
to uals. We realize that there is
"Its success has astonish ed us."
~tance, cannot be elsewhe re than Belgian Congo where I lived for do the thing gradual ly,Weto want
prepare
Jackson ville's Interna ti on a 1
He added, "So convinc ed are we
the
opinion
Ill a neutral country .
and to repress the old only one way to establis h a lasting
If it were 12 years and in Belgium which is
of the effectiv eness of such a pro- House, through its novel program ,
then it would lose its implicit hu~ my country and where I have liv- racial prejudic es of the Europea ns, peace between nations and that is
gram that we are led to attempt to is stressin g a µioral and spiritua l
but the danger is that the grow- to educate people who will
mane signific ance. It must remain ed since the end of the war.
apply
broaden its sphere of activity. We develop ment which will build inabove politica l machina tions.
The problem in the Belgian Con- ing up masses of the Belgian Con- our basic principl e to every job
would pass on to others what we tegrity of charact er and univers al
go
would
go
too
Our
fast
neutrali
and
have
ty
a they take, because here we not
is not only a go was, until the last 15 years, a
have tested and proved in our hu- underst anding.
question of our own interest but problem of civilization; you did very strong reaction of inde- only learn their languag e, but unOn this basis, the founder s of
man relation s laborato ry."
nd
derstan d
as long _as the Swiss mind, the mind not invite Negroes in your house pe ence and
people who use it.
like in In- We build the
to the foundat ions alUnder the plan devised by Dr. the program hope to build a founof charity, the Christia n mind is in because they were uneduca ted. It dia, Indones ia, equality
Indo China, etc.
d
dation
for
a
perman
ent
world
Jones, six foreign student s come peace.
In Belgium, there are very few rea Y laid and create a friendsh
the people of Switzer land, neutral - was more a social problem than
ip
to the college to study each year.
ity will last.
a racial prol,llem. But now the Negroes an~ there is, of course, that wars do not diminish .
Recentl
y,
several
of
the
Interna About 25 Americ an student s are
no
segrega
The
present
tion of any kind. Durcontact between the proble.an becomes more acute since
In the futu~e ~ ~1ave every inselected lo take part in the pro- tional House student s spoke beAmeric an and Swiss people should there are well educate d Negroes ing the last year the King of t~~tion of mamtam mg and
gram as the college' s represe nta- fore the Annisto n Rotary Club.
not end. May it develop into a last- in Belgian Congo- We call them Ruanda and the King of Uruncli hsmg the ~orking pl~n laid adverTrue envoys of good will, they
tives.
ing
friendsh ip of great benefit to the "evolue s", or, what we would car:ne to Belgium and were receiv- / by a man mterest ed m peacedown
BEATR
ICE
FROSS
ARD
brought the friendly
both
people who have so much in translat e in English as "progre ss- ed wilh great conside ration by all love; one that has establis hedand
The Americ an and foreign stu- mosphe re of Interna, toleran t at•••
'cherish
our contact'
tional House
common as we have found out: the ing people." The mission aries the politica l and colonial persona li- pl~n and ~ade it work. By doinga
dents have dinner and supper to- along with them.
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Love Can Solve
All, Cuban Says
(Editor's Note: One of two Cuban students who is participatin g in hec second year at lnternatlona.l House, Miss
Nodal expreSBed In her s peech the purpose a.nd the &ccomplishm ent of Inter•
national House. She has said that she
will return to her na.tlve Havana. a.nd
work io spread the Ideas she has discovered at Jacksonville .)

By RAQUEL NODAL
Sentimen ts or great emotions I
am not able to express in words,
especially in a language that I
do not know well. But I want to
tell you how grateful I am in my
heart for this opportuni ty that
God has given me to be with you
and to know you through this
beautiful program of internatio nal
understan ding conceived by Dr.
Jones and put into effect in Jacksonville State Teachers College.
I think that never more than
now we need a good understan ding among the nations of the
world, but that is impossibl e to obtain by mere propagand a and
speeches. I think that the only
way to obtain understan ding is
by knowing each other, living with
each other in worries and happi,ness and knowing each other's
ideals, weaknei;ses and greatness.

Projec Lau e
I can't think of any better way
to do that, than through this wonderful project of exchange students in the college. I myself f eel,
after a year of being her e, that
this place is a lso a part of me. I
doubt if the American students of
the college can enjoy more than I
do the triumph of the Gamecocks
and I feel the same way about every other thing, perhaps mor e important than a fo otball game.
It will be a wonderfu l day wlien
everywhe re, in every college or
university people from every part
of the world, who dance the same
dances; sing the same songs and
love each other not thinking that
they belong to diferent nations but
to the same world. When I was
coming for the first time I thought
that I would find very different
things in this country but the
truth is that I found you have
here the same sun, the same
moon, the same stars, the same
sky and the same landscape s of
plains and mountains . We all live
in the same world and have only
one God. Why not live as brothers
loving each other as God, our fa.
ther, has loved us?
I want to tell you something
about my dear young country.
Cuba's Beauty Praised
Cuba is a very beautiful country. It is a country of eternal
Spring. It has every kind of flowers all year 'round. Our grass is
never dry and our sky is always
blue.
I am very proud to say that
our country, in a short time of lib•
erty, has reached one of the first
places among the civilized nations
of the world.
But there is one {hing that thi~
great nation of United States ha'>
that we don't have, which I should
like my beloved Cuba to have. It is
true religious faith. That is something that I admire very much
about you.
Our apostle J ·ose Marti said:
"Love repays itself with love." So,
we, the foreign students, that
have been received here with so
much kindness and love have no
other way than to love you and to
wish you happiness and sincere
good will. Those are the fruitful
seeds of the national unders:tanding that you are planting through
the Internatioal House of Jack-·
i;onville State Teachers College.

Foreign Students
Guests of Rotary
Attending U. S. Colleges
Through Club Program
Tampa Rotarians had as their
guests today four foreign exchange
students who are ·siting Florida
while on vacation from Alabama
State Teachers' College, Jacksonville, Ala.
Honored at the luncheon were:
Miss Renee Belhomm e, Avignon,
France; Miss Beatrice Frossard,
Chexbres, Switzerla nd; Miss Claire
Ryckmans , Boitsfort, Belgium; and
Jean Marie St. Jacques, Quebec,
Canada.
They are attending college in the
United . States through the Rotary
Club's Internatio nal House Program. August Van Eopoel, Belgian consul here, introduce d the
students.
Miss Mary Hume Kelton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Kelton,
Port Tampa City, and niece of
Dr. James H. Jones, director of
the Internatio nal House Program
at Jacksonvi lle, met the group on
arrival and accompan ied them to
the luncheon.
Arrangem ents for their visit were
andled by J . C. Hughey. They
are scheduled to be guests of the
arasota Rotary Club tomorrow .

Students from three continents wer e guests of the Rotary Club Wednesday at the Yacht
Club. Here they greet each other and club president C. L. McKaig, third from left. Shown after
the luncheon are: Renee Belhomme, Avignon, France; Beatrice Frossar d, Lausanne, Switzerland;
John E. Watson, Dunedin, New Zealand, and Claire Ryckman, Br ussels, Belgium.

Internationalism Marks Rotary
There was a distinct cosmopoli•
taJJ. atmosphere at the Yacht Club
Wednesday noon as Rotarians
gathered for their weekly luncheon meeting.
A New Zealand socialogy student
in the United States for a year's
advanced study under the sponsorship of New Zealand Rotarians was
scheduled to address the group.
But coincidentally there were
five other international visitors in
the audience. Actually, when noses
were counted it turned out there
were six representatives from six
foreign nations on three continents.

Five were advanced students. ·ments - English, French, Germ
The sixth was a representative of and Italian.
an American pen manufacturer in
Renee Belhomme of Avign
was the only one of the four w
his native Italy.
All were enthusiastic about actually come from France. T
Florida and particularly Sarasota 23-year old post-graduate stude
where they were presented gifts. is learning teaching methods
They said they spent Christmas she can return to her native la
in the state and were pleased about and instruct in high school. T
last of the quartet was a Fren
that, too.
The New Zealander was John E. Canadian, Jean Marie St. Jacqu
Watson of Dunedin, N. Z., a candi- of Quebec, a 21-year old aspiri
date for his doctorate in the Uni- teacher who is perfecting his l'
preparatory
versity of North Carolina. The guage abilities
school.
teaching
Rotary Foundation fellow told Ro•
The Italian businessman was
tarians about his native land. He
of Florence, who brou
later explained he is spending a Fantacci
from the Rotary Club
greetings
learn
to
year in the United States
city. He present
home
his
of
methods of teaching social reclub with his own Rotary grou
search, a virtually unexplored
flag and gave Rotary Presid
field in New Zealand, although that
C. L. McKaig a tie on behalf
nation's social welfare program is
the ~ead of the Florence Rot
one of the most complete in the
ians.
world.
The four other s tudents, three
women and one man, arrived in
Sarasota in the morning on a tour
of Florida. All are advanced students at Alabama State Teachers
College, Jacksonville, Ala. 'l'he
quartet is from French-speaking
countries and teach courses in that
language at the Teachers College.
Claire Ryckman, a vivacious 21year old Belgian from Brussels, is
studying sociology for a thesis. Beatrice Prossard, a 21-year old Swiss
girl, is learning Spanish In the
Alabama school. She said it will
be a help to her in addition to
lier other linguietic accomplish-
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On Tuesday night, December 26,
Mrs. Northcutt and I experienced the
delightful pleasure of attending Rotary
Club 01 Dunedin, Florida, Ladies'
N ight Party, when they had as their
honored guest and speaker for the everli n _;, Mr. J ohn E. Watson of Dunedin,
hew Zealand.
Mr. Watson, a Rotary Foundation
iellows:-i.ief' student who is studying in
th e §,1':3.duate fie ld at the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, is at
present making a tour of Florida, and
0n Friday of last week addressed t he
~ t . Petersburg Rotary Club, and before
retur ninJ to Chapel Hill, has or will
stop at M iami, Coral Gables, St. August n e, Orlando, Winter Haven, and
Sarasota.
1t was a delightful and enjoy able
nartv in every sense, and we were in-

DUNEDIN LADIES' N IGHT
(By Vic Northcutt)

Rotar_r Club of Tampa

-

~

1
LAST WEEK
The program last T uesday was in
charge of D uval Smith, as chairman.
The program was a musical one furnished by t he University of Tampa
Chorus directed by our own Lyman
Wiltse. The chorus san g several num·bers which were very much appreciated. Lyman was assisted by Mrs.
Wiltse and his two daughters Jean and
Joyce.
As President Vic was called away
on December 19, by the death of his
brother in Alabama the presenting of
the Christmas present to he and Rotary-Ann Ruby Northcutt had to be
postponed until t he meeting of December 26. J ohn Dolcater made the presentation in his interesting and kindly
-way that always seems so full of
warmth and good cheer. Rotary-Ann
Ruby opened the gifts with the help of
President Vic and thanked the Club
for both she and P resident Vic.
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Ernest Kemery, Angola, Ind.
Joseph L. Prince, Pottstown, Pa.
Orville Robinson, Portland, Ind.
Peter Sturman, Utica, Mich.
C . E . L_ovet t, Brist ol, T enn .

ENµ,o w TE

" ~OTA ~IANS

Leo Stern, 12-18, Hartford, Conn.
Dr. H. J . Blackmon, 12-19, Hollywood, Cal.
Courtney Campbell, 12-19, Auburndale
Morris White, E. G. Moss, Dr. Ralph
Byrnes, Col. Byron Bushnell, W. C.
Young, L. P. Woods, Joe Dalton, W.
B. Shearer, R. C. Bigby, Sr. 12-20.
Ybor City
Stu Phillips, 12-26, Newark, N. J.

VISITIN G
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Rotary Club of Tampa
DUNEDIN LADIES' NIGHT
(By Vic Northcutt)

On Tuesday night, December 26,
Mrs. Northcutt and I experienced the
delightful pleasure of attending Rotary
Club or Dunedin, Florida, Ladies'
Night Party, when they hfd as their
honored guest and speaker .wr the even.in ; , Mr. John E . Watson of Dunedm,
l ,ew Zealand.
Wu-. Watson a Rotary Foundation
i ellows::U.p- student who is studyi?g in
tb2 craduate field at the Umvers1ty of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, is at
present making a tour of Florida, -and
un Friday 0£ last week addressed the
U . Petersburg Rotary Club, and before
returninJ to Chapel Hill, has or will
stop at M :ami, Coral Gables, St. Augu st n e, Orlando, Winter Haven, and
Sarasota.
Jt w-as a delightful and enjoya ble
party in every sense and y,,e were intensely interested m the mformal remarks made by Mr. Watson, regarding
the customs, habits, cultural, sp~rit11:al
and economic development of his little country. In addition to listening
with rapture to his distinct Scottish
delivery, we were pnv1leged t o see
three short motion pictu res o'.' happenincrs a n d events in New Zealand. The
~ t revol ved around Dunedin Centennial in 1948, which showed colored
scenes of the gala celebrat ion. The
next a 10-minute film of the surr011n'ding rural and mountainous area
consisting of beautiful snow-capped
cnountains. The last depicted scenes
of northern New Zealand, referred to
as the "Thermal ·wonderland", with its
boiling geysers, mountainous areas,
beautiful crystal clear lakes and
streams with schools 0£ fish dear to
the heart of the sportsman, native
women and children making u se of the
boiling geysers for cooking and bathing purposes.
_
.
.
10 addition to the 1llummatmg remarks made by Mr. Watson and the
privilege of viewing the excellent pictures depicting scenes and events of
New Zealand, our District Governor,
F rank Rhod es, of St. Petersburg, made
brief glowL .r~rt regarding tb..e
o ;ary ' F atio
ell=shi
movement and what it is doing to bring
about through men like John Watson,
a better understanding between nations o ~ the world.
indeed, it was a delighCul occasion,
which Huby and I regret every member of our Clu b was not privileged to
share.
For
DIAMOND RINGS or
OTHER GIFT ITEMS

Adams-Magnon
Jewelers

"The Br ~des Sto re"

THE HUB
LAST WEEK
The program last Tuesday was in
charge of Duval Smith, as chairman.
The program was a musical one furnished by the University of Tampa
Chorus directed by our own Lyman
Wiltse. The chorus sang several numbers which were very m u ch appreciated. Lyman was assisted by Mrs.
Wiltse and his two dau ghters Jean and
Joyce.
As President Vic was called ~way
on December 19, by the death of his
brother in Alabama the presenting of
the Christmas present to he and Rotary-Ann Ruby Northcutt had to be
postponed u ntil the meeting of December 26. J ohn Dolcater made the presentation in his interesting and kindly
way that always seems so full of
warmth and good cheer. Rotary-Ann
Ruby opened the gifts with the help of
President Vic and thanked the Club
fo r b oth sh e and President Vic.
E e.poel, B elgia
Consu
.BQb Va
then introduced the four foreign stud·ents who had been invited to attend
our luncheon, who are visitin 5 1 iorida while on vacation from Alabama
S t ate Teachers' College, J acksonville,
Ala. J . C . Hugh ey handled arrangemen ts for the v isit.
T hose in t rodu ced were: M iss R enee
Belhomme, A vignon, France; Miss
Beatrice-, Frossard, Chexbres, S witzerland; Miss Claire Ryckmans, B oit sfort,
Belgium; and J ean M arie St. J acques,
Qu ebec, Canada .
They are attending college in t h e
United States through the Rot ary
Club's International House Program.
Miss Mary Hume Kelton, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Kelton, Port
'l'a:npa City, ·and niece of Dr. J ames
H. Jones, director of the International
House Program at Jacksonville met
the group on arrival and accompanied
them to the luncheon.

Have you ever considered the obligation you owe the friend who sponsored you in the Rotary Club? He believed you were in a position and willing to devote some time each week to
the ideals and the objects of R_otary.

WOLF BROS.
FRANKLIN AT ZACK

"One of America's Fine Stores"
Hart Schaffner & Marx
Hickey-Freeman
Florsheim Shoes

Ti'AMPA HARDWARE
LAFAYETTE AT TAMP A
E. D. WARNER
The Souths most complete stock of
Fine Hardware, Kitchen Equipment,
Marine Hardware and Sport Needs

I( JLAY & SON COLUMBIA
SPANISH RESTAURANT
PRINTERS-LI THOGR APHERS

1014 E. Cass Street - Phone 2-2042
Tampa 2, Florida

M eeting Place of Ybor City
Rotary Club-Wednesdays 12:15 P . M.
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ROTARIANS
VISITING
Leo Stern, 12-18, Hartford, Conn.
Dr. H. J. Blackmon, 12-19, Hollywood, Cal.
Courtney Campbell, 12-19, Auburndale
Morris White, E. G. Moss, Dr. Ralph
Byrnes, Col. Byron Bushnell, W. C.
Young, L. P. Woods, Joe Dalton, W.
B. Shearer, R. C. Bigby, Sr. 12·-20,
Ybor City
Stu Phillips, 12-26, Newark, N. J .

~OTA~IANS
ENP.O WTE

' Kemery, Angola, Ind.
Erne~t
Joseph L. Prince, Pottstown, Pa.
Orville Robinson, Portland, Ind.
Peter Sturman, Utica, Mich.
C. E. Lovett, Brist ol, T enn .
K .-G. Harmon, Alcoa,
enn:E . W . Vanaken, R om eo, Mich.
H. D. Shaw, Gulfport, Mi.Rs .
Tony Pizzo, Ybor City
AN INJUSTICE CORRECTED
O ur mild mannered and modest
member, G eorge E dmondson had his
feelings h urt because we fai led to publish in the "Hub" the fact that it was
George who won the recent golf t our·nament, in spite of the fact that in
. t he t ou rnament were also playing such
exp ert golfers as Pinky Pinkston and
' the Editor of the "HUB".
George shot a 70 and believe me
that is some golf. Modesty forbids
Pinky and the Editor from putting
their scores in print.
We apologize to George for delaying
the news of his victory and hope we
are forgiven.

THIS SPACE IS AV AILABLE TO YOU
FOR THE 3rd QUARTER
BEGINNING JANUA RY 2nd
Phone Miss Muncey or Anch Cuesta

THOMSON & Mc
Stocks . . Bonds . . Commodities
Members of All Leading Exchanges
DeWitt T. Jester, Manager
406 Franklin Street, Tampa, F lorida
Telephone 2-8301

HARTSTONE
For Safe Construction
HART CONCRETE PRODUCTS CO,
2613 4th Avenue - Phone 2 -2141
Tampa, Florida

~1UEI!'
HAVANA CIGARS
MADE IN TAMPA ·
SOLO EVERYWHERE ...

'
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GRATITUDE
(By Vic Northcutt)

To all the mem bers of the Club,
through this column, R uby and your
President wish to record our sincere
and grate~ul appreciation for the generous Christmas remembranc e so admirably presented on Tuesday, past,
by genial John Dolcater.
The beautiful pieces of silver, which
we will get Alvin Magnon to inscribe
to bear date of December 25, 1950, and
the name of the giver, will remain
among our most cherished possessions
and will be handed down to our children and grandchildre n witl1 pride and
joy.
In reviewing the first six months of
my administratio n, I have thought
about many events which have
brought stimulating experiences and
compensatio ns beyond my ability to
describe, but none transcend those of
yesterday, when, as the glow of the
Old Year grows dim, our hearts were
gladdened, and as we are about to
enter the New Year, there was born
anew in our hearts an increased ambition and desire not only to prove
worthy of ou r trust, but, if possible,
discover new t echniqu es for living and
4 -.

-
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CLUB PERSO NALS
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The Rov/ng Rep o r ter

Anch and Mrs. Cuesta, spent Christmas with their daughter ·and son-inlaw in Cocoa, Fla. While there Anch
attended the meeting of the Cocoa R otary Club to make his attendance. Mrs.
D' Albora is the .,ormer Rett Cuesta
and she and her husband John and
baby John III will spend New Years
week-end with Anch and Mrs. Cuesta.

IT W _l\.S A GRAND CHRISTMA S
enjoying his
This little fellow,
turkey and wildly excited ·about the
new t oys Santa left under the tree
is symbolic of the joy and happines~
we want for our own children and for
the little ones throughout the world.

Francis Jones and Mrs. Jones decided all of a sudden to go to Raleigh
and left last Sunday to be there for
Christmas Day with their son Frank
and family. They will not return until
after New Year's Day.
President Vic and Mrs. Northcutt
attended the Ladies Night Par.ty at the
Rotary Club of Duned in on the night
of D ecember 26. They reported a good
t ime, and said G ov ernor F r a n k
R hodes, Past District Governor, Alf
Marshall, J ohn Chesnut also Tom
Hood, who is a Past Director of Rotary
Internationa l, also present and enjoyed
chatting with them.
President Vic will address the Sarasota Rotary Club on January 10.
Joe Klay is a grandfather again.
His son Bruce Klay is the father of a
n ew baby girl which arrived Saturday, Dec. 23, and which has been
named Winsome Elizabeth after her
mother and grandmother .
John Turner will be off for Miami
for a business trip about Jan. 1 or 2.
We were glad to have back with us
Tuesday one of our Rotarians who has
been in Iran for over six months, T.
Roy Young. He looked fine and it was
good having him back again.
We were sorry to learn of t he passing of Mr. Williams Adams, father of
our member Joe Adams. His funeral
was held December 23 and he was
buried in Myrtle Hill Cemetery. Mr.

Mos.t of us realize that this week
both Joy and sorrow prevail through
the b.r:eadth of our land. There is sorrow m the hearts of many, many
tho_usands whose loved ones suffer and
stnve for democracy on foreign soil.
Our hearts go out to them and we
Jorn their prayers for Peace on Earth.
We approach the months ahead with
a firm resolution of purpose . . . but
with un.certainty as to application.
There will be drastic changes in our
no~mal lives and in our standard of
hvmg. We must face the fact that the
program we are to follow will be a
!o~gh . one and we can only place our
a1th m God.
A Letter from :

THERE WAS really a Fr~nch l
accent given the Internatio nal I
House at Jacksonvi lle State
Teachers College last week. M.
Rene de Messieres, of New York,
head of the French Cultural Services in the United States, was a
most welcome guest.
·
Dr. J. H. Jones was host _at. a
luncheon honoring the distinguished guest, and those who
came to meet him,
Dr. and Mrs. Anthony Constans
of Birmingha m-Southe rn College,
attended and also Students Frank
Hull Major Sylvester Bisset, and
Carolyn Spradley, officers of the
French Club; Julia Brumbelo e
Tidwell, Senorita Carlota Perez,
of Cuba; Mrs. W. R. Lathrop, ?r,,
Birmingha m, and Dr. Loraine
Pierson, of Alabama College ..
Members of the faculty were invited to meet the visitors in the
afternoon.

'World studen ts'-

1Ed ucafiOn
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xmtng am
Young French
woman paroled
to husband
JACKSONVILLE, Ala., Feb. 3
-A young French bride who is

-

. facing deportatio n charges, has
been paroled in the custody of
her American husband.
And twice every month, Monique Gaillottee Wallace, will have
to file a report of all her activities with Roy L. Wallace, Jr.,
whom she married last June.
Mrs. Wallace is a former
French foreign student at Jl\cksonville State College. She came
here in August, 1949, to repre- "
sent her country in the school's
Internatio nal Hou~e program.
She was admitted to the country under a one-year temporary
visa and was to have returned to
France last August.

for ma sse s
mo re tha n cac chw ord
BY KATHERI NE MAULDIN

French. She speaks or has studied
Phillips Hi cub reporter
Latin, Greek, French, English and
Education-for-the-masses is more Flemish.
than a catchword in the U. S., Since 1947 her father has been
where "almost everyone has a good the Belgian delegate to the U. N.
education," believes Miss Claire Trusteesh ip Council at Lake SucRyckmans, exchange student at cess, N. Y.
Jacksonvi lle State Teachers Col- 1' Miss Ryckmans is typical of the
lege.
exchange students who presented
And Claire is a qualified author- a program at Phillips on Jan. 26.
i · , for she has attended schools The program, sponsored by the
in three parts of the world. From French Club, was in line with their
her 4th to her 16th year she was aim of teaching American s about
taught in a convent in the Belgian their native countries.
Congo, where her father was governor-gen eral.
Returning to Brussels, Belgium,
her native city, she entered a university to train for her career as
a social worker. Afte1· two years in
Brussels, Claire came to America
under the sponsorsh ip of Dr. James
Harding Jones, professor of foreign
languages at Jacksonvi lle.
* * * G herself of
SHE IS AVAILIN
the "specialized courses" in American schools by taking typing and
drawing as well as Spanish and
sociology here.
For the students from the six
foreign countries participat ing in
the exchange, learning is a reciprocal process. · Each of them teaches
one class of French or Spanish
every day, besides attending a
class in the language which they
do not speak. Claire has a good
back ·ound as an instructor in

Exchange students visit Phillips- Sponsor ed by the French
Club at Phillips High Assembl y Friday were Claire Ryckmans, Brussels, Belgium; Beatrice Frossard, Chexbres , Switzerland; Samuel Verdeda , Preston Orienta, Cuba; Renee
Belhomm e, Avignon , France (left to right, above) exchang e
students from Jacksonv ille State Teachers College. Joined
by others in the exchang e group, including students from
Columbi a and Canada,
costume they presente d dances,

* * * French stuBUT THE PRETTY
dent had fallen in love and had
married young Wallace, also a
student here and son of Mayor
and Mrs. R. L. Wallace, of Gadsden.
The marriage did not effect her
foreign status and Mrs. Wallace
was told she would have to leave
the country, apply for citizenship and then return. She chose
to remain here and suffer the
consequences.
Immigrati on officials from Atlanta the other day arrested Mrs.
Wallace and then paroled her to
her husband. A hearing will be
held in March to determine further action.
A bill would have to be introduced in Congress if the charges
against Mrs. Wallace are to bei
dropped and she be given permanent citizenship.
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ppears

Friday

Students from Jacksonv ille State Teachers College's Internation al House will appear at the River View Theatre
Friday evening at eight o'clock.
The program is sponsored by the River View PTA and
was brought to River View by Jim Frank Clark, school
Internation al house was
at Jacksonvil le

years ago. Under the plan six
foreign students coma 1 o JSTC to
but primanly to · learn
live with American students in the dormitorie s, to assist students in learning to
speak their language and to represent their country. Usually,
about 25.. American students are
elected to participate in the
(Continued on Page 6)
program.
Some of the members this
year include:
Claire Ryckmans, of Belgium,
th e daughter of the Belgian delegate to the trusteeship council
of the United Nations. He is an
official member of the general
assembly, and for 15 years was
governor general of the Belgian
Congo.
Renee Belhomme , of France,
is the daughter of a s oe manufa cturer. The Swiss girl, Beatrice
Frossard, is the daughter of a
doctor.

J. S. C. News
Miss Freder ick Due
JACK SONV ILLE- Miss Paulin e
Freder ick, noted radio comm entator and United Nation s report er
for the Ameri can Broad casting
Company, will speak in the Leone
Cole Audito rium at Jackso nville
State Colleg e on Monda y morni ng
ai 10:30 o'clock. Her Monda y
morni ng broadc ast will origin ate
from this section of Alabam a.
Miss Freder ick will visit the Internat ional House during her visit
and will observ e the langua ge program which is directe d by Dr. J.
H. Jones, and will be the guest of
the college during the day.
She will be introd uced by Col.
Harry M. Ayers, publis her of The
A~nis ton Star, under whose auspices she is being presen ted.

PAULINE FREDERICK
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Miss Lucille Branscomb took these r emar ks in shorthand and t r ans~ated them for me .

:Miss, Pauline Fre derick, only woman radio"
reporter and anmnmntator over national
hcrok-up i n the country, originated from WHMA
in Anniston over the American Broadcast:ilng
Company her 7: 45 a. m. report.

Arniston, Ala.barn~
v1lliHA - , -c
H'ebruary 12, 1951

Good rorning l

This i

,...auline Frederick, reportinr to ycu from A1'.liston, Alab.<1.m~ .

I am speaking through the facilities of .. P.G through 'i.~nrn. in Anniston , -the foothills
etc .

..

..... . . ......... .. ...

Last ni1ht, in J<'cksonville, Alabama, at the i:tate Teachers Colle 0e, I had an
experience I sh.Jll not soon for ;et .

The J4cksonville State ~e.:.chers College is

just b1elve miles from Anrd ston end :::ir. Houston Cole i ~ i+ ~ president.

As Dr .

Cole .t-..,ut i , there ir• some c'.ispute in Jmniston and Jacksonville over ihich is a
suburb of which.
I believe that over there in .=-acksorvil:::..

; "' Alabama I s most im: ortc:..nt con+,ribution

Five years aco, :-irofessor J:.r es !I . Jones conceived :::.r idea of buildinr;

to pe&ce .

internation&l midc standi.."1 ;, and ~he resul -w of that dream are now realized in a
little house culled the Iriternatlon[ 1 fiouse, the symbol of this prograrr: to build
international friendship A.nr1 bood \'lill.

Last night in International House I heard

both foreien and ..merican s+,udents f'peak of the cycle o'' war c nd competition, the
serds of ,ihich t.hey c.re tryin'-' -~o overcome -:.hrough love, under st· ndine , and ed· co ...,.:..on
at the Jacksonville S+;1 te '"'eBchers Co] lP~e .
House a

11

lc..boT'a.·~orr in 11.umcn relations . 11

?ro~csror JonE

10.bori +,or

I should like +o see a

in L rr· . relations 11 estabJi.,hed at Lake fuccess . "

1 ev1 York, February 13
11

c:i.lled his International

The people of., lubama h&.ve, I think ,

discovered U e true fmmdat ion o" the answer to peace.
11

0

• • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • ••• •

is to establish a

11

..

From her 7:45 A. M. report originating
from the ABC stati.on in New York.
\'hat +,he diylomat,s · t tl e r-iited p::;+.;onE need to do

l2bort..tory of human relations 11 at Lake Success such as I

f omid yesterday in Jacksonville , Alabama . 11

(Note:

This remark folloted her

remark that tho lJN represen ;: tives should try r ore to settle t11eir cl ifferences
around the counsel table of und~:r•ntanding and tolerance.)

,I

tar

t
Complete A. P. and U. P. Leased Wires.

Memner ABC and NEA
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World Is Divided
Describing the horrors of the
European battlegrounds and of the
war-weary world, she then added:
"Traveling over the
United
States, seeing our healthy youth,
our great industries, our sunny
skies, I know that we in America
who have joined in the chorus of
"there must never be another war"
cannot possibly know the urgency
of the dedication of the United
Nations."
Miss Frederick said the world to(See Frederick, Page 2, Col. 5)

NOTED COMMENTATOR VISITS-Miss Pauline Frederick, noted woman radio reporter, was a visitor in Jacksonville and Anniston
yesterday and today. She is shown above with Dr. Houston Cole,
president of Jacksonville State College,

Pauline Fredericl{ Assails
'Diplomacy Thro11gh Fear'
She Calls For Rebirth Of Moral Courage In Talk Before
Jacksonville State Audience
By CODY HALL
Commentator Pauline Frederick this morning before a Jacksonville
State College audience, attacked the international policy of diplomacy
through fear.
In packed Leone Cole Auditorium she called for a rebirth of
moral courage which would bring to realit the cry of a battle-torn
globe: "There must never be an- Churchill, and later meetings.
other war."
She spoke, with personal conAn acknowledged top reporter viction, of the high moral aims of
in newspaper and radio worlds, the UN, and outlined with the exMiss Frederick commented objec- pertness of one who has watched
tively on the history of the UN from the beginning the mechin the past five years, and the anisms of the organization.
United States came off without
On her knowledge of the framethe rosy glow cast over it by the
work of the United Nations she
thought of this nation.
The only woman commentator decried recurring denunciations- of
in network radio, Miss Frederick the UN as a failure, explaining
was introduced by Col. Harry M. that the UN had not been designed
Ayers, publisher of The Anniston to settle the post-war problems of
Star. Her appearance was sponsor- the last conflict which it has been
ed by the college and by radio called on to do in the case of
Korea.
station WHMA.
The United Nations, she said,
UN's Origin Traced
She traced briefly the origin of was designed as a meeting ground
the present United Nations organ- for all nations to settle problems
ization from the North Atlantic as they occurred, not past happenmeeting of President F. D. Roose- ings and errors. In this mission it
failed.
vel and Prime Minister Winston

day is divided into two armed
camps, each believing it has the
most to offer the people of the
world, and each trying to enlarge
its sphere.
Our own country is saddled by
two groups, the
one
hurling
charges of appeasement, the other
the phrase: "War is not inevitable."
Both are cliches without meaning
as used today, she added.
She said the United States has
shut down diplomacy until it had
built up the military power deemed necessary to put the wanted
weight behind diplomacy's words.
"We must not suspend our spiritual and mental powers until our
physical power has been built up
to cope with the problems of the
world,'' she warned. "The world,"
she added, "seems to have lost the
will to try diplomacy.'
Turning to the travails of the
United Nations, Miss Frederick repeated her statement of its goal:
To keep the peace once it has
been established.
Then she traced the events of
the East-'f est controversies of the
past few years up to date, a history which shows, she indicated,
no perfectly clean slate for either
the United States or Russia.
In brief, she said the Korean
difficulties were a World War II
problem of · the two countries and
actually not a problem inherent
to the UN. Even so is the controversy over Nationalist-held China.
The UN was called on, even
with this status, to settle unification of U. S. and U. S. S. R.-occupied Korea before last June 25.
When the North Koreans invaded the Southern Republic, Miss
Frederick said, orders to General
MacArthur to intercede preceded
a request for UN action by 24
hours.

When the Reds were
driven
back, the UN received two plans,
American and Russian sponsored,
for rehabilitating the country. The
Russian J>lan, through American
pressure, rE;_ceived scant consideration.
The American motion to brand
the Chinese Communists as aggressors passed through the United Nations, with numerical superiority if not with the conviction of
the United States' allies.
"Our allies; who know more of
war, faced the alternatives of taking a step which might have led to
war ,in refusing to support the
"aggressor" movement, or of being accused of breaking the antiRed front by a friend they could
not afford to lose-the United
States."
Our foreign policy and actions
in the United Nations, she said,
have been too greatly influenced
by unreasoning fear and by upand-down waves of public emotion and opinion.
"Perhaps," Miss Frederick said,
" the glamor of trying to make
peace is not as great as that of
making war. Our policy of containment of the Communist world
has been a policy of fear-fear of
being outmaneuvered, a fear of
being abandoned by our allies.
"What the world needs, perhaps,
is not so much of an H-bomb, but
a rebirth of moral courage, the
courage to meet our enemies at the
council table.
"The courage we need is the
courage which would cry out:
'There must never be another

One of the nice things about
having outstanding personalities
visit the campus of Jacksonville
State College is getting to know
them as people. Al:put two weeks
ago we had Dorothy Thompson
here, and in addition to hearing
her speak in the auditorium, we
were member,s of a group which
had an hour's informal discussion
with her about her ideas of world

affairs.
This week w e h a d Pauline
Frederick here for a day and
night, and she charmed all she
met. She is such a genuine, sincere
person that she captures your interest immediately. We were not
able to find even a remote trace
of egotism in her; she was as
plain and down to earth as if she
had never enjoyed fame and success as the only woman news
commentator in radio network.
One thing that e v er y b o d y
wanted to know was-Is sh~ the
actress, Pauline Frederick? One
woman who spoke to her at the
auditorium even asked her when
she was going to make some more
films.
In the first place, Pauline Frederick, the actress, would be. an
old woman were she alive t cday.
Our Miss Frederick is a young
woman, and she has no connection with the actress. She is a
native of Pennsylvania, received
her college education in Washington, D. C., and did graduate
study in International Law.
She was advised by one of her
professors to "stick · to writing,''
and she said she had been editing
newspapers since junior hi g h
school days. She really began her

rise in the newspaper world when
she started feature stories about
leading women in Washington.
She would interview them for the
newspaper. Then a woman at
NBC asked her to do the same
sort r;f thing over the radio.
She could have gone on without
opposition in the woman's field,
but she wanted to stick to "news"
reporting, so she tried to get into
newscasting. The fact that she was
a woman proved to be a great
handicap. The b r o a d c a s t i n g
authorities would let her take part
in reporting events, but they
wouldn't give her a "spot". One
thing led to another, however,
with her reporting meetings of
international conferences, et c.,

leading up to her assignment with
the UN. Finally, when there was
an opening, they gave her the
news broadcast which she now
has.
,
S h e covered t h e
Nuremberg, the
o f t h e "Queen
other e v en ts, b u t her great
triumph came when the powers
that be decided she could report
the news on her own porgram, in
spite of the fact that she is a woman.
Miss Frederick goes to work at
4 o'clock every morning. She has
to look over the news dispatches,
prepare her script and submit it
for approval. She broadcasts from
New York at 8:45 A. M. EST. It
is heard over Station WGAD at
7:45, CST, and is re-broadcast
over Station WHMA at 10:15, and
Station WSGN at 11:15.
If she goes to Lake Success
after her broadcast, she has a long
day.
Miss Frederick left Gadsden by
plane Monday afternoon at 4:00.
She changed planes in Atlanta for
New York, and l:'eached home
some time before midnight.
We will all have a more
sonal interest in her after
visit.

auline Frederick
Speaks To Overflow
Crowd Mon. Morning
The visit of Miss Pauline Frederick, noted American Broadcasting Company commentator, to
Jacksonville and Anniston was of
keen interest, particularly to those
who listen to her daily broadcasts, and to her reports from the
United Nations at Lake Success.
Miss Frederic:;;: arrived Sunday
night and was t _e guest of honor
at an inforn,al c.i.,.1;:;r at the International hu use given by Dr. J. H.
Jones. Other gu.:!sts were officers
of the Intern_t10nal House Program: Mr. and Mrs. Henry Miller,
Jacks ~nville; Mf. and Mrs. E. D.
Ki,ng, Mr. and Mrs. F. A. McCartnf.y, Mr. al!d Mrs. R. Barron
Storm, Mr. and Ml's. Herbert 0 .
Tittel, Colonel and Mrs. H. M.
Ayers; and Mr. and Mrs. Phillip
Sanguinetti, Anniston; Dr. Houston Cole, Mr. and Mrs. R. K. Coffee, Misses Lucille Branscomb and
Ada Bounds, Opal Lovett, the
foreign students and s·everal of
the American students .
The program of the International House was outlined by Dr.
Jones, Raquel Nodal of Cuba, and
Jack Churchill of Margaret. Miss
Frederick spoke informally to the
group expressing her interest in
the "laboratory of human relations."
Monday morning, she made her
regular nation-wiae news broadcast fr om the stuct10s of Station
WHMA in Anniston. In her broadcast, she made very complimentary references to the program
or the International House, and
on Tuesday morning in her broadcast from New YorK, she recommended the Jacksonville International House program as a pattern
which might be followed by the
United Nations.
At 10:30 o·clock Monday morning, Miss Frederick spoke t9 an
over-flow audience at the Leone
Cole Auditorium. The invocation
was led by the Rev. John B. Johnson, pastor of the First Baptist
Church. Frank Jones sang a solo,
accompanied by Walter A. Mason.
Mrs. R. K. Coffee, representing
he women of the college faculty
and staff, presided. Seated on the
platform were representatives of
,-actio stations WHMA, Anniston,
and WGAD, Gadsden, which carry

Nliss Frederick's program; Colonel
and Mrs. Harry Ayers, the Rev.
Mr. Johnson, R. K. Coffee, of the
Jacksonville News; and President
tluuston Cole.
Miss Frederick was introduced
oy Colonel Ayers.
Her topic was "Is the UN an
Illusion?" She pointed out that
before accepting harsh judgement
against the UN, it woull be well
to examine the organization closely.
The UN was created in the
flush of the allied victory at the
end cf World War II. Franklin
D. RoosEvelt and Winston Churchill had declared in the Atlantic
Charter in 1941"-that all the nations of the world, for realistic
as well as spiritual reasons, must
come to the abandonment of the
use of force". The UN was not
created to make the peace of
World War II. That was the responsibility of the victors. The
UN was to keep the peace among
all nations once it has been established, Miss .Frederick reminded
her listeners.
"In fact, Article 107 of the
Charter provided that in the event
there was trouble among the great
powers over former enemy territory, no great power was compelled to hand it over to the UN. Nor
was the UN obliged to accept the
rEsp onsibility for such a problem,"
,he said.
''Today, the UN is being popularly adjudged a failure because
it has not been able to achieve
peace be ,ween the United States
,.md l u.;sia over Korea, in spite
J f the fact that it was
never
charged with the responsibility
of settling a dispute between the
victors over the results of their
victory.
"Even greater. unjust strain
may be put on the UN when
either Russia or · the
western
a emp o wn e separate
peace treaties with Germany or
Japan try to arm unilaterally.
"Therefore, before w_e charge
the UN with failing to meet its
responsibility in the pr e s e n t
world critis, it is well to remember the purposes for which the
UN was created., That purpose
was not to make the peace for
World War II. Rather it was to
keep the peace once it had been
established. And there has been
no real peace for the UN to try
to keep.

e secon
point we ought
to bear in mind in our disillusionment over the UN is the nature
of its power and the UN was never
expected to stop aggression by a
major power. It has also been
handicapped by t he veto", Miss
Frederick explained.
Alth0ugh the United States has
never used the veto, it would be
unfair not to add that there have
been times when the vetoless record was preserved through the
preponderance of A m e r i c a n
friends on the Council who voted
down Soviet proposa-ls while the
U. S. delegates abstained from
voting. In spite of Russian abuse
of the veto, the U. S. and other
powers have not demonstrated
any willingness to give up the
right veto, Miss .Frederick said .
In making her plea for the UN,
Miss Frederick said that nations
are not inanimate objects. Nations
are people; by the very nature of
their composition, nations act and
react like people. Nations, too can
be dominated by greed and fearome more than others. Therefore,
just as in personal relationships
individuals compete with one another, so nations are competitive.
And powerful nations exercise
this competition in such a way as
to force small weaker nations to
come within the scope of this
power.
"Competition b et w e e n the

United States and Russia since
the end of World War II has generated mutual fear. We label the
Russian p o 1 i c y "expansionism"
that must be curbed. We call our
£forts at curbing this expansionism "containment". These two
groups with widely different political ideas are compelled to live
on the same ear,th. Each feels it
has the answer to the world's
salvation, and has determined to
win as many followers as possible.
"I suppose ,there will be deqate
for many years to come over
wh.:.cm developed first-American
fear of Russia or Russian fear of
the United States. Be that as it
may, the cruel fact emerged that
not long after the United Nations
was established this mutual fear
was expressed in the American
policy of containment and the
Russian policy of expansionism
was introduced into the UN.
"I am aghast at how quickly we
have succumbed to fear. One gets
the impressiion that our leaders
are not willing to explore ways
to peaceful settlement of th e
world's bitter differences, because
they are afraid. Afraid they will
be out-witted and diplomatically
out-maneuvered-afraid the rest
of us will be critical and call
them appeasers.

"Wha
e wor nee s o ay 1s
not sa much a hydrogen bomb as
a re-birth of intellectual a n d
moral courage. A courage that
will date the cries of appeasement
to find out if there is a way other
than war to deal with our enemies.
A courage that dares to meet our
enemies at t h e council table.
When that courage has been reborn, the UN, imperfect as it is,
will be seen in its true light, not
as a center to which men of all
nations will bring their differences, and using the mind and
spirit that lifts them above the
animal, try to resolve their differences", she concluded.

'
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Mrs. Barnes Guest
Carman Barnes, a Southern
writer, formerly of Chattanooga,
and now of New York, was a guest
at the International House on
Tuesday afternoon. She was accompanied by Mrs. Frartk Martln
of Gadsden.
Members of the English faculty,
the foreign students, and seve1-• members of the college staff we -.
invited to meet Mrs. Barnes. Tea
wa1, served by Martha Gail Sandifer, Gadsden Ann Clemons, Albertville; Betty Morgan, Piedmont,
a.nd Willene Landers, Horton. The
guests were greeted by Dr. J. H.
Jones,' director of the foreign language program.
A color scheme of yellow and
purple was effectively carried out
in the table decorations with a
centerpiece of yellow daffodils and
Dutch iris.

International Students
Will Present Play
The United Nations sponsored
organization, U. N. E. S. C. 0 -: has
designated March as Internat~onal
Theater Month. Its purpose is. to
bring about better understan~m_g
through cultural fields and _this_ is
the theater's way of contnbutmg
to world peace.
Anniston High School's. ~he~plan Troop No. 1018. is partic1~abJ?,g
in this event. On March 23 it will
sponsor the International students
from Jacksonville State . College
when they present a play m connection with U. N. E. S. C. O.,. as
an assembly program in the, High
School auditorium at 12:~5 ~ clock.
The public is cordially mv1ted to
be present.

J International
!

Students
Give Program Here

Tomorrow afternoon at 12:40 the
International Students from Jacksonville State College will present a program on the stage at
Anniston High School aduitorium
and the public is cordially invited
to attend.
This program is being sponsored
by the Anniston High School Thespian troop in observance of International Theatre Month, as March
has been designated by the United
Nations sponsored organization
UNESCO.
Officers of 'the high school troop
are: Dan House, Sonny Statom,
Harvy Love, Richard Phillips, Merry Lou Arthur and. Carolyn Barker.
The Jack~onvllle Students are
under the leadership of Dr. W. H.
Jones.

r

Menu
Frie d Chicken
Eng lish peas Mashed pota toes
stuf fed Cele ry
Tossed Sala d
Roll s

Coff ee

straw berr y Shor t Cake

New Members
Vi rgi nia Br igh t
Martha Elt on
Mary Her ndon
Wi llia m Jones
Samuel Mimms
Lo dri c Maddox
El la St itt
Be tty Jea n Young

Honorary Members
J
,I

.,

Dr. Houston Cole
Dr . C. E. Ca yle y
Dr . Wm . J . Ca lve rt
Mrs . J. H. Jon es
Mr . H. E. Mi lle r
Mrs. H. E. Mi lle r
Miss Lu cil le Branscomb

Old Member s

Gu est s of Honor

L. Simpson - Pre sid en t
Av eri ll Wi llia ms - V. Pre s .
Eli zab eth Cunningham - Se~.
Be tty Morgan - Tre asu rer
Tommy Vfatson - Re po rte r
Dr . J. H. Jon es - Ad vis or
Joy Cunningham

Noemi Da lla rt
Renee Belhomme
Donaldo Fra ser
Be atr ice Fro ssa rd
Raquel Nodal
Cl air e Ryckmans
Jea n Marie St- Jac qu es
Samuel Ve rde cia

c.

Program
Induction Ceremony
Banquet
Speaker - Dr. Houston Cole

~

■

Phydrogene dans le Pacifiqu e

xper1ences sur la bombe

.,

"lnstaurare omnia in Christo"
L•ACTION CATHOLIQUE MEMBRE DE L'A. B. C.
ORCANE DE L'ACTION SOCIALE CATHOLIQUE

,.,,, ,

... .I..., ....

Nuageux avec neige intermittente, s'eclaircistent cet apres-midi. Demain, clair et doux. Mini•
mum et maximum a Quebec, 20 et 35.

~~---

c;

QUEBEC L'ACTION CATHOLIQUE, MARDI, 20

,

.

'

.
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<> ._,. C)la., '-J ~
Autort16 eomm• ennl postal 4e la 4er.ldimo
et..,., mlnl.atire 4ea Po1tea, OUawa

CANADA • M. H.-James Jones, chef du
departemen,t des langues au
"State Teacller College" Jack.-onville, Alabama, E.-U., :fondMt un cercle ~oai.t dans le
but d'enoourager l'etude de cetM langue. Dea elrudiant■ mm98it vinrent a Jacksonville enNigner leur ~ aux AmerloaiM. Deuat ana pli. tard, deux
j81.Ulm Cubainea vinrent ae
;tolndre au eroupe pour enaeig:nc l'espagnol. L'annee 111.1lvant., la Suisse et la BelgiqUAt ►
talent representeea au Cercle
~ devemt
maintena:nt

Cuba, Claire Ryclmnans, de Bruxelles, Belgique, et oon ;>ere, M.
Pierre Ryckman.a, et Mlle Rene
Belhomme d'Avignon, France;
d.ebot1t dana lie m~e ordre, M.
Donaldo Fraaer, de Colombie,
Amerique du Sud, Mlle Raquel
Nodal, e la Havane, Cuba, ain• qitN Male Matrlce Froesard,
de Lausanne, Suislle, et notre
concltoyeo, Jean-Marie St-Jacques, de '-1ebec. La photo fut
prise lors tW la visit. de !d.
Ryckmana t •
:fi11e, Claire,
etudiente belge l Jacksonville.
Oe d.em.ler est representant de
11011 pa;,w aus Nations-Uni••·
!"'International Program",
en est

a-

qui

clnquie:m. annee.
La France, la Belgique, Cuba,
la Colomblie et le Canada y sont
represent. par butt Mudia.nt..
IM etudiants ~angen auiveut
des oou.ra r~iera au college,
tout en eru,efgnant lieur langue
matemeLle, et donnent re,ullerement dea ~entatton1 de
danNa et de chaneona :folkloriqu•. Une vingtaine d'etudiant.
americaim oompletent le g:roupe. On voit iot aur oette photo,
de gauche A droite, usis, MllH
Noemi Ballard, de la Havane,

aco
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JACKSONVILLE, Ala., March
23-The Masque and Wig Guild at
Jacksonville State Teachers College this week announced the dates
for its Spring play-April 10 and 11.
Members of the cast are: Patricia
C!'Brien, Mobile: Docia Ann Lasseter, Gadsden: Marlene Boozer, Jacksonville: Mary Wein, Anniston; Virginia Bright, Jacksonville; Larry
Parker and Jack Collins, Gadsden;
Dan Traylor, Gadsden; Libby Wilson, Anniston: Betty Vickery, Gadsden: Jean Kennedy, Piedmont;
Mary Jane Landers, ,Jacksonville:
.A my Williams, Oxford: Buty Burrow. Huntsville; Martha Elion,
Gadsden: C. L. Simpson, Blue
Mountain: Don Collins, Gadsden;
,John Cathey, Gadsden; Sam Verdecia. Havana, Cuba; Jerry Jackson,
Anniston.

resent their S

_ _:____:_:__:_~.::-:;'_L_-=-=--.c:.:_;::.=.=-=-=--=--=c.=...=.-=.c:----- :-:~~
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THE LEONE COLE HOME
Economics Club held its meeting
Tuesday night. Amy Williams, vice
president. presided in the absence
of the president, Sara Sharp Owens.
Members present were: Luverne
Ledford Scottsboro; Joe Ann
Florey, Vincent: A~mie R_uth Davie,
Munford: Jo Barclift, Umon Grove;
Evelyn Brooks, Lineville: Frances
Gunter, Betty Morgan, Piedmont;
Betty Hammond, Wehadkee; Joe

I

Taylor, Delta: Carolyn McMahan,
Hopewell: Mimi Ballart, Havana,
Cuba; Martha Gail Sandifer, Betty
Smith, Luzanne Sims. Gadsden;
Daphene Burnett. Alexander City;
Sara Williams, Jacksonville; Roberta Griffin, Lineville: Wilma M.
Braswell. Anniston: Ruth Kirby,
Woodland; Amy Williams, Oxford;
I
Betty Higgins. Leesburg.
A committee composed of Betty

Higgins, Amy Williams and Martha
Gail Sandifer served refreshments.
THE MARCH MEETING of th_e
Jacksonville branch of the Amencan Association of University Women was held · in the International
House. The program was present~d
by Mrs. J. H. Jones, Miss_ Sadie
Weir and Mrs. Robert McNe1ll.
Two Cuban dances were p_er:
formed by Raquel Nodal and M1m1
Ballart, Cuban students, assisted by
Lodric Maddox, Lineville, and Jack 1
Churchill, Margaret.

* * *

Rehearse Jacksonville play-Members of the Masque and
Wig Guild at Jacksonville State Teachers College ore whipping their Spring ploy, "Goodbye, My Foney," into s~ope.
The four members of the cast shown above are, left to right:
Betty Burrow, Huntsville; Mory Jone Landers, Jock_sonville;
Virgiino Bright, Jacksonville, and Samuel Verdec1a, Havana, Cuba.

The A. G. Sorlie Memo:ial Bridge , connecting East Grand Forks, Minn. and Grand Forks, N . D.

Bynum PT-A Meeting
To Be Held Tomorrow

Social Events In Spotlight
The regular business sessions of
the convention were relieved by
ever.al social events. On Monday
mormng a coffee was given in the
International House for the board
f managers. Monday afternoon
a tour of the campus was directed
by Miss Mary Frances Edwards of
the college faculty for the visitors
Monday evening the Life Metn:
bership Dinner was held in t}Je ·
high school cafeteria. Miss Mary
Moss Goggans Was chairman for
the dinner. Mrs. T. ·c. Killingsworth, Birmingham, state chairman, presided over the dinner.
Mrs. Robert Guthrie of Bi.tmingh~m was the principal speaker,
using the topic, "Are You Superstitious" Music was presented
under the direction of Walter Mason.
The board of managers dinner
took place Tuesday evening in the
hi!th school cafeteria. Dr. E. B.
N otton presided. Robert w eiss
local manufacturer, presented ~
pro~ram of sleight-of-hand, which
is his hobby. Music was furnished
by students of the college. Mrs.
A. 0. Haislip, state president, and
Mrs. Walter H. Beckham, regional vice president, were presented
book-ends of Alabama marble by
the organization.
A reception was held at the

The Bynum
Parent-Teachers
Association will meet at the Bynum Elementary School on Tuesday evening at 7 o'clock.
The meeting will be presided
over by Mrs. L. W. Ridenhour.
"Good Neighbor Policy" will be
the subject of a program to be presented by Dr. J. H. Jones and a
group of students from Jacksonville State Teachers College. Dr.
Jones will be introduced by Mrs.
C. D. Heard, program chairman.
AU are urged to attend this
meeting.

home of President Houston Cole
Tuesday night. Refreshment tables were arranged on the back
lawn where students and members of the college faculty assisted
in serving and greeting the
guests.
On Monday evening "Recreation
Night" was observed in the college
gym under the direction of Mrs.
W. J. Calvert. The gym was decorated as a South Sea island with
palms, and flower-decked boats.
The guests were presented leis
and the students who assisted
wore colorful costumes.
The convention was reported to
have been the largest in its history. Seven hundred and twenty.
tow delegatets and visitors registered and attended.
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Progressive Study Club
One of the loveliest Christmas
parties given here was the Progressive Study Club's at Shadow Lake
Lodge with Mrs. James Williams,
Mrs. Mary L. Lowery, Miss Susie
Sargent, Miss Erie Currier, Mrs.
T. J. Weaver, Mrs. H. A. Rowan,
and Ms. J. W. Stephenson
hostesses.
Husbands and friends of the
club members, Dr. and Mrs. Jones
and the international students
were guests. Christmas decorations ,
were featured throughout the
house and a log fire in the huge 1
fireplace added to the air of festivity.
As the guests arrived they were
served coffee and hors d'oeuvres.
Dr. Jones introduced the foreign students who told how Christmas is celebrated in their countries. Later they all sang carols.
Mimi Ballart,
Cuban studant
who has been "adopted" by the
club, acted as Santa Claus and
distributed gifts from the brightly
lighted Christmas tree. There were
gifts for all, and for Mimi a shower of gifts from club members.
Late in the evening ambrosia
and cake were served. Each individual cake held a tiny candle and
when all were lighted they cast a
soft glow over the pretty fireside scene.
About 50 were present.

SUNDAY, MAY

At J. S. T. C.-
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JACKSO NVILLE , Ala., May 5The music departm ent at Jackson :
preville State Teacher"s College
. ~· .,
sented the pageant , America ::;mg,
for the faculty and student body on
Tuesday morning under the direction of Walter A. Mason. This pa~eant was prepare d especial ly for
the state convent ion of the Alabama
Congres s of Parents and Teacher s

Matron's Study Club meets at college
UMDAY, APR!L 29,
E UNESCO luncheo
conduct ed by Mrs.
art, Centre, will feature
from Internat ional Ho
ille State College

riday afternoo n m
W. M. Beck,
· 1 present "Bui

Reception Set
At JSC Monday
JACKS ONVIL LE.-Th e Interna tional House at Jackson ville State
College is having a receptio n on
Monday night, May 7, from 7:30 to
9:30 o' clock in honor of women
from other countrie s and their
husband s who are living in Jacksonville and Annisto n.
Invited to meet them will be
member s of the college faculty
and staff, their husband s and wives,
ministe rs and their wives from the
two towns. The receivin g line will
be compos ed of Preside nt Houston
Cole, Dr. J. H. Jones, director of
the Interna tional House Program ,
Mrs. Jones, foreign student s, and
the honoree s.
This is being done as a gesture
of friendli ness and will extend the
program of internat ional good will
of the Interna tional House Program to those of other countrie s
living here at this time.

oreign Stu ents
To Present Program

.!SC Foreign Stud ents Pres ent
Prog ram For Matr ons Club
Members of the Matrons Study
Club held their meeting on
Wednesda y at the Internatio nal
llouse at Jacksonvi lle State College.
After a very short business session, Mrs. W. R. Owen, program
leader for the afternoon , turned
the program over to Dr. J. H.
Jones who has for five and a half
years worked with. the international students at the college. Dr.
Jones introduce d Miss Betty Morgan who presented Miss Raquel
Nodal of Cuba. Miss Nodal talked
in a most interestin g way of her
life in Jacksonvi lle and said she
believes understan ding through
friendship is important and an aid
towards building peaceful relations among nations.
This inspiring talk was followed by a splendid discussion on the
importanc e of foreign languages
and their effect on internatio nal
relations by Jack Churchill of Alabama.
Miss Claire Ryckmana s of Belgium presented a most interestin g
talk on "Racial Problems, " comparing conditions -in America to
those existing between Belgium
and the Belgium Congo. Miss
Ryckmana s is especially qualified
to discuss the question since she

lived in Belgium Congo with her

family while her father held the
post of Governor General there for
fifteen years. At the present time
M. Ryckmana s is a delegate to the
Trustee Council and the General
Assembly of the United Nations.
A beautiful musical program
was presented by Sam Vedecia,
soloist of Cuba and Jean Marie St.
Jaque of Canada who led the following group in several songs in
Spanish: Miss Ryckmanas, Mr. Vedecia, Mr. Churchill, Mr. Nodel,
Miss Noemi Ballart of Cuba, Renee
Belhomm e of France, Miss Lodric
Maddox and Miss Morgan.
After the program Mrs. Mary
Lowery, head of the Home Economic Departme nt of the college,
and Mrs. Cecil H. Young, co-hostess for the afternoon invited their

guests into the dining room where
Mrs. C. R. Wood presided over a
lov _ly tea table.
Mrs. William Parker and Mrs. J.
H. Jones were visitors for the
meeting and club members present were: Mrs. Andrew Jackson
Goodwin, Mrs. Robert E. Nobie,
Mrs. Earl Ray Hart, Mrs. Lindsay
Builder, Mrs. William H. Deyo,
Mrs. William S. Stoney, Mrs. I:oland Sims, Mrs. George C. Goodrich, Mrs. J. Henry Edmondso n,
Mrs. J. R. Godwin, and Mrs.
'l'homas E. Kilby.

.
Bride-Elect Honore
Party
on
Afterno
. With
Mrs. Robert W. Dethlefs entertained Friday afternoon with a
lovely tea at her home on Montvue Road. Honoree for the occasion was Miss Frances Meaders,
who will be married in the nea:r
future to Wallace C. Klein.
The house was beautifull y decorated with arrangem ents of
Spring flowers and guests were
receiv.e d at the door by Mrs. Richard Boinest.
In the dining room Mrs-. L. C.
Meaders and Mrs. M. L. Morrison
presided over the tea table which
was covered with a handsome
satin damisk cloth and featured an
exquisite center arrangem ent of
white gladioli and white snapdragons in a silver urn and lighted
white tapers in silver candelabr a.
Miss Patsy Meaders, sister of the
bride, and Misses Page and Marlin Dethlefs assisted in s~"Ving.
Guests present included: Mrs.
John Wakefield , Mrs. Harry Whitten, Mrs. T. R. Durrett, Miss Mary
Elizabeth Lloyd, Mrs. Martin
Wakefield , Mrs. William F. Andrews, Mrs. Winston Brooke, Mrs.
John Mason Orrison, ?.irrs. Allen
Draper, Mrs. Irwin Boozer, Mrs.
Frank · We~ver, Mrs. Thomas
Bridges, Mrs. Maurice Duvic of
New Orleans, Miss Virginia Perk.ins, Mrs. Harry Stevens, Mrs.
Steele Andrews, Miss Mary Frances Edwards, Mrs. Robert Royal
Knight, Mrs. Joseph A. Porteous,
'Miss Mary Bernhard , Mrs. Nall
Nuckalls, Miss Louise Adams, Mr$.
Ralph Adams Mrs. Carl Thornton
Pace, Mrs. Peck Mallory, Mrs.
Crowell Stewart of Macon, Ga.,
Miss Ann Wilkinson and Mrs. William Bacon,

TO THE FACULTY AND STAFF:

You are cordially invited to attend an informal reception honoring our
foreign-born friends in the vicinity of Jacksonville, Anniston and Gadsden.

It

will be held tonight, !fonday, May 7, from 7: 30 to 9: 30 in the International House•
Come and bring your family and friends •

.ALL WORK AND NO PLAY ??

The Faculty and Staff will hold its annual picnic at Anniston Beach
on Wednesday, May 9.
Supper will be served at 6 porn«>

Come early to swim and play.

There

will be entertainment of all kinds softball, volley ball, games, and dancing.

Faculty Social Committee

NOTICE TO STUDENTS:

Aptitu1e tests will '.:le given to all stuu.e·1~... s i nterested in a. Sales
Career on Tuesrlc.y ~ May 8, from 9:3·0 to 12i30 in the Business Education offiCeJ
room 310 ,
Mr ,. Tom Lyle Mi tche:i·1., District Manager cf the Mutual Life Insurance Coo

of New York

A

Birmingham, Alaba.r;ia7 vrill administer the tes t s and t al k to interested

students concerning tliei.r pl ans f or the future.
Business ~.L,4c.re

a.r.c.

Mi nors are urged to avc:<.il themselves of this

·--•; r - : ·-'

opportunity.
Mr. Mitcl1e J 1 recently addressed members of the Business Dept. on the

subjects of Insurance and Salesmanship.

Lucille Branscomb, Head
Business Department

ANNISTON CLUB WOMEN AND STUDENTS-Members of the
Matrons' Study Club of Anniston held their monthly meeting at the
Iµternational House on the Jacksonville State College campus on
Wednesday afternoon. Officers of the club are show11 with several of
the foreign students. Seated, left to right: Claire Ryckmans, Brus~
sels, Belgium; Mrs. C. M. Jesperson, president of the club; Raquel
Nodal, Havana, Cuba. Standing: Samuel Verdecia, Hava11a, Cuba;
Mrs. C. H. Young, secretary; l\lrs. Earl R,ay Hart, treasurer, and Mrs,
W. S. Stone, vic,i-president.
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pected to make. To collaborate successfully with other nations in the free
world of tomorrow, we must understand our collaborators. To understand them we must know their languages. This is no time to discontinue
the study of German or Italian in our
public schools. This is the time to inaugurate problems of language study
of Japanese, Chinese, Russian, and
Portuguese.
In view of these facts, there are
certain implications for the teaching
of foreign languages which must not
be neglected:
r. We should begin the study of
foreign languages earlier in the life of
those children who are to attempt seriously to master alien tongues. It
seems ridiculous to expect any great
accomplishment to occur if the beginnings are as late as the senior high
school.
2. There should be a continuity of
language-teaching over a longer period for all who study a language. Let
there be study of German or Russian
or Portuguese, without appreciable
break, from the first year of Junior
High School through Senior High
School and through College.
3. There should be greater concentration on the language taught. The
brief courses usually given are entirely
inadequate. One language thoroughly
learned is better than two ineptly
learned. If there be time and desire,
the learner may be encouragd to begin
a second language, but there should be
no lowering of standards of facility

and understanding. We should aim
constantly toward competence rather
than shoddy achievement.
4. There should be more emphasis
on power to speak, read, and write the
language and less on the units of credit
earned. We should be concerned primarily with whether or not the individual is gaining power in a language
not his own, and only incidentally in
the conditions under which the power
is gained.
5. There is tragic need for skilled and
cultured teachers. One should have
superlative facility and felicity in the
spoken and written language which he
essays to teach. He should have actual
experience in and maintain contact
with the country where the language
is spoken.
The teacher must possess true and
sympathetic understanding of the people and the culture represented by the
language based upon actual experience
in and contact with the country which
the language represents. Suggested
ways of meeting this need are: summer travel, study or residence in the
foreign country, scholarships for foreign study or travel, and provision for
the exchange of representative scholars and leaders between this and other
countries for mutual orientation in
professional schools for language
teachers.
The golden age of language teaching
in the schools of America is before us
if we but have the wisdom and imagination to face the problem squarely.

SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION
(The editors of the Scroll feel that because of its timeliness, all possible publicity should be given to the followina
resolution, Senate Concurrent Resolutio~
8, introduced in the Senate of the United
States on January 24, 1949, by Mr. Thomas of Oklahoma.)

Whereas the present position of the
United States of America in world
affairs necessitates greater contact between citizens of the United States of
America and other nationals; and
Whereas a lmowledge of foreign
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languages by American citizens is
deemed by this Congress to facilitate
the success of American peacetime
policy; and
Whereas, in the event of hostilities,
mastery of foreign languages on the
part of military personnel is deemed
of great value to the United States of
America; and
Whereas the ability of Americans
to communicate in foreign languages
will contribute to greater cooperation
with the United Nations: Now therefore be it
Resolved by the Senate ( the House
of Representatives concurring), That
it shall be the policy of the Government of the United States and its official agencies to encourage the study
of foreign languages by American citizens; and be it further
Resolved, That no Government
agency shall in any way discourage
the study of foreign languages on the
part of any citizen eligible for schooling or training under its facilities or
sponsorship; and be it further

3

Resolved, That members of the
armed forces of the United States and
veterans of the armed forces shall be
given every opportunity and encouragement to take advantage of training facilities in foreign languages
which are available to them, and that
the specific agencies of the United
States government shall be responsible for encouraging the study of foreign languages among those falling under their jurisdiction and are specifically instructed to place no hindrance
to, nor in any way inhibit, such study;
and be it further
Resolved, That the Veterans' Administration of the United States Government shall not refuse to authorize
enrollment in language courses under
its sponsorship to any veteran who has
educational entitlement under Public
Law 346 or Public Law 16 provided
only that he has the educational qualifications to pursue such course and regardless of his present or contemplated vocation.

EDITORIAL
We hope that the January 1951 issue of the Scroll was noticed by reason
of its absence. All chapters were notified that there would be no issue until
May because of the small amount of
material submitted in the fall. However, it was impossible to notify our
subscribers. Of course, all subscriptions will be extended by one additional issue to compensate for the
m1ssmg issue.

May we take this occasion to thank
those chapters which cooperated so
beautifully in gathering the material
for this issue and at the same time
express the hope that this cooperative
spirit may be continued throughout
the year. We hope to be able to publish an issue next January but can do
so only if the various chapters send
news of their activities and articles
suitable for publication.
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INTERNATIO ALE

Parmi les nombreux batiments du
Jacksonville State Teachers' College il
y a une jolie petite maison bien connue
qu'on appelle la Maison Internationale.
La, comme dans leur propre "home,,,
des etudiants de cinq nations etudient,
prennent 1eurs repas et s'en donnent a,
coeur joie.
L'idee de cette organisation fut conc;ue par Dr. J. H. Jones, chef de la
section des langues etrangeres et enfin
grace a tous ses efforts devint une
realite. Le but de ce programme est
d'encourager l'amitie encre Jes peuples
par l'etude de leurs langues et de leurs
coutumes respectives. Cette annee il y
a des ecudiants cubains, beiges, franc;ais et suisses. Ces etudiants-professeurs ecrangers enseignent l'espagnol et
le franc;ais a des classes de six eleves au
maximum. Pendant ces classes, de meme que pendant Jes repas, il est strictement interdit de prononcer un mot
d'anglais car le frarn;:ais et l'espagnol
sont les seules langues permises. La
classe la plus amusante est celle d'espagnol ou l'on trouve cinq nationalites! Un veritable conseil des nations!
Pendant toute l'annee un groupe
d'etudiants americains et etrangers de
Ja Maison Internationale, fait le tour

de plusieurs ecoles pour donner des
representations. Celles-ci consistent en
danses et chansons etrangeres et parfois meme en causeries. Par consequent la Maison Internationale est devenue cres populaire dans tout l'etat
d'Alabama.
Pendant sa courte histoire, plusieurs
notabilites l'ont deja honoree de leur
presence. II y a deux ans l'ambassadeur de France, M. H. Bonnet et Mme
Bonnet sont venus a Jacksonville visiter ce qui n'etait alors que la Maison
Francaise. L'annee suivante, le celebre
jour~aliste, Drew Pearson, assista a
!'inauguration de la nouvelle Maison
Internationale.
U ne autre heureuse initiative est
de la bourse d'echange, base sur les
qualites exceptionnelles des etudiants
envoyes en Europe et de ceux qui
viennent aux Etats-Unis.
En resume l'idce d'un programme
international contribue a developper
une meilleure comprehension, non seulement entre Jes etudiants de differences nations, mais entre Jes differents
etats des Etats-Unis.
-Tommy Watson
Tau Chapter

WIEN UND SEIN PRATER
"Im Prater bltihen wieder die
Baume" ist der Text eines bekannten
Wiener V olksliedes und wahrhaftig,
sobald der Flieder bliihte und die
Baume zu spriessen begannen, da zogen die Wiener hinaus zu ihrem
Prater.
Wien ohne den Prater ware niemals
<las Wien gewesen, das uns wehmiitig
an die V ergangenheit dieser einst so

glanzenden und lebensspriihenden
Stadt erinnert.
Beinahe 200 Jahre sind es her, <lass
der grosse V olkskaiser und Sohn Maria
Theresias, Josef II., den Grundstein
des Praters legte. Seit damals war der
Prater fiir jeden Wiener eine Stacee
vieler personlicher Erinnerungen, genau wie der Bois de Boulogne fiir den
Pariser.
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Als ich im Winter 1945 den Prater
wiedersah, fand ich ihn in Schutt und
Triimmern. Bloss <las Riesenrad, das
zweite Wahrzeichen Wiens-neben
dem Stephansdome-war geblieben,
aber nur das rauchgeschwarzte Geriist.
Geiterhaft und unbeweglich stand es
da.
Wo waren die Zeiten der Lustigkeit, des Unbeschwertseins und der
Musik-wenn Liebespaare von oben
aus den Blick iiber das weite Meer der
Hauser schweifen liessen und sich
einen verstohlenen Kuss gaben. Entschwundene Zeiten!
Eine Epoche des Friedens und
W ohlstandes, die vierzig J ahre dauerte
und mit Recht die 'goldene Zeit" genannt wurde, hatte an dem verhangnissvollen 28. Juli 1914 ein jahes Ende
gefunden und kurz darauf stand Europa in Flammen. Wohl blieb der
Prater damals unversehrt, <loch war er
<lurch die Ereignisse, die dem Kriege
folgten, niche mehr der Prater von
friiher.
Er bestand aus zwei Teilen: dem
Wurstelprater, wo Belustigungsstatten, wie die Grotten-und Geisterbahf:,
viele Ringelspiele, Schaubuden m1t
Gauklern, Taschenspielern, Athleten,
dann Schiessbuden, Schenken-wie die
ungarische Csarda, um eine zu nennen
-die dicht aneiander gedrangt Standen.
Die " Hauptallee " mit ihren weiten
Wiesen, Baumgruppen, Zweigalleen
und Teich.en, dem Trabrennplatze und
den drei beriihmten Kaffeehausern bildete den ruhigen Tei! des Praters.
Ganz am Ende der Alie, die schnurgerade lief, stand das vornehme_ Lusthaus. Diese beriihmte Allee m1t den
sech prachtigen Kastanienbaumreihen, die nur mit von Pferden gezogenen Gespannen befahren werden durfte,
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war neben der weltbekannten Wiener
Ringscrasse der Stolz aller Wiener. Es
war Tradition der wiener "Elegance,"
in den Monaten Mai und Juni spatvormittags hinauszufahren oder dort
auszureiten.
Wiener Kiinstler, Dichter und
Schauspieler fanden in den stillen
Seitenwegen Musse und Stimmung
fiir Betrachtungen. Grillparzer, Peter
Altenberg, Schnitzler, Salten, Zweig,
Polgar und viele andere waren Gaste
des Praters. Waldmiiller, Kaufmann,
Tina Blau und andere Maler fingen
den Zauber dieser einzigartigen Welt
in ihren Bildern ein.
Sobald die Schulferien kamen, verliess die Aristokratie und <las wohlhabende Biirgertum Wien. Ein anderes
Publikum fiillte die Alleen und die
weiten Flachen.
Kleine Putzmacherinnen, Biirgermadel, Dienstmadchen, Soldaten und
Handwerker kamen in Scharen, um
die Freiheit und den Frieden des
Sonntages hier zu geniessen. Familien
liessen sich im Griinen nieder, Kinder
liessen Drachen im Winde steigen und
Liebespaare mieteten Boote am Teiche
oder lagen auf den Wiesen, wahrend
in der Ferne die Klange eines Walzers
verwehten.

•

•

•

•

•

Es war wieder ein Spatfriihjahrstag,
als ich zum Prater fuhr .. Einsamkeit
war iiberall und Gras wuchs iiber den
verfallenen Steinen. An der Stelle, wo
einst ein Denkmal stand, war nur der
Sockel geblieben. En tiefer Spalt-War
es ein Symbol?-lief <lurch die in Stein
gemeisselte Inschrift: " VI RIB US
U ITIS."
- Joseph W. Collins
Theta Chapter
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PROBLEMA VITAL PARA ESTE HE1VIISFERIO
Hoy estamos al horde de una
la mas grandes catastrofes de la
historia de] hombre. No hemos alcanzado la parte mas terrible todavia,
pero me parece inevitable que lo alcanzaremos si no se usa una pronta
solucion. No hablo solamente de estrategia diplomatica o miiltar; sino
aliado con estas, pienso inmediatamente en la educacion y el esclarecimiento concentrado alrededor del entendimiento de otros pueblos. Ciertamente el punto principal de la conversacion entre el pueblo americano hoy
dia es la amenaza del comunismo.
Remos tratado y estamos tratando en
vano de comprender las intenciones
del Politburo en Moscu.
Para protegemos de una posible futura agresion comunista que se podria
extender hasta nuestras propias fronteras, estamos trabajando y p_laneando
constantemente para orgaruzar una
defensa estrategica del Hemisferio Occidental, porque sabemos que la guerra
proxima nos traera seguramente el
caos y con el la destruccion.
Para conseguir una defensa hemisf erica satisfactoria, primero debemos
de comprender Ia cultura y los problemas de los otros pueblos que habitan el hemisferio; los pueblos de
quienes esperamos mutua cooperacion
al establecer una defensa; Ios pueblos

de Latino-America y del Canada. Por
experiencia propia, despues de haber
discutido con varias personas, he
llegado a la conclusion de que la
mayoria de la gente sabe muy poco, o
mas bien, no sabe nada de la geografia,
la historia, ni la cultura de LatinoAmerica. De las tres la cultura me
parece ser de una importancia mas inmediata. A causa de que la lengua y
las costumbres de la mayoria del pueblo canadiense surgen principalmente
de las mismas rakes que nuestra propia
raza, esta fase del problema nos presenta poca dificultad.
A causa de las diferencias linguisticas y culturales con Latino-America,
nuestro problema es el poco entendimiento que tenemos de ellos. Tenemos
en cuenta que les hemos dado la justificacion de ojearnos sospechosamente
y de llamamos el "Gran Coloso del
Norte."
Tendremos que aprender a juzgar
al pueblo de Latino-America por sus
propias medidas y no por las nuestras.
Tendremos que darnos cuenta de que
una resistencia efectiva contra la agresion y la tiranfa requiere una solidaridad que puede desenvolver solo del
respeto mutuo y del entendimiento.
- Tommy Waston
Tau Chapter

CONTRA EL ABANDONO DE LA ENSEN AZA
DE IDIOMAS EXTRANJEROS
Son multiples los argumentos que
pueden ser suministrados para protestar el abandono de la enseii.anza de
idiomas extranjeros-una tendencia que
desde tiempo viene alargando las filas
de sus protagonistas. Aqui solo me

limitare a exponer los mas aparentes
que, segun mi parecer, pueden ser reducidos a tres.
Traduciendo estos argumentos en
forma de los valores obtenibles de
un estudio de idiomas, tenemos, por
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principio, el valor absoluto o sea el claridad cuando atentamos un estudio
que se le proporciona al estudiante por de la historia, la religion, las costumel mero hecho de su estudio. Este valor bres o cualquier otra de las imporse manifiesta por medios tan evidentes tantes instituciones de un pueblo. En
como el vocabulario. Inutil es decir un estudio de esta indole pronto se
que la persona que se halla con un hace sentir la falta de un medio que
vocabulario limitado queda incapaci- sirva de Have maestra. Es aqui, pues,
tada para poderse hacer emender con donde nos es util el conocimiento de
eficacia. Este ejemplo solo representa otro idioma. ~Quien se atreveria, por
un aspecto de este valor que no solo ejemplo, a emprender un estudio consirve de escimulo intelectual sino que cienzudo de] Quijote o de El Cid (adle abre al estudiante nuevas vistas- mirables reflejos de las cultura hisvistas que de otra manera le hubieran pana) sin haberse antes preparado con
quedado desconocidas.
un buen conocimiento del espaii.ol?
Ademas de su valor absoluto, el esEstros tres valores, el absoluto, el sotudio de otros idiomas tiene un ver- ciologico, y el cultural, se derivan,
dadero valor sociologico. Este valor pues, de un estudio de otros idiomas
que cada dia aumenta en importancia, y constituyen asimismo formidable arviene a desempeii.ar un papel impres- gumento en pro de la retencion de la
cindible en cuanto a la adquisicion de enseiianza de idiomas extranjeros en
un mejor entendimiento de otras gen- nuestras universidades. En verdad, si
tes-entendirniento que ademas de fa- se contrastan los argumentos que facilitar el intercambio de ideas, sirve vorecen su retencion con los que prepara disminuir las diferencias, soldar fieren su eclusion (isi tales hay!),
las amistades y, en fin, para crear la seria dificilisin10 llegar a una concluatmosfera propicia a la cesacion de sion opuesta a Ia que sostiene la imtoda brega entre el hombre y su pro- portancia del puesto que desde aii.os
jimo.
atras viene ocupando en nuestros
Otro valor que se deriva del estudio planes de estudio la enseiianaza de
de idiomas es el cultural. Este valor, idiomas extranjeros.
semejante al sociologico en sus nu- Luis Archuleta
merosas fases, se deja ver con mas
Gamma Chapter

UN DEBER DE LA JUVENTUD AMERICANA~
Es verdaderamente sorprendente lo
poco que sabe la juventud norteamericana acerca de Latino-America: En un
"High School" de una pequeiia ciudad
de Michigan se me pregunto una vez
si en mi pais habia vacas, a lo cual tuve
que responder que solo habia toros.
Otra vez, en Alabama, se me pregunto si habia carros o calles en la selva
donde yo vivia. Esta vez tenia por
casualidad, una serie de fotografias de
Boaota y fue grande el asombro, al
ve:' que en esa ciudad el trafico era tan

spin.ado como en cualquiera de los
grandes centros industriales de este
pals.
A pesar de los e::;fuerzos por fomentar el buen entendimiento i.nteramericano, los Estados Uni.dos, o para ser
mas exacto, la juventud norteamericana ha olvidado lo mas esencial a
este respeto: Si queremos entendemos
debemos conocernos.
El entendimiento entre los americanos es una tarea que pesa sobre las
juventudes de la America. Es mas du-
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radera y equitativa la comprensi6n
de los pueblos que tratados hechos
entre gobiernos. La historia con hechos mas de una vez nos lo ha mostrado.
Pero, 2se puede llegar al buen entendimiento de un- pueblo sin saber
absolutamente nada acerca de el? 2Se
puede ser verdaderamente amigo y
confiar en quien no se conoce?
Aquf esta la tarea principal de la
juventud americana. Para comprender
los pueblos latinoamericanos es necesario conocerlos. Para conocer un pueblo ademas de saber algo de su historia y de su geogeraffa es preciso
saber c6mo vive ese pueblo, conocer

su gente, para asf emender sus problemas, apreciar sus cualidades y defectos.
Con buena intenci6n se ha hecho
bastante para asegurar un entendimiento entre los pueblos del nuevo
mundo. Mas, es necesario que la juventud se de cuenta que es a su voluntad que los pueblos de nuestro continente se puedan comprender. Que
el conocimiento mutuo es el cimiento
de una verdadera Union Panamericana, para la maiiana que viviran nuestros hijos.
- Donaldo Fraser
Bogota, Colombia

LA PUESTA DEL SOL EN BIARRITZ*
El sol se sumergfa en el horizonte.
El mar se oscureda, dando un vivo
contraste a las blancas velas de los
barcos de pescadores que lentamente
venfan arrimandose a la costa. Las olas
arrulladoras comenzaban a perder su
bella caridad, y al grado que perdfan
la luz, aumentaban sus amenazantes
estruendos contra la ribera. Las palomas abandonaban su triste morada,
una laja cincuenta metros de la playa,
la cual paulatinamente iba perdiendo
su solitaria lucha contra el mar inexorable. A la izquierda el enjambre de

seres en la playa siente que los frescos
soplos de viento ya vencen al suave
calorcito del moribundo sol; imperceptiblemente se escurren y se desaparecen en las eruedosas y lugubres
callejuelas del pueblo. Anticipando la
sumersi6n repentina del sol, el faro
a la derecha estira su menudo dedo de
luz hacia la ya negra inmensidad de
agua. La noche ha subido.
•Impresi6n de la puesta del sol en Biarricz, Francia, vista de! quinco piso de!
Hotel Miramar, 1946 (febrero).
- Frank Amado

LA PRESENTACION DE UNA MEDALLA
Cada ano para conmemorar el aniversario de la muerte de Miguel de
Cervantes Saavedra, quien muri6 el 23
de abril en el ano r616, el Cfrculo
Castellano del colegio de Carthage
presenta una medalla a la persona que
escriba el mejor tema acerca de CervanteS'. Los temas se escriben exclu-

sivamente de las obras de Cervantes.
Se envfan para ser juzgados, y la medalla se da al vencedor en el banquete
formal del Cfrculo Castellano en el
mes de abril. El ano pasado la medalla
fue presentada al senor Donald Schilson, miembro del Capftulo Pi de Alpha Mu Gamma.
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THE BALLADE OF FLORENTIN PRUNIER
BY GEORGES DUHAMEL

For twenty long days, he fought to
live
While his mother watched each
breath.
He lived by his mother's will alone,
For she would not yield to Death.
When she had learned of his mortal
wound,
She walked from the distant shire,
Braving embattled fields of warwhere
Men died in the blood-rich mire.
The face was stern 'neath the starchstiff hair;
She feared neither man nor gun;
She had butter in an earthen pot,
And ripe apples for her son.
She sat, all day long, silent, erect,
At Florentin's bed of pain;
She came when they kindled morning
fires,
Through his ravings to remain.
She left when they begged, "please,
leave awhile,"
Or bandaged the broken chest;
But she could stay, if she had to stay
To look on her son's torn breast.
Must she not hear the cries of the
maimed?
While waiting in rain and sleet,
To watch at the bed of Floretin?
Neither would she drink nor eat;
Her Florentin, no more, thought of
food;
Red apples, mellow ... forgot ...
No desire for the good fresh butter

In the little baked-clay pot.

The thin work-worn hands, like
gnarled roots,
Clutched his shriveled hand in rein,
As she studied with obduration
The palid face wet with pain.
She saw the rigid cords of his neck;
Heard the harsh rale of the breath;
She saw all this with a flint-hard eye,
But she made no truce with Death.
She saw, but no lament left her lips;
This helped to subdue the fear.
He breathed, 'It's the cough that saps
my strength'"
She murmured, 'I'm here! I'm here!"
He sobbed, "I think I'm about to die!"
She, "I DO NOT WISH THAT
FATE!"
God spoke to hovering death, and said,
"You can see that We MUST wait!"
He fought to live those twenty long
days
While his mother watched each
breath;
A strong swimmer in an angry sea,
She pulled him away from Death.
One morning came, when her strength
had ebbed
From twenty nights spent ... how?
. .. Where?
The head dropped down on the weary
breast;
She nodded ... a moment ... there.
Death tiptoed in, with his writ from
God;
Florentin obeyed His law;
God whispered: Sh! Sh! no noise, son;
We musm't disturb your ma!"
-translated by Roy E. Moul
Epsilon Chapter
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IRANIAN LANGUAGE
Since there is a group of about
twelve students from Iran on the campus of East Los Angeles Junior College, the interest of the language students and the faculty in the Iranian
language has been aroused, and we
have been asked why Persian, which is
an Indo-European language, is written with Arabic characters. The following survey of the history of the
Iranian languages attempts to answer
that question.
Within the Indo-European family
of languages, Old Persian and Sanskrit form the division of "Aryan"
languages. (The terms "Aryan" and
"Iran" have a common origin.)
The Iranian language has gone
through three successive stages: ancient, middle, and modern.
The only ancient Iranian languages
really known to us are A vestic and
Old Persian. Avestic is the language
of the Zoroastrian sacred books, called
the Avesta. In the present state, the
Avesta has the size of the Illiad and
Odyssey put together. Old Persian is
the language used in the cuneiform inscriptions of the Achaimenian kings
(553-339 B.C.).
Middel Persian is lmown from the
Parthian, or Arsacid, period ( 2 50 B.C.225 A.D.), and even more from the
Sassanian times (225-651 A.D.), terminated by the Arab conquest and domination, which accounts for the change
of the alphabetical characters to Arabic. Middle Persian is Pahlavi, which is
written in Aramaic characters and in
which nearly all the former distinctive
case endings and tense forms of the
verb, etc., disappear. Pahlavi litera-

ture consists mainly of commentaries
on the Avesta and treatises on religious
subjects.
With the Persian Renaissance (ninth
century A.D.) modern Persian appears.
The first great author of Modern
Persian is Ferdowsi, who wrote Shah
Nameh (Book of Kings), the greatest
national epic of Persia. Other great
authors in Modern Persian literature
are Saadi, whose Golestan is very famous; Khaje Hafez Shirazi, whose
Divan is found in every Persian home;
and Omar Khaiam, whose Robaiat is
well known to the western world.
The present Iranian languages display in different degrees a tendency
toward an analytic state ( simplification of the sounds and, in morphology,
use of new auxiliary tenses). Of those
languages by far the most important
is the literary Persian as found in the
extensive Persian literature and in the
present day speech.
New Persian in fine knows no grammatical gender, no case endings whatever, and expresses the various tenses
of the verb by making extensive use
of auxiliaries and prepositions, but it
possesses a great vocabulary and a
rich and well developed syntax.
Modern Persian is a direct descendant of the Southern Middle Persian.
However, since the days of Ferdowsi
(IIth century A.D.), it has changed
considerably and has adopted many
words in the northwestern form, and
numerous Arabic and Turkish elements.
- Arpik Abdalian
Upsilon Chapter
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EDUCATION IN KOREA
Education in Korea is necessary to
keep it a free nation. It will be one of
the major problems facing us as soon
as the present crisis has ended.
Forty years of Japanese domination
have left the country in a terrible
state of oppression. Japanese influence
was so great that it predominated in
language, culture, and education to the
extent that even Korean names were
changed to Japanese. All children attended elementary school, but higher
educational facilities were available to
only 50 per cent of these, and college
education was available to less than 10
per cent of secondary school graduates. In remote villages, the elementary
schools, offering two to four years of
education, were terminal. The restrictive Japanese system handicapped the
few fortunate enough to receive college or university training, which were
the two highest levels of education;
the universities trained its students to
lead, therefore, Japan chose the leaders for government and industry from
these, leaving the lower ranking college graduates to perform specific
technical jobs.

After the American liberation, the
school system was changed; teaching
methods and educational standards
were changed, thereby expanding educational facilities to more Koreans.
This proved to be a great task because
by tradition people were judged by
degrees, social position, and family
connections rather than by achievement.
The Korean people think more of
the soul than of material things. Although they are undergoing a gradual
change from feudal to more modern
ways, many of their primitive customs still prevail; thus, they are little
impressed by our material possessions,
and they have no need for manufactured goods except matches, salt, and,
perhaps, rubber shoes.
Though, perhaps, we cannot chanO"e
the Korean nation's attitude tow;d
the importance of material possessions,
we can offer them education, and
through that medium help them value
and appreciate freedom.
- Arthur Godinez
Upsilon Chapter

TRANSLATORS' DILEMMAS
Students of any of the foreign languages taught in the schools and those
who speak two languages by virtue of
a bicultural background are already
well aware of translation problems.
They run into all sorts of difficulties
with finding the right words to express themselves, if not with the grammar. Thus, with their close personal
familiarity with the subject, it remains only to call to their attention
the nature of the various types of
translation difficulties. In order to do

this most effectively examples from
many sources will be used.
First, here is_ an anecdote illustrating
one of the basic problems. An An1erican technician employed by a Russian
plant during the last war was quite
shocked to learn one day that his
young daughter Harriet had been
"hung for juvenile crimes." The truth
was that some translator had misinterpreted the original which stated merely that she had been "suspended for
minor offenses."
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The problem is, of course, that we
attribute many different meanings to
a single word. To determine which is
the correct one in the context of the
sentence is the responsibility of the
translator.
Here is another example of a sin1ilar nature. A State Department clerk
attached to the U.N. translated the
French phrase "nous demandons" by
"we demand" much to the irritation of
his superiors who felt that the French
had no right to be so demanding.
Finally, it was pointed out that the
correct translation was not the objectionable "we demand" but a milder
"we request." In this case, the basic
idea, "to ask," was translated by two
words showing a differing degree of
assertion-one being a petition and
the other being a virtual command.
Minor errors such as this, when not
recognized in time, lead to a more serious misunderstanding of attitudes
and intentions, which is serious indeed
if it occurs in the United Nations.
There arises another problem in relation to the multiplicity of meanings
of any one word. Sometimes one of
the many connotations of a word in
one language does not exist in another. For instance, at the conference
to formulate the World Declaration
of Human Rights, the well known
phrase "equality for all men" came
up and was readily accepted by the
English speaking delegates. But there
arose strong objections from a group
of women delegates from non-English
speaking countries, for in their language the word "men" never had the
meaning of all human beings as it
does in English. Peace was established
only after the women were assured the
equality of their rights with the men's.
Incidents like these have led someone to say that the dictionary is of
limited help, because in order to use
it affectively you must first have a

complete grasp of both languages, in
which case you are not likely to need
the dictionary.
Next there is the problem of translating words which have absolutely no
counterpart in another. To some people words such as democracy, jurisdiction, and election have no meaning,
because the concepts for which they
stand are unknown. As a result when
these words are introduced and translated, the effects are often disastrous.
Kluckhohn, a well known anthropologist, once asked a Japanese with
a fair knowledge of English to translate back from the new Japanese constitution that phrase which corresponds to our "life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness." After some
thought he rendered, "license to commit lustful pleasure." The results of
such an interpretation can well be
imagined.
Another factor which makes the
work of the translator difficult is that
of the various forms of respect. What
is accomplished in English merely by
the use of honorific titles like the
Honorable, the Reverend, Mister, and
Madame, necessitates the use of different grammatical structures in some of
the other languages. In German, for
example, there are various forms for
the second-person pronoun. Speaking
to a child or to a familiar friend, one
would use "du" for the singular and
"ihr" for the plural. On the other
hand, were an adult or anyone on a
formal occasion to be addressed, one
would use the form "Sie."
Sinularly, the awareness of social
distinctions is reflected in the language
of the Japanese. When speaking to a
familiar person, one would use "taberu" for the verb "to eat,' but one
would use "tabemasu" as a polite form
for equals. To be super-polite he
would have to use a different word
altogether, "meshiagaru." Thus, an
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interpreter can unintentionally offend
the speaker if he is not careful in this
respect.
Spelling and pronunciation are two
other sources of trouble in translating.
Although it is not true of all langauges, there are some, among which
English is one of the chief offenders,
whose words often are not spelled as
they are pronounced.
The late G. B. Shaw once demonstrated that "fish" could be spelled
"ghoti" if he were to derive spelling
rules from examples of English words.
As he contended, "gh" pronounced as
in "tough," "o" as in "women," and
"ti" as in "nation" do indeed add up
to "fish."
In English there are also words
which are spelled identically but pronounced differently, like "bow," "to
bend the head in reverence" or "an instrument to shoot arrows." And conversely, there are words spelled differently but pronounced alike. There is
"waste," which is what efficiency experts try to reduce, and "waist,'' which
is what girls try to reduce.
In the Chinese language the same
problems exist, but to a much greater
degree. The reason for this is that all
Chinese words are monosyllabic and
only 240 one-syllable combinations
are permissible in standard Chinese.
Consequently, many of the forty thousand Chinese words are pronounced
the same although they mean different
things and are written differently.
They have solved their problem but
added one more to the translator's in
another way. The Chinese and other
members of tl1e Sino-Tibetan language group have the peculiar use of
tone or pitch to convey semantic differences between words pronounced
alike. For example, in one Burmese
dialect the word "ma" pronounced in
five different tones spell out the sentence, "Help the horse; a mad dog
comes!"
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There are other problems in respect
to spelling and pronunciation, but
these will suffice as examples to show
that unless words are spelled phonetically many difficulties will be encountered when trying to pronounce them.
Finally, there remains the perplexing problem of translating idiomatic
expressions, including idioms as such,
slang, and allusions to various sources.
This is a problem which every student
of a language must face, for every language is full of idiomatic expressions.
Without them the language would
lose much of its power and color. For
example, it might be said that a person
was extremely angry, but it could also
be said that "his blood boiled."
The idiom is the more expressive,
because "it hits the nail on the head,"
so to speak. But unfortunately, idioms
cannot be translated as such without
losing their "punch" if not their
meaning.
"To pass the buck" would have no
meaning if it were translated word
for word into German, and neither
would "to take a powder" make any
sense to an Italian. A literal translation of the American "Holy Cow!"
would not only be sensless but quite
inappropriate in India, to be sure. Allusions to local sources are equally
incapable of translation. "To go on a
Lost Weekend" and "He's another
Jack Benny" have quite definite meanings to Americans, but would tl1ey to
a Frenchman? The chances are that
they would not.
In order to render idiomatic expressions correctly the translator must
search for an idiom in the language
which would convey the same idea
regardless of whether or not there is
an actual correspondence of words.
Failing at that, he has no recourse but
to render the passage without the
idiom. This problem is of such importance in the field of literature that
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someone remarked that a badly written book is only a misforune but a
ba_d translation of a good book is a
cnme.
In conclusion, the problems of the
translator are basically two. The first
~s to find the full meaning of the origmal, and the second is to find the right
vocabulary in his own language to

express the thought. These two problems are the reasons why the student
who claims that "if it weren't for the
grammar and the vocabulary, learning
a foreign language would be a cinch,"
can be quite mistaken.
- Makoto Kowta
Upsilon Chapter
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ALPHA CHAPTER
Los Angeles City College
Alpha Chapter sponsored a colorful
"Festival of Nations Day" on campus
May 3, 1950. Featured at a special assembly were the Moser brothers from
the Switzerland Restaurant, who entertained with an interesting program of
songs and folklore. From the proceeds,
$75.00 went to the camp fund. The balance of the amount was put into the Alpha Mu Gamma scholarship fund.
The chapter on May 20, 1950, held its
spring initiation at Los Angeles City
College with the chapters from Long
Beach and East Los Angeles. The following members were initiated into Alpha
Chapter: Joseph Strahan, Virginia Hillard, Jose Ayala, Jack Bayhan, George
Dayhuff, Charles Elerding, Doris Witte,
Isabelle Kralik, Gildero Jiminez, Aaron
Siggson, Priscilla Metcalf, and Alexander
Borawski.
Following the initiation was the traditional initiation banquet, held this year
at Conde's French Restaurant. Featured
speakers at the affair were Mr. Peter
Ramirez, former Alpha Mu Gamma president and currently Secretary of Foreign
Commerce at the Security-First National
Bank, who spoke in Spanish; Mr. Robert
Hirsch and M. Georges Achard, instructors of French at Los Angeles City College, who addressed the group in French;
Dr. Karl Schueck, evening division instructor of German at Los Angeles City
College, who gave his speech in German;
Miss Teresa Picciano, Los Angeles City
College instructor of Portuguese, who
spoke in her language; Mr. Stanford
Miller, Latin instructor at Los Angeles
City College, who entertained with a
Latin fable; and Dr. John Lombardi, Los
Angeles City College Dean of Inscruction.
At the beginning of the fall semester,
1950, the chapter elected the following
officers: president, J. Winston Otterson;
vice-president, Priscilla Metcalf; secretary, Doris Witte; treasurer, Esther Titus;
and historian, Thomas J. Baer.
In December Alpha Chapter regretfully

bade farewell to its capable president, Mr.
Otterson, who left for Germany to serve
as a missionary.
The next formal initiation was held
December 13, 1950, with the Chapter from
East Los Angeles and with the new Phi
Chapter from Valley Junior College,
which we had the pleasure of installing.
Alpha Chapter members initiated were:
B. J. Reaves, Edward Moreno, Elizabeth
Chao, E. E. Jacobs, Harumi Befu, Rav
Lugo, Reiko Sato, Georgia Smith, Edward Evans, Robert Dishman, Jr., Norn,a
Lombroso, Shirley Harper, Walter Seibert, George Marzicola, David Cappello,
and John Alberti. Rene's French Restaurant was the setting for the banquet
which followed. The members of the
various chapters were entertained by the
following speakers: Dr. John Lombardi,
Los Angeles City College Dean of Instruction; Miss Josephine Indovina, National President of Alpha Mu Gamma;
Dr. Rina Ciancaglini, former instructor
of Italian at Los Angeles City College,
now teaching at the University of California at Los Angeles, who addressed the
group in Italian : Mr. Stanford Miller,
L.A.C.C. Latin instructor, who spoke in
Latin; Dr. Carl Hagge, chairman of the
Department of Germanic Languages at
U.C.L.A., who spoke in German; M.
Poujol, instructor of French at the University of Soutl1ern California, who spoke
in French; and Sr. Alvaro Moliner, Chancellor of the Spanish consulate, who spoke
in Spanish.
The new year brought with it an election of new officers for Alpha Chapter.
Those elected to office in January, 1951,
were: president, Edward Evans; vicepresident, Elizabetl1 Chao; secretary, Priscilla Metcalf; treasurer, Harumi Befu;
and historian, Doris Witte.
Guests at Alpha Chapter's monthly
meeting included Dr. Lucy Gidney, instructor of French at L.A.C.C., who gave
an informative illustrated talk on her trip
to Europe; Mr. Loren Hendrickson, instructor of Spanish at L.A.C.C., who entertained with a lecture on his trip to
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Mexico; Chapter President Edward Evans, who spoke on the life and customs of
the natives of French Africa; Miss Norma Lombroso, newly initiated Alpha
Mu Gamma member, who told the club
members of her experiences in Mexico
and Guatemala; and Mrs. Dolores Hamilton, who highlighted Miss Lombroso's
talk with her demonstration of Spanish
dancing; and Miss Diana Kontas who entertained at the piano.
A Pan-American Tea was given by Alpha Chapter April 18, 1951, as a part of
the Pan-American Week program sponsored by the Associated Students of Los
Angeles City College.
GAMMA CHAPTER
Long Beach City College
Gamma Chapter inducted nineteen new
members last May in a joint ceremony,
with Alpha Chapter acting as host. Initiated were: Louis Archuleta, Sheila Bellows, Robert Bruce, Betsy Buffalo, Betty
Career, Jackie Chadwick, Bob Edman,
Farrand Hunter, Patricia Gilmour, Earl
Hansen, Robert King, George Krueger,
Fred Leavitt, Anne McCoy, Jane Marino,
Wesley Owens, Jackie Smith, Donna Dee
'-"hire, and William Whiteside. All members attending were very pleased with the
joint ceremony and the banquet which
followed at Conde's Restaurant. The following five candidates were initiated in
our own Social Room the following
week : ,varren Gale, Ruby Ling, Don
Medina, Joan Morehouse, and Sylvia
Wong.
'7\Te are very fortunate this fall to have
seventeen members of our chapter on
campus. We have held several profitable
meetings, including another initiation in
early January.
Those on campus assisted in sponsoring our annual Language Clubs Christmas
Party before the holidays. This party,
which combines a program of carols, solos, piiiata, and dancing, has been traditional at the college almost since its
founding in 1927 and is always well attended.
A pre-Cluiscmas tea and fun-fest honoring candidates was enjoyed by a large
number.

Officers for the fall semester were:
president, Louis Archuleta; vice-president, Virginia Byers; recording secretary, Donna Dee White; treasurer, Robert Bruce.
The chapter began its spring semester
by electing the following officers: president, Warner Johnson; vice-president,
Bob . Bruce; recording secretary, Kay
Mon; treasurer, Edson Misener; historian,
Charles Downing. There are 23 members
on campus this semester.
We cooperated with the Pan American
Club in sponsoring a successful International Night, March 1, in which those
students of the three high schools and the
college from foreign countries were presented. A varied program of songs,
dances, and other entertainment was enjoyed. Present were representatives of the
local United Nations organization.
Members are enthusiastically entering
into correspondence with young people
of other countries.
In April, one of our faculty, Dr. Stone,
spoke to us on "The Soviet Union, Its
Strength and Weakness." Each member
invited a friend, and a large group gave
an attentive hearing to a timely topic
presented in an interesting manner.
Shortly after election of a large group
of candidates a "fun session" was held in
which our neophytes participated to the
joy of all, this serving as an "ice-breaker"
and get-acquainted meeting.
We are, at tin,e of writing, planning on
initiation in May, possibly again with
Alpha Chapter if it can be arranged, as
we did last spring.
DELTA CHAPTER
San Diego State College
W_e have had seve_ral very interesting
everung programs this year, which have
been presented by members of our faculty and by alumni members of our
group. Our first meeting was held in
Scripps Cottage on the campus, where a
faculty member of our language department, Dr. G. T. Phillips, spoke to us on
his trip to Spain and France last summer.
He showed us a large number of excellent color slides which he had taken
while he was there.
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Our next meeting was held at the home
of Dr. L. P. Brown, our sponsor. At chis
meeting, Dr. Eugene Brown, a faculty
member of the commerce department,
talked co us on the trip which he and his
family had made to Europe lase summer.
He had also taken many beautiful colored
slides of the various places where he had
been which he showed to us. He also
brought to the meeting many souvenirs
which he had purchased while in Europe,
which proved of great interest to our
group.
Our next meeting was an mmanon
meeting held at the house of Miss Lillian
Polcere, one of the initiates. After the
initiation ceremony and the induction of
eight new members, Miss Alma Ulloa, an
alumnus of our group, spoke to us on a
recent trip which she had made to Mexico City.
In February our group made an evening
trip across the border to Tijuana, where
we enjoyed a fine Mexican dinner; and
afterwards we attended the jai alai games
which are very popular there. All the
members enjoyed this brief sojourn into
a foreign country.
Our active membership now stands at
eighteen, but we hope to be taking in
some new members next month. vVe have
a very interested group; so the participation at our meetings has been very good.
vVe have made it our policy to invite
interested persons, other than members,
to our informal meetings, so that they
may share in them also.
EPSILON CHAPTER
Chico State College
Epsilon Chapter was very fortunate
last fall in having for its regular program
meetings some travelogs of unusual interest.
In October, three Chico State College
girls, Cassie Kelly, Ann Behring, and Beverly Ann Volpato, who made a trip to
Rome, Italy, for the Holy Year celebration, met with us and gave a very pleasing description of their travels, not only
in Italy, but also in France and Germany.
For the trip they joined a large number of other Newman Club representa-

rives from all over the United States. The
relation of their experiences with this
group, of their audience with the Pope,
and of ocher events and places visited
sparkled with wit, naturalness, enthusiasm,
and sincerity.
At our October meeting, Mr. Hans
Reins, a charter member of Epsilon Chapter, who recently returned from his sabatical year in Europe, entertained us
with an interesting acount of his activities and experiences while abroad. He
accompanied his talk with colored slides
of his travels. The pictures included both
winter and summer scenes of rugged and
picturesque Norway, showing seaports
and native fishermen, summer resorts, and
mountain fortifications held by the Germans during World War II; views of
beautiful parks and buildings of both
Norway and Luxembourg; as well as
photographs of war-wrecked cities in
Germany. This program was preceded
by a pot-luck supper in which all members and a few guests participated. On
November 1, the Foreign Language Department opened its celebration of the
Centennial of Honore de Balzac with a
film of one of his well known novels,
Colonel Chcrbert. This was free and open
to all the students and faculty members
of the college.
Following the showing of the film, Alpha Mu Gamma served light refreshments
to chose who were in attendance. The
celebration continued tluough November rnth with a Balzac exhibit in the display cases of the college library.
Saturday, November 18th, was Chico
State College Homecoming Day. Following the afternoon footbal game, alwnni and active members of Alpha Mu Gamma met together for a coffee and social
hour at the home of the advisor, Miss
May Williams.
Our formal initiation took place on
December 8th. The following students
have been invited to membership: Ivor
Leuthy, Evelyn McKinney, Roy Moul,
Richard Robinson, and Gerald Staton.
The last social event before the holidays was our traditional Christmas Party,
December 14th, at Bidwell I-foll, in which
we were joined by the other language
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clubs on the campus. All foreign-language students, whether they were affiliated with the organizations or not, were
invited to participate both in the program and in the festivities of the evening.
Two active members of our chapter
have recently been invited to become
members of other college honor societies.
They are Audrey Daniels, Cardinal Key
and June Rothe, Kappa Delta Phi.
Dixon Calkins, who graduated last
spring with a M.A. degree, is at present
en~p)oyed by the State Highway Comm1ssrnn.
Robert Maddux and Victor Widmer
both received secondary credentials and
arc teaching in high schools, the former
in Chico High School and the latter in
the Fair Oaks High School.
Ma.,""< Latham, who graduated last spring
with high honors, received his A.B. degree in Spanish. He has recently been
called to service in the Army. Harvey
Angel, an undergraduate, is also in the
Army.
Bronson Alexander, also a recipient of
an A.B. degree at the close of last semester, is attending the Medical School
of the University of Oklahoma.
Leonard Brisley and Barney Mirandc
have transferred to the University of
California at Berkeley, where they are
both majoring in French. They have contacted Omicron Chapter of Alpha Mu
Gamma there and plan to participate in
its activities.
Following are the semester's officers:
president, Yvonne McLain; vice-president, Dale Stewart; secretary, Audrey
Daniels; treasurer, Betty Jo Elliott; reporter, Patricia Kemerling.
Alpha 1\lu Gamma here on the Chico
State campns has had a very successful
and active year, but we hope to be even
more active in the coming year.
At our first meting of the· spring semester, the following officers were elected: president, Audrey Daniels; vice-president, Patrick Kemerling; secretary, June
Rothe; treasurer, Dale Stewart; and editor, Marilyn Carlson. Miss May \,Villiams
acts as our advisor, and Mr. Raphael

Echeverria is co-advisor.
Always glad to see our members be-

longing to and participating in other organizations, both of a social and of an
honrary nature, we are proud of the fact
that two of our members, Audrey Daniels and Yvonne McLain, were recently
elected to membership in Cardinal Key,
the women's Key organization on the
campus. In addition, anotl1er member,
Evelyn McKinney, has recently been
initiated into Delta Gamma Mu, honorary music fraternity.
We are very fortunate in having several
foreign students on campus who have
been_ most gracious in accepting our inv1tat1ons to speak to us. At our regular
March meeting, held at the home of
Yvonne McLain, Leo Bohn, a student
from Germany, was our guest speaker.
He gave a very interesting and informative talk on his native land, his experiences as a newcomer to the United
States, and his numerous and rather amusing experiences in speaking English. The
ease and informality with which he spoke
opened the way for many questions by
the members.
Historic Bidwell Mansion was the setting for our last meeting, held on Friday
mght, March 30. Following a potluck supper and a short business meeting, members and guests hear~ Mohammed Yehya,
a student fr<?m Arabia, and guest speaker
for the evenmg, present a fine talk on his
native land. In response to questions about
the educational system of Arabia, the
young speaker, dressed in native costume
said that Arabian students have no choic~
of subjects, but must take all sixteen
courses offered by most Arabian schools.
And if the stude.nt fails in one of these
subjects, he must repeat the whole sixteen. Thus it is possible to remain in
high school for as long as eight years
and still not graduate. The students must
agree with the instructor, for no disagreement or discussion is allowed. The
speaker then took up the customs of his
homeland, giving special reference to
marriage, holidays, social classes, costumes, and divorce.
vVe are very proud to announce that
one of our members, Betty Jo Elliott, has
been nominated as one of five California
farm youths for a trip abroad this year
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under the international Farm Exchange.
Along with the four other names, Betty
Jo's will be submitted to a national committee in Washington. If chosen by this
committee, Betty Jo will spend six months
in Europe, where she will live with at
least three different farm families. She
will learn their ways of life, and they will
learn hers. Naturaly all of our members
have their fingers crossed!
In an attempt to aid those students who
are having difficulties with their language
work, the following members have offered to contribute at least one hour a
week to tutoring in their special language:
Marilyn Carlson, Yvonne McLain, and
Audrey Daniels. In this way we hope to
encourage more students in the study of
a foreign language.
This next week, beginning on April 7,
will be Pan American Week in Chico. A
week of gay festivities has been planned.
On next Wednesday, a benefit dance will
be given at the Hotel Oaks. It is to be
sponsored by the American Legion Auxiliary, and proceeds will be used for the
creation of a scholarship to aid deserving
language students at Chico State. Several
of our members have volunteered to aid
with the decorations. Other members will
dress in South American costumes and
help with the serving of refreshments at
the dance.
On Thursday, Chico State will present
a Pan American program in the college
auditorium. Mr. Echeverria is director,
and many of our members will be
helping.
We are all looking forward to our
annual spring picnic to be held some tin1e
in May. All language students and foreign
students will be invited to participate in
this activity.
The formal initiation ceremonies will
be held Friday evening, April 27, at the
home of the advisor, Miss May Williams,
for tl1e following new active members:
E. D. Gidding, William Jeffries, Leo
Keechi, Harold Lee, John Milligan, and
Alfonso Silva. Mohammed Yehya, a Chico
State College student from Arabia, will
also be initiated as an associate member.
A program presented by those newly
initiated will be followed by a film strip
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of Rostand's Cyrano de Bergerac, taken
from the film that is currently being
played.

IOTA CHAPTER
Arizona State College
Iota Chapter held its annual 101t1at1on
ceremonies for ten members in May:
Carlos B. Esqueda, Pete A. Nararrete, Ida
Price, Bessie Sakelariou, Louise Thornburg, Ilselore ,vimer, and Billy Yuen in
Spanish; Raymond Lahar and Raymond
Marino in French, and William Rintelmann in German. Two of the foreign exchange students: Dietrich Binas of Marburg and Hilde Pruischi.itz of Ni.irnberg,
were presented as associates of the chapter because of their deep and sincere interest in the organization's purposes and
objectives. At the banquet that followed
at Gene Doyle's Steak House, the new
members entertained in the traditional
manner with their original contributions.
Among the recent graduates, Dora
Ohnesorgen, Nieves Suarez, and Gene
Francis attended the University of Mexico during tl1e summer. James Carey is
teaching in Bolivia.
Iota members are planning a Chrism1as
party for the some twenty foreign students on the campus.
Present officers include: Raymond Lahar, president; Pearl Ainsa, vice-president; Ida Price, secretary; and Pete Navarrete, treasurer.
LAMBDA CHAPTER
Southwest Missouri State College
Alpha Mu Gamma on the campus of
Southwest Missouri State College has
taken part in only one of the activities of
the college so far tl1is year. We sponsored a . tea at the college during this
year's Homecoming where the returning
alumni and the present students had a
chance to renew old friendsrups and find
out the latest on everyone. We were unable to have a float in the parade this
year, but we did have a car filled with Alpha Mu Gamma members.
We initiated quite a large number of
new members at the beginning of the
second term. Also we held the customary Christmas party which everyone en-
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joyed as usual, with the playing of several
foreign games and the singing of Christmas carols in t he different languages.
Our officers for this year are: president, Bob Briscoe; vice-president, Charles
Pursley; and secretary, Jerry Douglas.
MU CHAPTER
Kansas State Teachers College
Mu Chapter held a dinner-initiation
meeting at the home of Mrs. Frances
Baxter on March 16, 1951. Those initiated
were Dorothy Cresap, Mary Harpole,
Ruth Postai, Bob Slapat, and Ed Steil.
During the evening, the group listened
to Spanish records and sang French, German, and Spanish songs.
Mu Chapter has been active in cooperating with language activities at the
college. Some of the members participated with the French clases in presenting scenes from Rostand's Cyrano de
Bergerac and Sartre's Les Mains Sales at
the March meeting of the Language and
Literature Club.
The Chapter also took part in Foreign
Language Week at K.S.T.C., March 20
to 25. An exhibit of foreign books, art
objects, propaganda records, and many
other items was gathered by Professor
Vaudau Pierce, one of our honorary
members. Other events of the week included the French movie, "Farrebique,"
and the annual meeting of the Kansas
Modern Language Association. Mrs. Helen Carney was in charge of arrangements for the meeting.
NU CHAPTER
University of California
Los Angeles Campus
The fall semester at Nu Chapter was
indeed an active one. We started out
the semester early in September with a
number of orientation and planning
meetings for old and new students.
On October 27, we had our biannual
initiation banquet at the Tropics in Beverly Hills. Our speaker was Dr. Sofronio
Abrera, Philippine consul to the United
States at Los Angeles. Dr. Abrera gave
a most interesting talk on contemporary
life in the Philippines. Mrs. Abrera also
gave us a most charming little talk on
her personal experiences.

At the initiation, more than thirty new
members went through the ceremony,
making them upholders of the Golden
Bough. Almost all the languages taught
at the university were honored, including
French, German, Spanish, Classics, Italian, Oriental, and Slavic languages.
The following month we had an afternoon meeting at the student union. At
that time we had a very interesting
speech on "Language Difficulties in the
United Nations Organization" by Miss
Evaline Dowling of the United Nations
Association.
Just before Christmas we had a party
at the home of our social chairman at
which almost all of our over roo active
members were in attendance.
Dr. Frank Reinsch, our faculty sponsor, is leaving for a semester of exchange
teaching in the British Isles. The officers
of Nu Chapter for 1950 were Harvey
Groffman, president; Richard Horowitz
and Miriam Heller, vice-presidents; Marjory Dace, secretary; and Leon M. Senitzki, treasurer.
PI CHAPTER
Carthage College
With bright promise of an intellectual)Y active year, Pi Chapter began its meetmgs of the year with a gathering in Denhart Parlors on Monday, October 9, 1950.
Miss Charlotte Ackerman was received
into the organization by formal initiation.
Miss Ackerman is a student in Spanish
and is from Golf, Illinois. The Scroll was
distributed to members, and the secretary,
Phyllis Kubly, also mailed copies to all
the alumni.
Plans for the Alpha Mu Gamma float
for Homecoming were discussed, and
various commitees appointed to work on
it. Miss Phyllis Kubly was chairman of
the float committee, and all the members
of the organization aided her in assembling the float. The theme centered around
cooking in Spain, Frances, and Germany,
and the float bore a humorous slogan. Our
organization was truly well represented
in the Homecoming parade. In previous
years, Pi Chapter's floats have won prizes
frequently because of their originality.
The second meeting was held on November 13, 1950, in Denhart Parlors. Miss
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Evelyn Evans, Keokuk, Iowa, sang as a
solo in Spanish the lovely folksong entitled "No, No Quiero Casarme." Miss
Donna Hiteman, Forreston, Illinois, gave
a brief resume of Profesor Robert Wolff's
activities in France, where he studied
music at the Palais de Fontaineblau during the past summer. There he studied
under the world's great organist, Dupres.
Professor Wolff was a professor on our
campus and is studying during this year
on sabbatical leave in New York City.
Miss Hiteman's presentation of his activities via some of the letters which he
and his wife have written to students was
extremely interesting and enjoyable.
The officers of Pi Chapter for this year
are: president, Harold Hartman of Percy,
Illinois; vice-president, Donna Hiteman
of Forreston, Illinois; secretary, Phyllis
Kubly of Marengo, Illinois; treasurer,
Jacqueline Herter of Springfield, Illinois;
and historian, Faith Broesicke of Goliad,
Texas.
One of the most outstanding social
events for the year was the Christmas
party which was held on Monday, December 4th, in the parlors of Denhart
Hall. Pi 01apter decided to have just
one large language party at Christmas
time. In other years, Alpha Mu Gamma
and each individual language group had
had separate parties. However, it was
felt that the joining together of all language groups would add greatly to the
congeniality of the Christmas spirit. One
of the particularly enjoyable festivities of
this party was the traditional Spanish custom of breaking the pifiata. Hot chocolate and homemade cookies were enjoyed
by the whole group at this occasion, too.
Plans were formulated at the January
meeting of Pi Chapter for the big annual initiation of new members. Gloria
Sorenson was appointed chairman of
transportation; Faith Brosicke and Jackie
Herter, chairmen of the menu committee; and Donna Hiteman, chairman of the
program committee.
On February 12th, the initiation of new
members was held in the parlors of Denhart Hall. The parlors were attractively
decorated with yellow jonquils to represent the gold of the organization's color.
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The whole ceremony was conducted by
candlelight and was indeed a lovely affair
with the lovely evening dresses of the
girls blending in with the candlelight
beautifully.
The new initiates from the Spanish department were: Shirley Beard, Donald
Blake, Carol Louise Bruss, Charles Burnett, Pilar Florentino, Phyllis Hagenson,
Irene Hering, Charles Link, Robert Pettis, Carole Schulz, Mary Scott, Doris
Vietmeier, and Phyllis ,vhitney. New
members from the· German department
were: Paul Baer, Camilla Brems, Marilyn
Cooperrider, Bruce Drury, Jane Genszler, Barbara Heisterberg, Richard Horst,
Ray Humphrey, Mary Jane Leach, David
McCleary, Richard Preis, and Mae Voth.
The annual banquet of Pi Chapter directly followed the initiatory ceremony
and was held at Mainwood, a place of
great charm-well known for its distinctive atmosphere and fine food. Harold
Hartman, president of Pi Chapter, gave
the invocation; Robert Mueller greeted
the new members; and Mary Jane Leach
answered the greeting. Faith Broesicke
sang a German song accompanied by
Donna Hiteman at the piano. The interesting speaker for the evening was Attorney William Angell of ,varsaw who
had recently traveled in Europe with his
wife and children. He had many interesting things to tell the group, veritably
taking each member of Pi Chapter on a
personal voyage to Europe.
Other activities that the organization
has planned for the remainder of the year
include a meeting which is to be conducted by the new members. They are
to provide the program for that meeting.
This will help in acquainting them with
the purposes and aims of Alpha Mu Gamma and will help them to become truly
valuable leaders in spreading knowledge
of foreign languages throughout the
world.
From to time we hear reports of our
former members who are truly making
places for themselves in the world. At
Homecoming, many former Alpha Mu
Gamma members returned to the campus, and we were all exceedingly joyful
to see them.
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Among those who returned for visits
were Marvis Fruland, who is now teaching elementary school at ~heridan_, 11~nois; Dolores Dohlen, who 1s teachmg m
Mt. Morris, Illinois; Ruth Johnson, who
is also teaching in Mt. Morris; Mollie
Randall, who is now employed in secretarial work; and Charles Hunter, who is
employed in a chemical laboratory near
Keokuk, Iowa.
Other alumni who are making places
for themselves in the world are Dorothy
Mack Endres, who is a physical education and Spanish teacher in the Chicago
area; Clifford Crone, who is teaching at
' Orangeville, Illinois; Robert Holtzman,
who is employed in a bank in Peoria,
Illinois; Audry Shaw, who is teaching
Spanish in Batavia, _Illin?is; Ollie M?lle?dorf, who is teaching m Bhufs, Illinois;
Dorothy Arbaugh, who is teac~~ Spanish and Latin at Fox Lake, Illmo1s; and
Melvin Collins, who is doing graduate
work at the University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia; and Joanne Ever~art, w~o
is in California at the present time. Miss
Ilsemarie Caspar is working on a Master's
degree in California.
RHO CHAPTER
Colorado Woman's College
The formal initiation was held March
13, 1951, at 5:00 p.m. in Mason Hall. The
initiates were Jane Munro, Barbara Barrow, and Audrey Wall. Alumni members
Marietta Shivvers, Virginia Bendi;r, Betty
Jane Brown, and Pat Tague conducted
the initiation ceremony. The new members were presented with the club pin
and a corsage of yellow carnat10ns.
Others who were present at the initiation were Dean and Mrs. Paul Baum, M1ss
Clara Wilm, Miss Lena Christine Mayer,
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Blair. Mr. Blair
was guest speaker a~d talk~d to ~he
group about his expenence with foreign
students.
Following the initiation, dinner was
held in honor of the new members. The
St. Patrick's Day theme was carried

through the entire diner, and favors were
given to everyone.
TAU CHAPTER
Jacksonville State College
The following officers were elected to
serve for this year: president, C. L.
Simpson; vice-pres!dent, Averil_! Williams; secretary, Elizabeth Cunnmgham;
treasurer, Betty Morgan; reporter, Tommy Watson.
UPSILON CHAPTER
East Los Angeles Junior College
Greatly handicapped by the small
number of members and the present unsettled status of the college itself, Upsilon
Chapter has nevertheless carried on its
activities. In January, the outgoing president, Oriel Garcia, conducted an election of officers for the new term. The results were: president, Arthur Godinez;
vice-president, Makoto Kowta; secretarytreasurer, Arpik Abdalian.
Monthly meetings were held in March
and April at which time the possibilities
for various activities were discussed.
Among the suggestions was one to hold
joint meetings with other associations on
the campus. This idea was carried to a
sucessful conclusion when Makoto Kowta
delivered a short talk on the role of
languages in international relations before a combined meeting with the Unescology Club on April 4th.
Presently, President Godinez is slated
to ·give a similar talk on life in Korea
as he had observed it during his stay
there with the Army. Other projects are
to set up a tutoring service, especially
for the foreign students now attending
this college, and to sponsor an all-college
assembly. Plans for an extensive initiation
prompted by the prospects of many new
members were temporarily shelved due
to the delay in the completion of the
new auditorium. However, under the
capable leadership of faculty advisors
Dr. A. Berge! and Mrs. C. Vilaubi, Upsilon Chapter continues to plan for this
and coming semesters.
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ALPHA MU GAMMA DIRECTORY
Alpha Mu Gamma is a national collegiate foreign language honor society. _It w_as
founded in 1931 and is incorporated under the laws of the State of Cahforrua.

FOUNDERS
Arthur B. Forster
Marea Goddard
Josephine L. Indovina
Meyer Krakowski
Lucile Lenoir
CHARTER MEMBERS
Mollie Goldberg
Hope Grimes
Arnold Levin
Charlotte Weinstock

Ronald Holcomb
Ruth Tolin
Elizabeth Chapin
Albert Smith

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
( 1950-1952)

President ............................................ Josephine L. Indovina, Alpha
Retiring President ......................... .. ........... Dr. Stella Lovering, Alpha
President Emeritus ....................................... Arthur B. Forster, Alpha
First Vice-President .................................. Mrs. Marcella Gosch, Kappa
Second Vice-President ................................ Dr. Anna Lou Blair, Lambda
Third Vice-President ..................................... Dr. Samuel J. Pease, Mu
Corresponding Secretary ................................... Lambert M~ks, Alpha
Executive Secretary ........................................ Stanford Miller, Alpha
Treasurer .................................................. Robert Hirsch, Alpha
Alumni Representative ................ . Mrs. Marilyn Hoffman, Alpha and Omicron
Faculty Member-at-Large .................................. Dr. Frank Reinsch, Nu
Student Member-at-Large ....................... . .. Betty Joy Gershuny, Omicron
NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON INTERCULTURAL RELATIONS
Chapter
Meyer Krakowski (Chairman) .... Alpha
Josephine L. Indovina ..... . ...... Alpha
\Vesley C. Drwnmond ......... Gamma
Dr. Leslie P. Brown ............... Delta
May E. Williams ............... Epsilon
Mary Swass ....................... Zeta
Dr. Irma ,vilson .................. . Iota

Chapter
Mrs. Marcella Gosch ........... . . Kappa
Dr. Frank H. Reinsch ............... Nu
Eda Ramelli ........................ Xi
Dr. Marianne Bon wit .......... Omicron
Emily C. Pennock ................... Pi
John Wells .................... Upsilon

ALPHA Mu GAMMA ScRoLL
CHAPTERS AND SPONSORS
ALPHA, Los Angeles City College, Los Angeles, California
Josephine L. Indovina, sponsor
Loren Hendrickson, associate sponsor
BETA, Phoenix College, Phoenix, Arizona
Jean G. Hunter, sponsor
GAMMA, Long Beach City College, Long Beach, California
Wesley C. Drummond, sponsor
Frances Brixey, associate sponsor
DELTA, San Diego State College, San Diego, California
Dr. Leslie P. Brown, sponsor
Dr. Walter T. Phillips, associate sponsor
EPSILON, Chico State College, Chico, California
Rafael Echeverria, sponsor
May E. '7Villiams, associate sponsor
ZETA, Santa Ana Junior College, Santa Ana, California
Mary Swass, sponsor
THETA, San Francisco State College, San Francisco, California
Dr. Andreina B. Colonna, sponsor
loTA, Arizona State College, Tempe, Arizona
Dr. Irma V/ilson, sponsor
KAPPA, Southwest Missouri State College, Springfield, Missouri
Dr. Anna Lou Blair, sponsor
Mary Elliot, associate sponsor
Mu, Kansas State Teachers College, Pittsburg, Kansas
Dr. Samuel J. Pease, sponsor
u, University of California, Los Angeles, California
Dr. G. 0. Arlt, sponsor
Dr. Charles Speroni, associate sponsor
Dr. C. C. Humiston, associate sponsor
Dr. A. P. McKinaly, associate sponsor
Dr. Frank H. Reinsch, associate sponsor
X1, University of California, Santa Barbara College, Santa Barbara, California
Eda Ramelli, sponsor
Dr. William Aggeler, associate sponsor
OM1CR0 , University of California, Berkeley, California
Dr. Marianne Bonwit, sponsor
Dr. Edward F. Meylan, associate sponsor
Prof. Oleg Maslenikov, associate sponsor
P1, Carthage College, Carthage, lllinois
Emily C. Pennock, sponsor
Pearl E. Goeller, associate sponsor
R.Ho, Colorado Woman's College, Denver, Colorado
Lena Christine Mayer, sponsor
TAu, Jacksonville State Teachers College, Jacksonville, Alabama
Dr. J. H. Jones, sponsor
UPSILON, East Los Angeles Junior College, Los Angeles, California
Dr. Alice Berge!, sponsor
Mrs. C. Vilaubi, associate sponsor
Pm, Valley Junior College, Van Nuys, California
John Tatum, sponsor
Robert assi, associate sponsor
Angelo Villa, associate sponsor

J\la:ha:ma:

180.00

280.00
500.00
270.00

Return transportation for two members of the group @ $90 .00 each
To be used for scholarship for a sixth student or for the International House Program in such other way as seems advisable to
director of the Program•••••·••·•••··•••·•·•••••••••••••••· •••••
For living expenses and for travel during vacation periods ,
$100 .PO for each of five foreign students.......................
Seven dollars and fifty cents per week for a period of thirtysix weeks to be paid toward a servant for International House...

Budget requested of the College:

~

,President
Approved by
State Teacherseoit'e"ge
Jacksonville, Alabama

L

Signa:i b y ~ -~ , Director
InterfiaionalHoul'rogram

$2 ,590.50

612_.00

$3,202 .50
I guarantee that the Program will have seventeen students who
will pay fees of $36 .00 each. Fees e.x:ceeding this amount may be
used for the International House Program in such way as seems
advisable to the director of the Program. • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • •

semblies and clubs . .........•..................•....••..•••... ••

The College also agrees to furnish to the foreign students board
and lodging while here on the campus, free admission to any of
the classes and to other college activities, and costumes for the
special programs they prepare and present before high school as-

622.50

fare................................... . ........................

Return transportation for three of this group@ $175.00 for
steamship passage plus $2.50 for port tax plus $30.00 for train

As refund for transportation purchased by five foreign students,
$30 .00 per month each for nine months •••••• • •••••••••••••••••••• $1,350.00

Budget requested for 1950-1951 International House Program:

May 8, 1950

Wa:du,on&il!.e,

~±ah~ ~Lear42rz Qloll2g2

Foreign Cou tries Are
Represented At Party

EIGHT FOREIGN COUNTRIES REPRESENTED -These foreign-born people, now living in Jacksonville and Anniston, were honor guests at a reception held at the International House at Jacksonville
State College Monday evening. The affair was a gesture of friendliness from the program at the college designed to establish better understanding between nations. Reading, left to right (seated): Mrs.
Simone Kume, Mrs. Germaine Berman, France; Mrs. John F. O'Mahoney, Austria; Mrs. R. H. Stalker,
England; Anna Wasylyk, Ukraine; (standing): Hor'st Helbig, Germany; Mrs. Janine Kelley, Algeria; John
F. O'l\lahoney, Eire; Mrs. Claude Johnson, Germany; Mrs. Roy Wallace, :tr., France; M. Wasylyk, Ukraine. Mrs. Christian Aaal, Sweden, was not present when the photograph was made.

JACKSONVILLE , May 10 - Eight foreign countries. were represented here at a reception Monday given at the International House
at Jacksonville State College. Dr. and Mrs. J. H. Jones and members of
the International House program were hosts.
Honor guests who represented other countries and who were in
the receiving line were Mrs. G.
Berman, Mrs. S. Kume, and Mrs.
Roy L. Wallace Jr., France; Mrs.
Claude Johnson, Germany; Mrs.
Janine Kelley, Algeria; Mrs. John
O'Mahoney, Austria; John F.
O'Mahoney, Eire; Mrs. R. H. Stalker, England; Miss Anna Waslylyk,
M. Wasylyk, Ukraine, and Mrs.
Christian Aall, Sweden.
Receiving with them were Cla!-I"e
Ryckmans, B e 1 g i u m; Beatrice
Frossard Switzerland; Rene Bellhomme. • France; Jean-Marie St.
Jacques, Canada; Raquel Nod~l,
Noemi Ballart, Samuel Verdecia,
Cuba, and Donaldo Fraser, ColomM'
bia.
Miss Lucile Branscomb and 1ss
guests.
greeted
Betty Morgan
Also assisting were Mrs. Mary L.
Lowrey Mrs. James Williams, Mrs.
Alfred Roebuck, Miss June Murphree, Mrs. Margaret Rice, Miss
Mary Frances Edwards, Miss Ada
Bounds, Mrs. H. B. Mock, Mi~s
Maude Luttrell, Miss Martha Gail
Sandifer, Miss Lauzanne_ Sims, Miss
Betty Higgins and Miss Carolyn
McMahan.
Roy Wllace Jr., pianist, presented
music and Miss Betty Jean Young
kept the register.
Among out-of-town guests were:
:\fr. and Mrs. Homer G. McDonald,
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Pendley, Gadsden; Al G. Shotes. Chattanooga.
Tenn.; Mrs. W. B. Moore, Mr. and
Mrs. W. S. Pollock, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry M. Ayers, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Darden. 1:iss Loui e Nonnemacher.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Warnock, Mr.
and Mrs. G. C. Perrine, Mr. and
Mrs. W. H. McDonald. Mrs. R.
Lane Hebson, Dr. and Mrs. G. G.
Woodruff, Dr. and Mrs. F. A. McCartney, Miss Nackie Girels, Mr.
and Mrs. DeWitt Mccargo, Mr. and
Mrs. W. B. Bagley, Mr. and Mrs.
Carter Detwiler, Anniston.
Other guests were members of
the faculty and staff, their wives
and husbands.

U.S NATI
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****
ALA3J-.MA FEDE..11,TION OF WOMEN ' ..J CLUBS
J6th .Anni1al convent ion
Huntsville , Ala .
May 11, 1951
1 2 : 15 P . M•

• • • • • • • • • • " since wars begin in the minds of men" ••••••.••

The story of 'CJNSSCO is one of a great crusade
for ThTTERt,.,TATIONJ.L UNDERSTPNDING, bncGd 0;1 the belief
that coo:;ierat ion and r:;ood will amonc; the :;,eo:ples of
the world can be a deciding force in the search for
PEACE.

UNE.::iCO LUN C1-IEm

Inter natio nal House st~de nts

Bot~y Morga n , Piedm ont,.A labam a
Jack Churc hill, Marga ret , JJ.0.
Lodri c Meddo:;: , Li nevil le I

- 1 80

-' •·

HONOR:WG
ill. J.~!.ES H. JONE:> , J1£K..:>ONVILLE ,
.
Du., Inter natio nal Hous.3 p--... vr,,-.,..~......... , ..
Jacks onvil le ~tate Colle ze

******>t"'**'

FE. .'YlfRING :WTERNJ..:I'IOtLL rlOUdE .::iTUDT!NT;:,

************

Den Trayl or , Gadsd en J ..·1a
.......
•
l'!ind ell Jolle y , Gadsd en, A... o.

P.::.:.~i.:.in.-, •••..• Mrs . Fronk R. ,.)tewa rt , Ce~1tre,
C,.~• l.i'- ~ ,

UNE..:>CO , ; ... "E' .·r.c.

R~,.:,ll3l Nodal , Havan a, Cube

Noemi Bella rt , n av~na , Cuba
sa111.1el Verde cir ' P-·~8t on t Or .a.v.J.\tll" ... ,+ , , Cu'oa
Renee :ael.homme

•

·v i .~ o·

• )

,,J.,I,

"'"""'

Frr - ~e
'-A.....

Clair e Ryckm ans, Boits fort , ~el~iu m
Beatr ice Fros3 brcl , CHQ.i..ora.3 , u\·; itzerl end

David '.Pears on

'

Intro duct ion of G~v- L~

Tribu te tJ Dr. Jones
T•• o Int ernat ional ~iou.0e Fro._,ram ....• Dr. Jones
0tud.e nt c .• c.irma n ••• B.::tty "'"o-r,_,£-n
The Exc:1.an.;0 0ti.1de nts ' L, r ess i on of t'1e PI'o.:,l' cill•
rtc,~uc l : odal 1 1l~,v~1 a , Cu bu
The IJ;.1 )or"taa c0 of F:)l'Oi,:... v:.:.:..,,u a_,e 3tudJ •••
- Jr:.ck C:J.urc hill, i:,12.r Bret , ;.la.
Rocia l problE,ms .•• Clair e ::1yc~1mcns , :i3)its fort, Be
T~o Littl e ..),,ins Sheph erdess •••
Beatr ice Fro.,s crd, Chexo res, 3witz erlan

-----------

Frenci:1 Folk 3onss •..•. .•.•. ..•. Group
solo ••... .•..• .• 0a1nuol v0rd0 cic, cute.
speni sh Folk 3on;:,s •••.. .• . •.•.. Group
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end of World War II.

They were con-

UNESCO IN ACTION

SCIENCE

vinced that ignorance and the failure of
peoples to understand each other have

Stimulate cooperation of scientists and

"Since

the free exchange of research findings

wars begin in the minds of men ," they said ,

.. . Control disease ... Promote better

"it is in the minds of men that the defences

use of the world's natural resources .. .

It dramatized the need for reconstruction

industrial · and

of war-devastated schools, laboratories , li-

that purpose , they decided to launch a

research genius of our times toward

braries and museums . . . stimulated con-

world-wide organization.

making the good things of life more

tributions of money , materials and services

abundant in all parts of the world.

from all parts of the world . . .

contributed to wars in the past.

of peace must be .constructed."

And for

Direct the

technical,

Here are a few

of

the ways in which

UNESCO has tackled its job,

CULTURE
Within countries and across national
boundaries , encourage men to interideas and cultural

change
ments

.

students,

. Promote

achieve-

exchange

of

scholars , scientists , workers

. In every nation , make available
But how do you reach into the minds of
men?

The group in London charted three

broad highways-

the writings and artistic heritage of all
nations .

Increase the knowledge of

the ways of life of all peoples , so thut
each will understand the motives , ideas ,
and ideals of others . ..

fellowships,

through

as

publishing an international handbook

of

countries . . .
Here , in b1oad outline , was a program to

press , films and radio to help people

influence men toward peace . . . through

Despite all rivalries, all prejudices and

free their minds of prejudice , suspicion ,

education , science , and culture.

hates, there are common grounds on which

and hate . . . Spread the trt1th that

of the organization- the United Nations

If we search them

people of all creeds and races are of

Educational , Scientific and Cultural Or-

out, if we seek ways to dispel suspicion

one blood , that all have a right to

ganization- UNESCO.

people can cooperate.

students

of

scholarships, and other means-such

almost 22,000 study opportunities in 49

EDUCATION
Use schools , universities , libraries , the

Helped expand the international ex change

The name

Sent
countries

educational
to

assist

missions
drives

to

to

various

overcome

illiteracy . . . developed pilot programs
in mass education
Established an International Book Coupon plan to overcome the barriers to trans-

and mistrust , we can create the basis for a

live in justice and liberty . .. Teach

Today this specialized agency of the

mission of books resulting from the existence

permanent peace.

the illiterate half of the world to read

United Nations hos 54 member nations and

of "hard" and "soft" currencies . . . is

and write , as a first step toward raising

a broad program in which all peoples can

extending the plan to include educational

standards of living .

share.

films .

This was the reasoning of representatives
of 43 nations who met in London near the

is considered and by majority vote the

States ?-of

Conference decides its general policy and

and Brazil?

program of action.

link with the people is a National Com-

Great

Britain ?-of

France

In most countries , its first

mission for UNESCO , made up of citizens

EXECUTIVE BOARD-Between

Gen-

eral Conferences, decisions are made by
an 18-man Executive Board, which meets
at

least twice

a

year and

how UNESCO's far-flung

determines

activities and

moderate budget (at-out 8 million dollars
a year) can be brought into balance .

of the country and drawing on
sources to carry
movement.

COMMISSION

U.

S.

FOR

UNESCO

NATIONAL

UNESCO)

is

a

group of 100 leaders , drawn from universities and schools , bus in ess and labor,
religious and civic organizations , scientific

permanent

farm

films ,

groups ,

and

Sixty

organizations

other forty are appointed directly by the

clearing

house

of information,

NA-

a

it helps

nominate

candidates;

the

study

from hundreds of organizations and com-

help

overcome

munities cari review progress, exchange

with

your family and

experiences,
Second

make

further

Notional

plans .

Conference,

held

speak

The
in

prejudice by
out

beginning

your community

against

intolerance

. . . help restore war-devastated schools ,

Cleveland in 1949, was attended by over

libraries and museums through reconstruc-

2,500 delegates.

tion

gifts

influence

you; com-

munity to take part in the exchange of
teachers ,

students

and

workers

fight against the idea, wherever it occurs ,

UNESCO IN YOUR COMMUNITY

Secretary of State.

that "war is inevitable"

keep

alive and vigorous Amer ica's "WILL TO
PEACE. "

These national organirations , and many

groups doing UNESCO work, and keeps

others n~ currently represented

them in touch with one another.

Commission , support UNESCO objectives ,

Inter-

it and to make it stronger

and support its specialized agencies . . .

national

General, with headquarters in Paris, han-

As

Every two years, it holds a

You can give your

support lo the United Nations to improve

TIONAL CONFERENCE where delegates

youth , press , radio,

government .

staff of about 700 pImons under a Directordles the day-to-day operations.

The Notional Commission meets twice a
year.

YOU con add your influence to the
UNESCO movement.

and professiona I associations , the creative
orts ,

THE SECRETARIAT-A

forward the

(THE

its re-

supply the best technical knowledge and
advice.

on

A writer has said:

the

There is the power of the soldier, based
on force . . .

national private organizations work closely

carry

with the Secretariat to tie in their own

own memberships and take on speci fic

based on

activities with UNESCO programs . Groups

assignments .

the propagandist, based on arousing and

of experts from many countries are called

mote international understanding through

on for advice-for example , on ways to

schools

transmit scientific information from highly

braries and museums ; some provide liaison

developed to the less advanced regions,

between UNESCO and scientific leaders

or how to attack tensions that lead to war.

in the U . S., others support programs for

on

sending

UNESCO

and

programs

for

their

Some groups help to prouniversities , ort , music , li-

educators and

students abroad

and bringing representatives of other countries to the U . S.; still others provide leadersh ip in

UNESCO IN EACH COUNTRY

movements to overcome racial ,

religious , and

other

antagonisms within

our own borders .
Help co mes
How does

UNESCO make

effective

contact with the people of the United

mittees

in

There is the p~wer of the witch doctor,

working

from

special

There are ways for
in UNESCO's work .

oil citizens to share
Churches,

schools,

UNESCO has no power except its appeal
to the reason and consciences of men . . .

labor unions , service clubs, trade associa-

But if men and women of wisdom and

tions , fraternal orders-all can participate

good will, throughout the world, join in

in one or more phases of the program.

the search for understanding and peace-

In a number of areas there are state and
local councils or committees for UNESCO .
In other communities, chapters of notional
organizations take the leadership in projfrom

adult education

com-

classes for those of foreign origin to educa-

out details of pro-

tional campaigns on Human Rights and

grams , and from panels of experts who

dreads .. . of the

manipulating passions .. .

ects which range
also

irrational

the problems of "Food and People."
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We

Reioice

Oh God. we re101ce in Thy promise to 1r1ake all things new.
We rejoice that old slaveries are becoming new freedoms;
That former ene ,uies are becoming new friends;
And that the women of the world may serve Thee in everwidening horizons.

This nation under God shall build a new freedom.

A Tribute to Miss May H . Kyser, Our B eloved President,
Alabama Federation of Women's Clubs.

"AN UNDERSTANDING HEART"

Alaha11ta 1Jh>hrratintt of ffln11tr11'n Qiluhn

Each dawn as clay unfolds
She breathes a little prayer
For guidance. \\' ha te'er it holds
S·he finds som e beauty there:

HUNTSVILL E , ALABAMA

"This Day the Lord Hath l\Iacle!"
Both good and ill hath reason.
Each hour, as p lan wa laid,
\\'ill bring forth fruit, in season.
Accepting, loving her songs lift
The souls who tand apart.
God gave to h r H is won'drou giftAn understandin g heart!
- EITHYLLE WRIGHT KEILL.

May 10, 11 , 12, 1951

:M ISS ~L \ Y KY S ER. President. Minter

Federation Organized

in

Birmingham .........

-·-······-··- April 17, 1895

Admitted to the General Federation ··-···-········- _............ ····-·-- December 26, 1907

THE LAND WHER E HATE SHOULD DIE
Thi~ is the land where hate should
die1' o ieu'Js of faith, no spleen of race,
Ko darkly brooding fear should try
Beneath our flag to fin 'd a place.
Lo! every people here ha sent
Its sons to ans"·er freedom's call;
Their lifeblood is the strong cement
That bui lds and binds the nation's
wall.
This is the land where hate should
dieTho clear to me my faith and shrine
I serve my country well when I
Respect beliefs that are not mine.
He little loves his land who'd ca t
l1pon his neighbor's word a doubt,

Or cite the wrongs of ages past
From present rights to bar him
out.
This is the land where hate hould
dieThis is the land where trife
should cease,
\\The re foul. uspicious fear hould
fly
Before our flag of light and peace.
Then let us purge from poisoned
thought
That ervice to the state we give,
And so be wor thy as we ought
Of t hi s great land in which we
live.
-Deni A. McCarthy

Incorporated ···-········ ··-··-········-·--···· ·-···--····························-····--·- July 24, 1924

A PRAYER
Almighty Lord, deepen the ro ot of our nat ional life in everlasting righteo usness; a nd let not the cr01n1 o f our li fe be as a fading flower.

Make

us equal to ou r high trusts, reverent in our use of freedom, just in the exer•
cise of power, generous in the protec tio n of weakness; through Jesus Christ.
our Lord.

Amen-

A COLLECT FOR CLUB WOMEN
Keep us, oh, God, from pettiness; let u
word, in deed.

be large in thought,

111

Let us be clone with fault-finding and leave off self-seeking.
May we put away all pretense-and meet each other face to facewithout self-pity, and without prejudice.
May we never be hasty in judgment and al\\'ays generous.
Let us take time for all things; make us to gro,v calm, serene,
gentle.
Teach us to put into action our better impul e , straightforward,
and unafraid.
Grant that we may realize it is the little things that create differences; that in the big thino- of life we are as one.
And may we tri,·e to touch and to know the great common human
heart of u al I.
And oh. Lord God, let us foro-et not to be kind!
-1Iary Stewart

THE AMERIC AN'S CREE D
I believe in the United States of merica as a government of
the people, by the people. for the people, '"ho e ju t powers are
derived from the consent of the o-o\'erned; a democracy in a republic; a sovereign Nation of many so,·ereign State : a perfect Union,
one and inseparable, established upon tho e principles of freedom,
equality. justice and humanity for which American patriots sacrificed their live and fortunes. I therefore believe it is my duty to
my country to love it; supnort its Constitution; to obey its law ;
to respect it flag, and to defend it against all enemies.

URS. THEODORE CIIAPM.\N
Scco11d T'icc President
General Federati on of vVomen's Clubs

TH E PLE DGE TO THE F LAG
"I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United State of America
and to the Republic for which it tands, one nation indivisible, with
Liberty and Ju tice for all."

GENERAL FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S CLUBS

OF FICER S 1950-1951
Prcside11t-MRs. HIRAM HOUGHTON . -···-···-···-·- ..._Federation 1Ieaclquarters
First r·ice President-MRS. OSCAR A. ALLGREN --··-- -·-Whiting, Incl.
Seco11d T'ice President-MRS. TnEODORE S. CHAP:,rAN. ---····- .. Jerseyville, Ill.
Recording Secretarj•-1fos . L. J. 1[cCAFFERY ___·-·-·-- __ ·-- Miami, Fla.
Treasurer-1IRs. R. I. C PROUT _... -·-·· ·--·--·--······----- .Minneapolis, Minn.

ALABAMA FEDERATIO N OF WOMEN'S CLUBS
1950- 1951
______ ·-·-- Minter

First Vice President-MRS. M. I. C1.1m::LA ND---····-··-···-·········- ._Birmingham
Seca11d Vice Preside11t-MRS. 0. L. HARMON ·-·-·······-····-···---····-··-·--Roanoke
_ _ _ _ -· Decatur
Tltird Vice Preside11t-MRs. FLOYD
HERROD ···----··•
Rccordi11g Secretary-MRS. \Vru1ER BuuocK_··--·-····
.. Mobile
Correspo11di11g Secretary-MR . MILES HARDY - - - - - · - - - · · · · · · - -TYier
Trcasnrer-1IRs. CARL STRANG -··-····-··-·-··
·······-·- Eufaula
Parlia111eHtaria11-1IRs. P. B. Moss _·-···--····-·-------···-·- -·-··--· Selma

DIRECT ORS
First District-MRS. A1,BER1' S. BYERS. _ _ __
··•·-···--··-··--Moulton
Second District-MRS. PAUL DAVENPOR1'- - - - · - - - - ······---·-"alley Head
_ _ _ _ _ Birmingham
Tltird District-11Rs. \VILLARD Moauw
Four/It District-MRS. L. G. vVALKER -·- ·-·····-··
_··-··- _ Marion
Fiftlt District-MRS. E. S. FULLER
.Montgomery
Sixt It District-MRS. R. J. PURVIS. -· ······-·
- - · -· Opp
Sez•enlh District-MRS. \V. C. BEEBE - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - -Bay Minette

STATE CONVENTION COMMITTEES
Ge11era/ Cltair111a11-MRS. RoBBR'l' L. Bu'fLER---·------···········•··-Wooclville
Hostess Director-MRS . ALBER'!' . BvERs _ __ _ _
_ _ _ _ Moulton
Progra111-MRS. MARY R. SILVER - - - - - - · · · · - - - - - - - - - .... Birmingham
Credentials-MRS. W. R. HIGH1'0IVER, ]R __ _ _____ _
·-- Athens
Resolntio11s-MRs. J. R. EDMONDSON -·
·----·-•······-Hanceville
Revisio11s-MRs. E. 0. SnrP11AN.....__ ··········-·- ··
. -·---··-··-Birmingham
Afe111orial Service-MRS . L. G. WALKER . _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Marion

.Music-MR.

BULA WARE, MR. CLAIRE HARDENSTEIN_·-·····-·

Hunt ville

Y.i111ekeeperCltain11011 of Pages-MRS. Tnr LYON ····-··· -·--· - - ···-·--·-··········---··· Decatur

MISS MAY H . KYSER

President
Alabama Federation of Women's Clubs

CONVENTIO N HYMN

HEADQUART ERS-Rus ell Erskin Hote l

FAITH OF OUR FATHERS

ASSEMBLY M:EETil\"G-Au clitorium of the West Clinton
Grammer School

Faith of our fathers living still
In spite of dungeon, fire and sword:
0 how our hearts beat high with joy
Whene' er we hear that glorious word!
Faith of our fathers! Holy Faith!
We will be tru to thee till death!

REGISTRATIO N
Ru sell Erskin Hotel
Thursday, May 10th _______________---·- ___ ------------·----·--------- 2 :00 P. M .-5 :00 P. M.
Friday, May 11th ____ -------------------- ---· _____ _______________________ 8 :30 A.M.-5 :30 P.11.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS

Our fathers, chained in prisons dark,
Were still in heart and conscience free:
How sweet would be their chi ldren's fate,
If they, like them, could die for thee!
Faith of our fathers! Holy Faith!
We w ill be t r ue to thee til l death!

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING
Thursday, May 10th -------------------------- ________________________________________________ 2 ·30 P.11.
Russell Erski n Hote l

Faith of our fathers! \Ve will love
Both friend and foe in all our strife:
And preach thee, too, as love knows how,
By kindly words and virtuous life:
Faith of our fathers! Holy fa ith!
\Ve will be true to thee till death!

THURSDAY NI GHT, MAY 10TH
Directors Dinner-Russell Erskin HoteL _____ ___ ,, _______________________ 6:00 P.M.
Presiding-1Irs. 0. L. Harmon, Second Vice President
Invocation
1Iu ic
Reports of DirectorAddress-:\Iiss Mary Reynolds, Judson College

CONVENTIO N RULES
Se sions of the convention shall open promptly at the appointed hour
stated on the official program.
Members of th convention should be present and seated at the opening of every session. Those taking part on the program should be seated on
the platform before the session comm ence . Doorkeepers hall be appointed
to admit latecomers only between program numbers. l[embers should remain seated until the meeting i decl ared adjourned by the chair.
Member _ should refrain from talking except when addressing the chair.
a speaker shall announce her name. clu b and district. No member shall peak
more than once on the same subject until after all the others desiring to
speak have poken.
In debate, no member shall peak longer than three minute ·, unless
granted permi sion by two-third - vote of the assembly.
A timekeeper shall be appoint cl to call time on all speaker in accordance
with the time limit adopted by the Assemb ly. It shall be her duty to give a
warning signal one minute prior to th e time limit.
Should the author of a report be absent, that report shall be filed without
being read, unless a motion for reading said report i adopted by a twothirds vote of the As emb ly.
All motions, amendments, etc., shall be put in writing, ignecl by the
mover and a copy given to the Recording ecretary.
A reso lution before being presented to· the As emb ly must have previou ly been pas eel by the Resolution committee.

MRS. E. S. TUNSTALL, Chairman,
.
Bay Minette
MR . T. E. HENDERSON, Anda lusia
MRS. ALBERT MOULTHORP , Eufau la

Saturday, 11ay 12th ______ ____ ----------· ----------------------------·------- School Auditorium
8:00 A.11--12 Noon

E vening Sessio n--8 :15 P .M .
\\' est Clinton Grammar School Aut!itorium
Formal Opening of the Fifty-Sixth Convention of the Alabama
Federation of \\'omen's Clubs
Presiding-~(iss ~[ay Kyser, President. ~Jinter, Ala.
;\(rs. 0. L. Hannon, Second \-ice President, Roanoke, Ala.
Processional ________ _
Guest o f Honor, Board and Council 1fembers
Opening of Convention
--·-· ---- - ____ ;\fiss 11ay Kyser, President
Invocation
Pledge to the Flag ________ ----·------_

-- --- -----------------. __ Mrs. L. H. Houston
Music __________ Convention Hymn. "Faith of Our Fathers" and "Alabama"

Greetings from the Chamber of Commerce __________ -----------·- _______ 1Ir. Bob Bell
Greetings from the City of 'Hunt -ville _______ ______________ ______ Mayor 1IcAllister
Greetings from the Hostess Group __________ .. _________________ 1Jr . Albert S . Byers
Re ponse ___________________________________________________________ --------- ------·---·-- ____ __Mrs. P. B. 1Ioss
Musical Program
Address __________________________ Mr

Theodore S. Chapman, Second V ice P resident
of the Genera l Federation of Women's Clubs

Announcements
Clo ing Meditation ________ -----·---------------------·- ----·-----------·----- --------------Mrs. S. E. Neill
Reception Honoring 1Irs. Theodore Chapman and Mr . L. J. McCafferey
Ru sell Erskin Hotel

tia,,N~
....__ ~
,>OJ'J~~

~

U FRIDAY MO R N ING, MAY 11TH
........... 7 :30 A.M.
Radio Breakfast-Ball Room, Rus~cll Erskin Hotel ...
l\lrs. T. J. Skinner, President, A.F.\V.C. Radio Council, Presiding
Five 1Iinute of Radio Fun ······-·· ····-····-·-··-·· ···········-····

... 1fr . 0. A. Miller

Symposium on Radio in Community Service:
Radio's Re · ponsibility to the Public-Mr. W. Emmett Brook , President, A labama Broadcasters Association
How Local Stations Can Cooperate with O1·ga11ized Groups in Pro1fr. Joe Falt, Radio Station
moting Community Betterm ent \VFUN, Hunt ville
Club Cooperation with Radio tali o n -:.frs. James Keeton, A.F.W.C.
Radio Chairman
Impact of Television 011 Commu nity-Mr. Graydon Au mus, Director,
Radio Broadcasting Service , University, A la.
F riday M orning Session-9 :00 A.M.
\\' es t Clinton Grammar Sc1100! Auditorium
Presiding- Iis May Kyser, President Alabama Federation of \;\/'omen's
Clubs
Mrs. 11'. I. Cleveland, First Vice President
Assembly Singing-"America"
Pledge to th e Flag}
American's Creed

.... 1Irs. Harry Brislin. Chairman Dept. Citizenship

-· Mr . Robert L. Almon
In vocation ········-··· ···-····•···-···-·········
... ·---·-··· ·····-·· Mrs. Mary R. Si lver
Prese ntation of Program ..... ····-·-··-·
Presentation of Convention Rules ···········--·········--·····•··· Mrs. E. S. Tun tall
REPORTS O F OFFICERS
·-- -·····-············ ........ 1Irs. M. I. Cleveland

First Vice President ._
Secon'd Vice President ..... · · - - Third Vice Pre ident............ •···-·····

··············-··--····-··-l\Ir . 0. L. Harmon
... ·--· :. rr . Floyd Sherrod

Recording Secretary. ···---·-···-·-····-··· ·····-···················· Mrs. \Vilmer Bullock
Corres ponding Secrctary..---·-·-·········· ········-- ···-·· ···-· _. 1Irs. Mile Hardy
--· ······--··-········••····-···········-·-·······-···· frs. P. B. Moss
Parliam entarian_..
Finance Chairman .. _..... ··-·········-········ ........ ··········-··-·····--··· Dr. Minnie Steckel
Pre ident ·-··• · - .. ··- _ ··-·-·····- .. ·--···•····----·········-····-···· Miss :Uay Kyser
Report of Nominating Committee ......... ·······--·-··········· l\1rs. H. P. Thetford
First Reading of the Re olutions ·--··············--······-·· .... Mrs. J. R. Edmondson
Report of Credentials Comrnittec _ ............ --·····-···Mrs. W. R. Hightower, Jr.
Introduction of Local Committees ................ ·---·-·············Jvfrs. Robert L. Butler
1Iusic
Mrs. M. I. Cleveland-Introducing:
Mrs. L. J. McCafferey, Recording Secretary, G.F .vV.C.
Institute Cond ucted by Mrs. L . J. McCafferey

Luncheon-12 :15 P .M.
Russell Erskin Hotel

MRS. L.

J.

McCAFFEREY

Recording Secretary
General Federation of \,Vornen's Clubs

Unesco Luncheon-Mrs. Frank tewart, Presiding and Presenting Students
from International House, State T eachers College, Jacksonville
Friday Afternoo n Sessx m-2 :15 P.M .
\Vest Clinton Street Grammar Schoo l Auditorium
Presiding-Mis May Kyser , Pre ident, A'.F·W.C.
Mrs. 11. I. Cleveland, First Vice President, A.F.W.C.
As ·embly Singing-" America the Beautifu l"
Club Collect.___......... ····--- . . . . --· -·--·----·····Led by Mrs. L. P. Troup
Department of American Home .............• ·-·-··············-·······-·· .. :tvir . S. E. N eill
Department of Citizenship ........ _ ·····················-·-··········-··-····:Mrs. Harry Brislin
Address ...--···-······················· ·········- ··-·•···-·····-··-········· Mrs. L. J . McCafferey
Department of Education .······-······-···· ··--·-·-·--·········· ···-· Mrs. Mollie Sanders
Department of Fine Art ....
----····-·--··············· ·· Mrs. H. B. bernathy
Department of Legislation -····--··· ······---···················---··· Mr . \Nilson vVible
"Building Freedom with Youth"--······· .. - - ··-····-····- Mr . \V. 11. Beck
Presenting:
"Build Freedom with Youth"
Directed by Mrs. W. M . Beck, St. Y. C. Chr.
"The Individual Pillar of a D emocracy"-······-········ ·······-Jane Long
":\lusic
·
"Freedom Through Citizenship" .•············-····-········· .... --.Johnnie Cain
Boys' Industrial SchooL...... ·-·····-- -·· .... -·····--······-········ Mrs. H. P. Thetford
Department Public \Velfare. -····-·- --· ... -·····•·················· Mrs. T. A. Ogletree
Report of Credentials Committee -· ... ···-·····- .... Mrs. Vv. R. Hightower, Jr.
1f emorial Hour
?l[rs. L. G. \\'alker, F ourth District Director
Dirn1 er-Russell Erskin Hotel ·-·· _
... ·-·-· .. 6:00 P.~f.
Honoring Depa rtment Chairmen
Mrs. 1L I. Cleveland Pre siding
Invocation ·- .. ··-··
11rs. L. ~I. Smith
:Mu s ic
Prese ntatio n Alabama ::-Loth er of the Year -·-·····-·.
1frs. J. U. R eave,
Addre ss : Civilian Dcfen e
Dr. Hallie Farmer, Alabama College
Friday N igh t Session- 8: 15 P. M ·
\\'e t Clinton Street Grammar School Auclito,·ium
A ·sembly Singing-''For
II Creeds"
Invocation
Pledge to the Flag ·- ·-·-·-···-······ .. ···-·- ........................ - ....... Mrs. Floyd Sherrod
Scholarship .... --·-··•-.. ·--·-······· ..--··----·-···-·•···-············- ---····· Mr ·. Grady Miller
Alabama Club \Vornan ____ ·-···········-·-··· ··-··········-··· ........ Mrs. Lafayette ~Jichael
Magazine Administration Chairman ····-············--··.. ··········-··1frs. W. \V. Falkner
Musi
Address: World Affairs ........ Dr. R. M. Havens, Associate
Professor of Economics, Univer ity of Alabama
Announcements
Clo ing Meditation .. _.........-••········-·--..............-. ···-.. ····----·-··-·· Mr . J. C. Long

SATURDAY MO RNING, MAY 12TH
West Clinton Street Grammar School Auditor ium
8:00 A.M.-9:00 A.M.
Question and Answer Period
1M1rs.
·-···············~····-···············-····--········-·-·-·- Presiding
rs. PM. . BI.
. MCleveland}
oss
Election of Officers ........--•······· .. ·················-·--·····-·····--··-············ 8 :00 A.M.-12 Noon
Morning Session-9 :00 A.M.
West Clinton Street Grammar School Auditorium

~t~~

}~~~clK§J~:;;o~,re_;\t~t Vice Presi'dent} ·-···· ······-················· ··--··· Presiding

Assembly Singing-"Faith of Our F ather "
Invocation .....-········--·---·-··-··-·····-·-···· ··· ·--·-·---··..·---·····- .. Mrs. Edgar Underwood
Pledge to the Flag.·-·--··---··········· ··-···········-··-----······1 1rs. Vv. M. Mobley
Panel Discussion-"Status of Women"
Dr. Katherine Vickery, Montevallo, Presiding
Miss Henrietta Thompon, Univer sity
Miss Bess Bloodworth, Birmingham
Miss Nina Miglionico, Birm ingham
Mi s Katherine Cater, Auburn
Fashion Forum ____ ........ ·-·-··-··············-····-··-········· Mi s Henrietta Thompson
Report-Tru tee Gorgas Memorial _ ···-··-·-·-·············-······-··-···Mrs. J. E. Price
Alabama Federation History·--·--·-·--··-·····--·-···········-···· M rs. J. U. Reaves
Revisions.·-···········-······-.. ···-····--··············-·-· ·-·················Mrs. E. 0. Shipman
Resolutions ............-····-.. •·--·- -····-······· ···-·············--·-·.. Mrs. ] . R. Edmondson
Pre s and PublicitY--···-······-·-·.. ···-···· ·--·····-····-··········· Miss Kathleen Moore
G.F.W.C. Magazine ..·----·····.. ···--··············-··-······ ......... __ ..... Mrs. 1Iary R. Si lver
Federation Post Cards ... ·-········-·-·-·······-········-····· ······-··-··· Mrs. L. F. Doughtie
Continuation Comrnittee ............ -··-·····--·····-·····-········ ..·········· ~1rs. A. Y. 1falone
Adverti ing Comrnittee __ ·-..--··--···············-···-·················-··· Mrs. W. J. Barnhart
Prizes ·····--···-·····---····························-·-·-············ ········-··-·· Mrs. A. D. Dannheiser
\Vriters Prize .......... --.. ·-·-- ·--····--·--·-··--·-·--··· ··---·····1Irs. John T. Spencer
Report of Election Committee ...... _.....-••·-···-·····-·•··········· Mrs. H. P. Thetford
Announcements
Luncheon-Russell Erskin Hotel... .... ··-- -····-··············-·-···.l2 :00 O'clock
Honoring th e Junior Clubs
Installation of Officers

FOR ALL CREE D S

ALABAMA, ALABAMA

(Air America)
God of our H istory, O\ff fatl1ers worshipped The with one accord.
They were from many land , of
many creeds and clans,
But Thee, with lifted hands they all
adored!

Alabama, Alabama, \Ne will aye be
true to thee,
From thy Southern shore where
groweth,
By the sea thine orange tree,
To thy Northern vale where
flo,veth
Deep and blue thy Tennessee
Alabama, Alabama, \Ve will aye be
true to thee.

Goel of the present hour, send forth
Thy saving power
In thi . our clay: Grant us the grarn
to see in our diversity
Thy boircl of unity, Father, " ·e pray.
Blend Thou our liberty with true
fraternitv
The \\I oriel · around, Till every land
be free to trust not only Thee
But all humanity, and peace abound.
Goel of our destinY, he this old litanv,
our staff and. rod.
·
"Do justly" while we may, ''lm·e
mercy" clay by clay,
"\Valk humbly" all the way with
Thee our Goel!

AM E RICA THE BEAUTIFUL

0 beautiful for spacious skies,
For amber waves of grain:
For purple mountain majesties
A'bove tl1e fruited plain!
America! America I Goel shed His
grace on thee.
And rown thy good with. brotherhood
From sea to shining sea!
0 beautiful for patriot's dream
That sees beyond the years
Thine alabaster cities gleam
ndimrned bY human tears!
Am rica ! Ame;·ica ! Goel shed His
grace on thee,
And crown thy good with brotherhood
From sea to shining ea!

Little, little can J give thee,
Alabama, moth r mine,
But that little heart ,brain spiritAll I have and am are thine.
Take, 0 take the gift and giver,
Take and serve thyself with rne.
A'labama, Alabama,
\\' e will aye be true to thee.

GOD BLESS AMERICA
God bless America, Land that I love,
Stand beside her and guide her,
Through the 11ight with a light from
above,
From the 111ou11tains, to the pra;rie,
To the ocean white with foam.
Gdd bless America, ?\1y home _weet
home.

AMERICA
1fy Cou11try, 'Tis of thee,
Sweet Land of Liberty,
Of thee I sing.
Land where my fathers died;
Land of the P ilgr im:' pride;
From ev'ry mountain side,
Let Freedom ring!
11y nati,·e country. thee,
Land of the noble free,
Thy name I love.
I love thy rocks and ri ll s.
Thy woods and templed hil ls;
My heart with rapture thri lls
Like that above.

t
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f:ke 3tuntsviLLe Storlj
HOMES
Huntsville, Ala., is a city of gracious living. Located at an
altitude of 750 feet, it has the advantages of a mild climate
without the disadvantages of a rugged country. The maximum
temperature is 99 degrees and the mean temperature 60 degrees.
Approximate ly S,OL'O homes and apartments provide housing
for the 3fl, 153 population of Huntsville and environs. Of these
homes 5,500 are in the city proper and its suburbs. Mose of them
are modern, comfortable and in the middle and lower price range.
Handsome ante-bellull'I homes scattered throughout the city give
picturesque charm and historic atmosphere. Three communities
contarning some 1,300 homes for textile industry emplo; ees are
located on the city's outskirts. Approximate ly 1,500 dwelling
units have been constructed since 1942. Negro workers and
their families have homes prc.vided in the new 220-unit Binford
Court housing devel0pment.
Comfort and care for the sick are provided by modGrn hospitals
with a total of 175 beds.
Huntsville is not a boom town, but a community of prosperou~
and happy people with a background of culture and education. an
id,,al environment for pleasant family life.
POWER - .FUEL - WATER - LABOR AND INDUSTRY
Madison County is almost entirely underlaid by limestone.
Formations vary from siliceous types relatively low in calcium
carbonate to those high in calcium carbonate content. These are
suitable for road material, building stone, agncultural stone and
Portland cement manufacture . Sandstones found in the eastern
part of Madison County are suitable for building or construction
material.
Power far Huntsville"s growing industrial center is furnished
by a seven-state hydroelectric system. Hums,ille and Madison
county are tied into the great Tennessee Valley Authority power
system, making power abundantly available.
Elettric power is distributed in Huntsville and Madison County
by the Huntsville Electric Utility Board through a murricipallyowned distribution S;Stem.
Huntsville is fortunate in being located in the center of a large
mangle of coal pmducing areas. To the northeast are the coal
fields of East Tennessee, which extend into northeastern Alabama.
Forty miles from the city coal is mined in small quantities, and.
in larger quantities, 70 miles from Huntsville.
To the south are the great coal fields of Central Alabama,
coverin,; some 3,000 square miles. From this coal, coke of
various kinds are produced.
Natural gas is piped into the Huntsville area by pipeline from
Mississippi and Louisiana, making available a cheap and clean
foe! for industrial and residential use.
Phenomenal ly large springs and wells which abound in
Hunts, ille-Madison County region make available a fine supply
of ground water for industries v.hich require large amounts of
cool, clean water. The nearby Tennessee River affords practically
an unlimited supply of water.
Water for the municipal needs of Huntsville is obtained from
the famous "Big Spring" in the heart of the city. Only a fraction
of the water available from chis source now is used-about three
million gallons of the daily observed flow of seven to twenty-nine

million gallons. Industries have capped other large springs of
the region.
Opening records in war industries show the labor avai lable
i.:1 the Huntsville area to be of a high level of intelligence, adaptable to ,he handling of complicated machinery and processes.
Knowledgt' and experience gained in war industries now is
available to modern peace time industry.
RECREATI ON
Monte Sano Stace Park, a tract of 1,900 acres at an elevation of
2,000 feet on famous Monce Sano mountain, is one of the finest
playgrounds in the country for old and young. It has sixteen
attractive cottages fully equipped for fami ly vacations. A lodge,
picnic areas, and shelters are ideal for family and group outings.
It has a large natural amphitheatre , hiking trails, and bridle
paths. SaJclle hor~es are available at its "dude ranch".
In addition to this , Huntsville owns nineteen acres within its
corporate limits which are devoted to park use. Waters from
the famous Big Spring, which also furnishes the municipal water
supply, flow through the area. A year-round professional staff,
operating on an annual budget in excess of $65,000.00, supervises
the city recreational programs for both white and colored. Additional lands, buildings, equipment, and Rubico tennis courts have
reLcntly been acquired. An average attendance of 30,000 a month
participate in softball, tennis, baseball, horse shoe, badminton,
volley ball, croquet, hobby shows, swimming, box suppers, outdoor
movies, and tackey parties.
The Huntsville Golf and Country Club has an excellent ninehole golf course, tennis courts, and new clubhouse facilities .
T ransportation to and from H untsville is easy and comfortable.
Two railroads, two airlines, and tour bus lines otfer convenient
schedules to all points in every direction. Two Uniied States
Highways provide good access by private motor car. Huntsville
is located on U. S. Skyway No. 30, from Charleston, S. C., to
Los Angeles, Calif.
CLU BS
Twenty-six c1v1c and fraternal organization s flo urish in H untsville. These include, Rotary, Kiwanis, Acme, Lions, Exchange,
Civican, Salesmen's, Optimist, Y's Men, Pilots, Business & Professlona l Womrn, Grace, Newcomers, Qui Vi, Music Study,
Music Appreciation, Altrusa, Veterans of Foreign Wars, Disabled
American War Ve:erans, American Legion, Masons, Elks, Eagles,
Moose, Woodmen of the World, and Fraternal order of Police.
HOTELS-IN NS, TRAILER AND MOTOR COURTS
H1mtsville has three hotels, five motor courts and two trailer
courts providing a total of 479 rooms. The city is host to many
conventions and thousands of tourists every year. Huntsville, the
oldest English-settled town in Alabama, was the site of the first
state constitutiona l convention which resulted in Alabama's admission to the Union on December 14, 1819. Huntsville had
the first national bank, first newspaper, first public library, first
textile mill, and is the home of four Alabama governors and eight
United States Senators.
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Federated Clubs Hear
International Group

UNESCO LUNCHEON

****
AJ..A3AMA. F.EDEJf1.TION OF fOMEN' u CLUBS

56th Annual convention
Huntsville, Ala.
May 11, 1951
12: 15 P. l\

•. • •• •.••."since wars begin in t he minds of men"

.........

The story of UN:::l!SCO i s one of a gre at crusade
for INTEmATIONJ.L UNDERSTfN !)JNG, bo::.od

Oil

the belie!

that coo~eration and 600d will amonc the ~eoples of
t he world can be a deciding force in th e search for
PEACE.

JACKSONVILLE - Stude n t s
from the International House at
Jacksonville State College presented the program for the
UNESCO luncheon dt the annual
convention of the Alabama Federat~,on of Women's Clubs in
Huntsville on Friday. Mrs. Frank
Stewart, Centre, tate UNESCO
chairman, presided.
The program was as follows:
Invocation, introduction of guests
pre entation of UNESCO Gift
Stamp F~nd; tribute to Dr. J. 11.
Jones, director of International
House, Mrs. Ernest Stone, repi·es ntative of second district.
Dr. Jones introduced Mrs. Jones
who outltned the ot·igin, purpose
and accomplishments of the program at Jacksonvlllo. The International students were presented
for this part of the program, with
Betty Morgan, Piedmont tudent
chairman, presiding: ,:The E ._
change Student's Impression of
the Program,'' ltaquel Nodal Havana, Cuba; "The Importance of
Fo1·efgn Language study., Jack
Churchl11, Mai-gar t, Ala.; '"Racial
Ryckmans
Claire
Probl•ms,"
Brussels, Belgium; "The Litt!~
Swiss Shephe1·d," Beatrice FrosSwitzerland•
Chexbres,
sard,
French folk songs, and Spanish
folk songs, directed by Jean-Marie St. Jacques, Quebec, Canada;
novelty piano numbers, Sam Verdecia, Havana Cuba.
The UNESCO div! ion of the
Alabama Federation and the General Federation adopted the same
goals of those emboided in th
United Nations. The Alabama
clubs have participated in a broad
program of international good
will, observing the World Day of
Prayer, participating in the Crusade for Freedom, United Nations
Day, entertaining exchange students, corresponding with foreign
pe:s 0 n , and encouraging school
children to have pen pals.
The_ Jacksonville program was
the chmax to this year's UNESCO
efforts.

Timber trucks is topic-A committee of the
Alabama Forest Products Association conferred w,th state officials in Montgomery
In on effort to clarify state motor vehicle
lows relative to use of trucks in timber industries . Shown, left to right ore . Standing,
W . L. Chappell, Monroeville; Joe J. Gamble,
Sheffield, W . T . Vick, Hamilton; E. E Hole,

~- At J. S. T. C.-

Montgomery, executive vice president of the
Alabama Forest Products Association; J. H.
Pirkle, Heflin; L. B. Sullivan, director of the
State Deportment of Public Safety; William
S Coots, Double ~prings, and Gerald Bradford, Grove Hill. Seated is W. G. Pruett,
Highway Deportment director.

I
Internatl·onal Ho u recept·on
draws Cl•t•1zen Of many Ian d

THE SENIOR CLASS will havt
Its 11nnual ball Friday night, In the
gym. Charlie Barnet•~ orchestra
will furni~h the music. The theme
of thP dance wiJI be :•~till't! Fell on
Alabama."
Dance committee chairmen are:
Betty Burnside, Montgomery; Joe
Balley, Phil Cromer, Jacksonville:
Nick Wright. Sylacauga; Owen
Knight, Cullman·, Libby W1'lson,
Anniston: Amy Williams, Oxford;
Norman Thrash. Heflin: John Cathey, Gadsden; Ruth Nelson. Fyffe;
Nell Medlock. Jacksonville. Fla.
Jim Collins, White Plains, N. Y ..
is president of the class, and will
lead the dance with his date.

,TACKSONVlLLE, Al11., Ma. 12- Miss ,Tune Murphree, Mr~. MarCitiz1>ns from e1~ht fortlgn coun- garet Rice, Miss Mary Frances Edward~, Miss Ada Bounds, Mrs. H. B.
.
tr1e~ w1>rt present at thP rereptlon Moc k , Ml ss Mau d e L u ttre 11 • M.isses
at the International Hou~e 11t ,Tack- Martha Gail Sandifer, Lauzanne
l<onville State Teachers College Sims, Betty Higgins, and Carolyn
this week. Dr. and Mrs. J . H. Jones McMahan assisted in serving.
and members of the International Roy Wallace, Jr., Gadsden, played
House program were hosts on this the piano during the Pvenlng, and
Miss Betty Jean Young kept the
occasion.
* * *
Mis.~ Lucille Branscomb and Miss register.
Betty Morgan greeted the guests. Among gue~ts wprf> Mr. and Mrs. ARNOLD BROWN, until recently
Gadsden Civic Muthe
of
director
The receiving line was composed of Homer G. McDonald. Mr. 11nd Mrs.
these honor guests: Mrs. G. Ber- Floyrl Pendley, G11dsden; Al G. sic Association, will be a member
man. Mrs. S. Kume, Mrs. Roy L. Shotes. Chattanooga, Tenn .: Mrs. W. of the music faculty this Summer. j
* * >11
Wallace, Jr.. France: Mrs. Claude B. Moore, Mr. anrl Mrs. W. S. Pol,Johnson, Horst Kelbig, Germany; lock, Mr. and Mrs. Harr. M. Ay1>rs, MRS. MARGARET RICE and stuclass in "Child Dethe
from
dents
LouMiss
Darden,
Ed
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mrs.
;
Mrs. ,Janine Kelley, Algeria
John O'l\fahoney, Austria ; .John F. ise Nonnemacher. Mr. and Mrs. velopment in Nursery School P11rO'Mahoney, Eire: Mrs. R. FL ~talk- Harry Warnock. Mr. and Mrs. G. C. t!clpatlon" spent two days last week
er. England; Miss Ann 11 Wasylyk, Perrine, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Mc- observing the nursery school at
M. Waslyk, Ukraine, and Mrs. Chris- Donald, Mrs. R. Lane Hebson, Dr. !Florence State College.
and Mrs. G. G. Woodruff, Mr. and The group was composed of Amy
tian Aall. Sweden.
Receiving with th1>m werP: Claire Mrs. F. A. McCartney, Miss Nackie /Williams. 0 x ford; Sara Sharp
Ryckmans, Belgium; Beatrice Fros- Jirels, Mr. and Mrs. DeWitt McCar- Owen, Piedmont; Martha Sandifer.
go, Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Bagley, Mr. Gadsden. and Betty Higgins. Ctn- I
d s ·t 1 d
sar · WJ zer an ; Rene Btlhomme, and Mrs. carter Detwiltr, Anniston. tre: Betty Is state presid1>nt-eltct of
Jarques,
St.
Franre ; .Jean-Marie
Othtr guests were members of home economic.~ club~ ; Amy I~ rl"Canada; Raquel odal, Noemi Bal:--:--::--~---,-.....:.-_;_...;.....:..,.; .:_Jthe faculty and staff, their wives tiring vice president: Marth11 !~
pre~ident -rl1>rt of the loc.il rluh.
!art. Samuel Verdecia, Cuba; Don- and husbands.
anrl Sara Is retirin~ pr1>sldent .
* * •
aldo Fraser, Colombia.
A RECEPTION will he given
REFRESHMENTS werp strved In
t~e dining room under the direc- Wednesday for th!' senior class at
hon of Mrs. Mary L. Lo\\rre , Mrs. the president'~ home at 7 p.m Dr
James Williams and Mrs. Alfred Houston Cole and tht Faculty
Wlvt~ Club will hP joint hosts.
Roebuck poured punch.

UNESCO LUNCHEON

****

..
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The story of UNESCO is one of a great crusade
for lliTERNATIONJ..L UNDERSTf.NDING, busad on the belief

that cooperation and eood will amonc the ~eoples of
the world can be a deciding force in the search for
PEACE.

Inter natio nal House st~de nts

Bot~y Morga n , Piedm ont,.A labam a
Jack Churc hill, Marga ret , Ale.
Lodri c M2ddo::r~ . Linev ille , · 1
•· a.
Dan Trayl or , Gadsd en J ..·1a
......
•
11
'

indel l .Tolle y , Gad::;den ,, . ..,
J
" . ."'.

UNEuCO LUN Ci.-IEm
HONOR~G ID. J. . -1MES H. JONE,:j , JJ.CK..:>ONVILLE,
Du·., I n ter natio nal Hous.J Prvr. r~,Jacks onvil le btatc Colle "e

******"-'!'**

~

FE.mm .ING INTERN.-J'IOt: . .L rlOU.::lE .::iTU.i)BlJT.:,

********"'**"'

P~ ... '-i.::in ·, •.•..• rrrs . Frcnk R • ..:itew art . Ce.-itr e ,

Noemi Ball.a rt , :-rav ...na , Cuba
Sarue l Verde ci£ , P:~s~ on , ori~a t~ , Cuba

Introd uctio n of G..:.v.., t.,

Ren0e :ae.;..homme , ·,vi -- o·"'4, ' Fr'-"
,. ,.,. .. """e
•

_J..&.

I

Cle.i re Ryckmr.ns , Boit& fort , :geleiu m

Jean ]iarie

st .

David '.Pears on,

j

a-::quoa, -~u c:;oec
• , ci:..nada

Tribu te to Dr . Jones
T•• .: l:nt ernat ion al ;iou.5e Fro._,ra m ....• Dr . Jones
0turle nt O.~o.irm0n . • . B.Jtty J.,oOr ,LD
The Exc:rnn;:;; .::,tu.dents ' I., rssbio n of t'1e Pro.:.,r2.m.
nE,c.uel . od.£1 1 J.r::,v1:1,.'1a , Cuba
The D..1 ,0rt2.11ce of F.)r.:Ji ;•• Lc:1,,u'.3_,e 3tud:,r •••
- Jr.ck C'.mr chill , iJ1cr, ~1ret , ;.1.a.
Roci d Proble ms .•• Clair 6 .c\YC~llllc.ns , 3'.lits fort, Be
T'.10 Littl e .:jWiSS ohc_ph erdes s . • •
3eatr icc Froas ord, Ch0xb r9s, Swit zer land

-----------

Frei:c.:1 :Folk Jones •••.. ...•.• .•. Group
::;olo ••. . •.••.. •• .:,amuol verd0 cic, Cuba
SpUli sh Folk 3on:;s ••••. . • . • .•• , Group
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Students Give Program
The foreign exchange students
presented the program for the
UNESCO luncheon at the annual
convention of the Alabama Feder-.
ation of Women's Clubs in Huntsville on Friday. Mrs. Frank Stewart, Centre, state UNESCO chairman, presided at the luncheon
which was held at the Russell Erskine Hotel.
Mrs. Emest Stone, presidentelect of the Progressive Study
Club of J .a cksonville, represented
the Second District in introducing
Dr. J. H. Jones, director of • the
program at the International
House. Betty Morgan, student
chairman, of Piedmont introduced
the students. The program was as
follows:
"The Exchange Student's Impression of the International HQ,use
Program," Raquel Nodal, Havana
Cuba; "The Importance of For~
eign Language Study," J a ck
Churchill, Margaret, Ala.; "Racial
Problems," Claire Ryckmans, Brussels, Belgium; "The Little Swiss
Shepherdess," Beatrice Frossard,
Chexbres, Switzerland· French and
Spanish folk songs directed by
Jean - Marie St. Jacques, Quebec-,
Canada; Solo, Sam Verdicia, Havana, Cuba.

THE TEACOLA . Wednesday, May

SUNDAY, MAY 10, 1951

Many head f;;-o_r_s_e-rv-;-ic_e_____

___;,_:..:..:....~;:,__:_::2-..~:....:...

ALPHA MU GA
A HAS
SPRING INITIATION

Cole was the guest speaker.
. Old members of the organization . are: ~- L. Simpson, presiOn Thursday, April 19 the Al- ~ent, Averill Williams, vice-prespha Mu Gamma cond~cted its ident; Betty Morgan, treasurer·
initiation for new members.
Tom Watson, reporter; and Eliza~
The initiation ceremony took beth Cunningham, secretary.
place in the salon of the International House. The color scheme
of the decoration was gold and
white, the colors of the fraternit/ The new members conducted into the organization were the
following: Bill Jones, Mary Herndon, Martha Elton, Ella Stitt,
Betty Jean Yoµng, Lodric Maddox, Ray Gross, Virginia Bright,
Samuel Mims, and Miss Lucille
Bransc~mb. ,Miss Branscomb became an honorary member of the
fraternity due to her interest
in the study of foreign languages
and her co-operation in the work
of the International House Program.
After the initiation cermony,
the old members honored the new
members with a banquet. Dr.

Jacks~nville College cadets honored for military records
JACKSONVILLE, Ala., May 19- B. Tucker, Crane Hill; Clark c.
The end of the regular session at Wright, Cedartown, Ga.; Lawrence
Jacksonville State Teachers Col- A. McConatha, New Market. '
lege has brought to public atten- Battery "C," e om man de d by
tion the records of cadets in the Harvey E. Stewart. Talladega, reROTC, most of whom will use their ceived a geidon ribbon for being
experiences here in the armed the best-drilled battery in the unit.
!iervices later. The awards were
* **
announced by Lt. Col. Robert C. FOREIGN EXCHANGE students
Raleigh, commanding officer of the at Jacksonville presented the prounit.
gram 'for the UNESCO luncheon at
Cadets 'who distinguished them- the recent annual convention of
11elves in military service courses Alabam:3- Federat!on of Women's
were listed as follows: Samuel J Clubs m Huntsville. Mrs. Frank
Bolden· John D. Borden, Gerald E. Stewart, state UNESCO chairman,
McElroy Anniston· Louis S. But- presided at the luncheon which was
terworth' Talladega: Jack R. Col- held at the Russell Erskine Hotel.
lins, Charles E. P a g e, Robert Mrs. · Earnest Stone, presidentDewey Stansell Bill Elton, Floyd elect of the Progressive Study
M. Shoemaker, 'Jr., Gadsden; Har- Club of Jack:sonvill~, represented
old H. George, Eastaboga; William the Second Distri~t m introducting
G. Hegwood, Alabama City; John Dr. J. H. Jones, director of the proJ. Hyde, Robert G. Cooper, Mel- gram at the International House.
bourne E. Croft, Crossville: Donald B~tty Mor~an, student chairman,
B. Jackson, Altoona; James L. Lo- Piedmont, mtroduced the students.
gan Ronald D. Ashley, Collinsville; The program was as follows:
. Billy J . Moore, Oakman; John c. . "The Exchange Stud~nt's ImpresRogers, Jr., William B. Jones, sion of }he International House
Robert E. L. Osbourne, Robert C. Program, · Raquel Nodal, Havana,
Dillon Jacksonville.
Cuba; "The Importance of Foreign
William A. Stone,Jr., FortPayne; Language Study," {a<;k Churchhill,
Jewel L. Lackey, Sylacauga; John Marg,~ret, . Ala.;
Richard Probw. Sherer, Jasper; James J. South- lems1 Cl~e Ry~kmans, _Brussels,
erland, Birmingham; Vivian ward, Belgmm, The _Little Swiss ShepTitus; James L. Graham, Leo M. hardess, 1 :Seatriee Frossard, ChexKerby, Jesse N. Nicols; Charles c. bres,. Switzerland; French and
Pierce; Toxey E. Dorsett, Oxford; Spamsh ~olk songs, directed by
William F. Killough, Alpine; Bob Jean Manne St. Jacques, 9uebec,
D . McCluney Gaylesville; William Canada; Solo, Sam Verdec1a, Ha'
vana, Cuba.

***

THE BAPTIST S T U D E N T
UNION has announced election of
officers to serve during the next
regular session. Doris White, Piedmont. is ,President. Other officers

S

k F .d

D . Fl

motion chairman; Dot Raley, Gadsden, vesper's chairman; L 1 o yd
Mims, Clanton, Sunday School representative from West Side Baptist
Church; Elizabeth Abney, Edwardsville, Training Union representative from West Side Baptist
Church.
Doris White, Piedmont, has been
chosen by the Alabama Baptist
Student Union to do Summer mission work in Alaska. She will go
there early in June and will remain
until August. Her work will inelude vacation Bible school teaching, organizing Sunday School
classes and training unions. Her
work will be supervised by the
Home Mission Board.
Paul J. Arnold, B. S. U. faculty
advisor, Doris White, Piedmont;
Doris Edwards, Vincent, and Richard Wallace, B. S. U . student secretary, attended the state planning
conference in Montgomery Frid:1y
and Saturday.

pea 5 rl ay- ons eeson Washington co r respondent whose syndicated
column appears in The Bir* **
DR. HOUSTON COLE and memmingham News, will give bers of the Faculty Wives Club
the commencement address were joint hostesses at a reception
at Jacksonville State Teach- for the senior class Wednesday
C
l
F
night at the president's home.
ers ollege at 1 a.m. rin'he senior ball was held Friday
day.
night in the college gym with

.
.
Charlie Barnet's orchestra furnishare: m~rbert ~nth, At~ll.a,_enlist- ing the music. The class leadou.t
ment vice pr~si~ent; _Yirgima. Wat- was headed by Jim Collins, White
son, Heflin, so~ial vie~ persident; Plains, N. Y., president of the class,
F r a n c e s Kmgh_t, Lmeville, ~e- and his partner, Betty Burnsides,
votional vice president; Betty Hig- of Montgomery, also a member of
gins. , Centre. secretary; Lauzanne the class.
Sims, Gadsden, treasurer; Lois Ann Miss Maude Luttrell, faculty adMoore, Wilsonville, chorister; Mar- visor for the seniors, gave a breakth&. Gail Sandifer, Gadsden, pianist; fast for class officers, committee
Jean Hollingsworth, Gadsden, pub- . chairmen and their dates at her
licity; Barbara Jones, He~lin, pro- home after the dance.
.
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Works_ op course 1s o ered teachers on civic e
Give
gram for AFWC

ENTERTAIN AT UNESCO LUNCHEON~A group of the foreign
studepts from the International House were guests of the Alabama Federation of Women's Clubs for the UNESCO luncheon
at the annual convention in Huntsville. Mrs. Frank Stewart,
Centre, (left) state UNESCO chairman, presided. Miss May Kyser
(center) is state president. Others in the group will be recognize! as Claire Ryckmans, Belgium; Raquel Nodal, Havana, Cuba;
and Jean-Marie St. Jacques, Quebec, Canada.

The foreign exchange students
at Jacksonville State College presented the program for the
UNESCO luncheon at the annual
convention of Alabama Federafr·n
of Women's Clubs in Huntsville
on last Friday.
Mrs.
Frank Stewart,
state
UNESCO chairman, presided at
the luncheon which was held al
the Russell Erskine Hotel.
Mrs. Ernest Stone, president~lect of the Progressive Study
.:::lub of Jacksonville, represented
.he Second District in introducing
Dr. J. H. J ones, director of the
program at
the International
House. Betty Morgan, student
ch airman, Piedmont, introducec
the students. The program was as
follows:
"The Exchange Student's Impression of the International
House Program", Raquel Nodal,
Havana, Cuba; "The Importance
of Foreign Language Study", Jack

Churchill, Margaret, Ala.; "Racial
Problpms",
Claim Ryckmans,
Brussells, Belgium; "The Little
Swiss Shepherdess", Beatrice Frossard, Chexbres, S w i t z e rland;
French and Spanish folk songs,
directed by Jean Marie St. Jacques, Canada; Solo, Sam Verdecia,
Havana, Cuba.

26- 1

JACKSONVILLE, Ala., May
Virginia Bright, Albertville· Sam.
'
College hbrary school, it has been
The Summer quarter will begin at uel Mims, Clanton.
Jacksonyille State College on _MonHonorary membership was pre- ~nno11;11ced by Mrs. C. R. Wood,
day, June 4. A workshop ~ill be sented Miss LucH}e Brallscomb IIbrarian. In her absence Harold
off~red fh~rhtea~h e!s °nd civitcri'epduto- head of the department of busines; Lee of Albertville will be assistant
1 - - - -- - - , - - - - - -~
•
.
,
cation w 1c w111 me1u ea
Washington, D. c.
educatio~, in ~ecognition of her He received his degree here last
several members of the faculty mtere 5t m foreign l~nguage study year and was a student librarian
will spend the Summer studying f11d f~r htHcooperation in the In- during his college attendance. He
has been teaching the past year.
away from the campus. Among . erna ona ou~~ P:ogram.
them will be Mr. and Mrs. Arved After the imtlatlon, a banquet
* * *
Larsen and Irwin Swack of the was held with Dr. Houston Cole as MRS. W. J. CAL VERT, head of
th
e. department of physical edumusic department. Arnold Brown of guest speaker.
.
- - - ' - - - -- - - i Old members of the fraternity cat10n, h!ls anno~nced that certain
Gadsden will teach in that depart- include·• C, L . s·1mpson, An mston
.
courses
are
..
being offm physical
d . . teducation
men t thi s S ummer.
president; Averill Parsons wu· th
. t er~ m m ensif1ed form
Dr. H. B. Mock will resume. his Iiams, Talladega, vice president; e firS si_x weeks .of Summer
place on the English faculty after Betty Morgan, Piedmont, treasurer· ~ch~o\ It thill be possible for stuese courses to receive
a quarter's leave of absence. He Tom Watson, Anniston, reporter: en s n
has spent a part of the quarter and Elizabeth Cunningham Jack- a full quarter's cred·t
k'
1 f 8ix
doing research study at the Library sonville, secretary. ·
'
work.
or
wee I
of Congress and the Shakespearean
***
Library in Washington, D. C,
MRS. DEAN EDWARDS, a mem* * * .. .
ber _o f the. art d~partment faculty,
THE S PR IN G !mbat10n for received first prize in pastels at
Alpha ~u Gamma was held at the the recent exhibit held by the CalInternational House. Me mhe rs n•n houn County Arts and Crafts Club
in this honorary foreign language in Anniston, The winning picture
fraternity is based upon schoJ,ar was a portrait.
ship and other academic require
* * "'
ments. Those initiated were: Bil , MISS ?OY . CUNNINGHAM, asJones, Betty Jean Young, Jackson sistant librarian, will spend the
ville: Mary Herndon, Anniston Summer studying at the Peabody
Martha Elton. Gadsden ; Lotlic Mad
dox, Lineville; Ella Stitt, Cedartown. Ga.: Rav Gross. Graham;
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SociaC Cfut,
students. Tn1s p~r-es_e_n.,...a....,.....o_n_w_a_s...,.....,d,...e-ts_f_o_;r~t~h-e~WQin~t_:er~Q:;;u;:.;a•rt•e•r •1_;:9•50•-• ~
R•E• S
• -B Y-TE
- -R-I_A_N_W_O_M
_ E"""-v.:A~L;-;P~H~A
~ M:?U':"".G~AMMA HAS
made by Dan w. Gray, command- 51:
SPRING INITIATION
er of the post.
James L. Logan, Toxey E. Dor- MET FOR BIRTHDAY
Battery "C", commanded by sett, William F. Killough, Jr.,
The Annual Birthday Party wa
On Thursday, April 19, the AlHarvey Stewart, received the John c. Rogers, Jr., Bob D. Mc- held by the Women of the Pres
Annual awards were made award for being the best-drilled Cluney, William B. Tucker, Clark byterian Church on Monday after- pha Mu Gamma conducted its
Thursday morning in the College battery in the ROTC unit.
C. Wright, Ronald D. Ashley, noon in the new Westmin,ister initiation for new members.
Bowl by the ROTC of JacksonThe initiation ceremony took
Many cadets who distinguished Louis S. Butterworth, Donald Building of the church. A birthville State College at colorful cere- themselves throughout this school Jackson.
day cake holding 29 candles was place in the salon of the Intermonies in which all students in year were read, and cadets who
The following were designated displayed, and a special collection national House. The color scheme
the unit took part.
of the decorat~on was gold and
are graduating and receiving re- as Disinguished Cadets for the was taken for home missions.
The three batteries, led by the serve commissions were alsq given Winter Quarter from the class of
Miss Erie Cun"(er directed a white, the colors of the fraterROTC band and color bearers, recognition.
Military Science II:
program on "How Wide is the Pat- nity. The new members conducmarched from the ROTC building
Distinguished CadetsMelbourne E. Croft, William B. tern?", assisted by several mem- ted into the organization wtire the
to the stadium, to take part in the
The following s.tudents in Mil- Jones, . 9er_~ld -E. McElroy, Law- bers of the group. Miss Wanda following: Bill Jones, Mary Hernceremonies.
1itary Science II were designated
Robbins, who has been a member don, Martha Elton, Ella Stitt,
Lieut. Col. Robert C. Raleigh, Distinguished Cadets for the Fall
ROTC
of this church during her four Betty Jean Young, Lodric Mad.:omrr:a'llding
offiue.,
awarded Quarter, 1950-51:
(Continued From Page 1)
years in college, was present. She dox, Ray Gross, Virginia Bright,
Cadet James Heathcock, son of
Samuel J, Bolden, John D. Bor- rence A. McConatha, Floyd M. was presented a piece of her sil- Samuel Mims, and Miss Lucille
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Heathcock, den, L ouis S. Butterworth, Jack Shoemaker, Jr., Robert C. Dillon, ver and a bouquet of roses by Branscomb. Miss Branscomb bethe Combat
Forces Artillery R. Collins, James L. Graham, William F. Killough, Jr.
Mrs. C. F. Watts, president of the came an honorary member of the
Medal for demonstrating out- Harold H. Grogan, William G.
Reserve Commissions
group, in recognition of her work fraternity due to her interest
standing ability in field artillery Hegwood, Jqhn J. Hyde, Donald
The following students will re- with the church. She is to be mar- in the study of foreign languages
from the first-year advanced class. B. J a ckson, Leo M. Kerby, James ceive their commissions as offi- ried after she receives her degree and her co-operation in the work
Harvey E. Stewart won the L. Logan, Billy J. Moore, Jesse N. cers in the Army on May 25:
at the college. Several members of the International House ProScabbard and Blade Award, a Nichols, Charles E. Page, John C.
Calvin L. Colley, Gordon N . of her family have attended this gram.
watch, for the graduating class Rogers, Jr., Robert D. Stansell, Dison, Edwin R. Ford, Garrett churc;,h during their college atAfter the initiation cermony,
exemplifying the highest ideals of William A. Stone, Jr.
Hagan, Jr., Marion H. Jones, tenda.nce also.
the old members honored the new
leadership and exercise of comThe following students in Mil- Floyd M. Maples, Charles H.
Mrs. J. H. Jones and Mrs. John members with a banquet. Dr.
mand.
itary Science II were dseignated Rice, Ivan R. Smith, Talmadge F. B.
et were hostesses and serv- Cole was the guest speaker.
Talmadge F. Spurlock was pre- as Distinguished Cadets for the Spurlock, Robert L. Stanley, Al- ed refreshments.
Old members of the organizasented a rifle by Jack Easterling, Fall Quarter, 1950-51:
vin C. Stephenson (to be com. at
Present were Mrs. Robert Mccommander of the American Le- ' Robert G. Cooper, Bill Elton, the completion of summer camp) , Neill, Mrs. Gray Vowell, Mrs. Lis tion are: C. L. Simpson, presigion Post, Anniston, for the high- \.William B. Jones, Geald E. Mc, Harvey E. Stewart, Rex M. Wal- ton Crow, Mrs. H. H. Sullivan dent; Averill Williams, vice-presest average in competitive marks- ~lroy, Jewel L. Lackey, Robert lace, Jr., Harold E. Williams, Mrs. W. A .Sisson, Mrs. Joe Tan ident; Betty Morgan, treasurer;
Tom Watson, reporter; and Elizamanship in the advanced class.
E. L. Osbourne, Charles c. p 1·erce, Winston L . .Williams, and Charles
El,i b th Pul 'f
M
ner, Mrs.
za e
s1 er,
r . beth Cunningham, secretary.
Jack B. Stewart was given the John W. Sherer, James J. South- N. Wright (to be com. at the com- Pearl
Nonnemacher, Mrs. W.
award from the Richard F. Waters erland, Vivian Ward.
letion of Summer camp), . .
Sargent, Mrs. Carey Harris, Mr .
Post, Jacksonville, for the highest
The following students were
Belle Vowell, Miss Lois Knig ,
score in marksmanship for basic designated as Distinguished
Caand those already mentioned.

OTC Awards Made
Thursday, May 10

I

The Independent Presbyterian Church, Birmingham, Alabama
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INTERNATIO'AL HOUSE PROGRAM
State Teachers College
Jacksonville,Alabarna

This is to certify that Miss PAULINE PREDERICK, because of her
broad grasp of world problems, her clearheaded and determined effort
toward international understanding and world peace, and her frequently stat..;;id

interest

i n t.h<;o In-bernat.iono.J. Jiouoo,

ha.o been matlo

an honorary member of the International House Program of state
Teachers College in Jacksonville, Alabama.

James n. Jones
Jirector
July 19, 1951

Betty llorr;an Liiller
student Chairman
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Miss Betty Morgan Honored
W.ith f ea By Mrs. J. Thomas

Gov:::~nrA

In ter na tio na l House
Closed Fo r Summer

JACKSONVILLE, ALA., THURSDAY, JULY 19, 1951
"Where is the faith that the .men their inalienable right
of 13 colonies had that an idea life, liberty and the
could prevail against an Empire? happiness."
Miss ,Frederick u;:ged patience
Where is the belief in the stre:-igth
.
'
of a democracy: that gave birth to in negotiations with Russia, and
said she would be satisfied with
freedom of speech?
"We are begbing to believe that our attempts whe::i as much time
might wi11 make right-that ideas and patience was exercised as
.
.
.
!""'f•o•u•n•d-ed -a~ tr
_ u_e _u_n_ d"!"e_r_s":"ta_n_d"!"1~
· n-g-o-::f"il different from ours should be de- "the d~tor trying to discover the
M1s~ Paull'::le Fre~enck, noted the needs and hQPes . a:id fears of strayed, not by better ideas but by cause and cure of cancer." Yet we
American Broadcast;ng Company people who ate not Americans. bullets. You well may wonder allow our diplomats to leave the
news commentator,. spoke at as- Through your International House whether those who are guarding conference table without achievsembly at Jacksonv1~e State Col- rou are_learning at first hand that the destiny d this country a::-e ing agreement because the,v say
lege Thursday morning. Her ap- intenational r,e lations are human afraid that democracy does not their= ijob is too dLfficult unW
pearance he:-e was sponsored by relations."
have the virility to compete freely there ~s milhary power behind
the women of the faculty, who sat
Mis$ Frede:-ick declared that she in the market place of ideas with them.
"International relations are huo:i. the platform. Miss Frederick would not speak about how the the other ways of life bebg offerman relations; a dynamic democwas introduced by Miss Maude young people of today should have ed by the people of the world.
Luttrell.
the character and ideals of their
"Our diplomats and military racy is the answer to commu:iism.
The Rev. Robert McNeill led the ancestors-but rather that the old- p 1an'ners appea:- to be so afraid of There must be the spirit of 'there
invocation, •a fter which Walter A. er generation is so entrapped by what will happen to us from out must neve.:: be another war' in
Mason directed the assembly in fear that they are the ones who there that they are fearfully draw- dealing with other countries," Mis
singing "America the Beautiful". are discarding the character a:id ing the shades about out thinking. Frederick declared.
At the conclusion of her tall ,
Sarah Ha;:bin sang, "Love is idea's of their ancestors.
The only thing to do is' sit behind
Everywhere".
"You might we 11 ask today the closed shades with guns she was presented an honorary
Miss Frederick expressed her where is the statesman who has drawn, conee:i.trating on how the ·1ife membership to the I:iternapleasure at being in Jackso':'l.ville the courage to declare that people attack will come and whether .w e tional House by Dr. J. H. Jones
and students of the p;:ogram.
again, "to ;find that among these who differ with us have the right ha,~e.ammuniti~n to m:et it._ :
beautiful hills, seemingly remove which was written into the DeclaDemocracy 1s the first lu~e of Betty Morgan Miller made the
from the clamor of war's ala;:ms, ration of Independence to alter or I d~fense for democra~y~the llber- _ prese:itation.
you, have recognized - far beyond abolish their government a'::ld in- aho~ of the u1:derpnv1leged f~oi:n ,
many of the so-called experts the stitute a new one without our ap- continued 'Servitude to _the pnv1only basis on which a just a::i.d pro al?
leged. The stro:igest shield m the
perma1~t pea(ce oa11 ever 'be
v ·
battle agai:lst communism is the
will of those who have attained

ynam1c emocracy nswer

To 'Communism"--Frederick

Pauline Frederick honqred at JacksonvilleIn recognition of her eff.qrts to foster the
cause of peace and better international relations, students at Jacksonville State College International House conferred honorary
membership upon Miss Pauline Freperick
when she spoke at assembly. Left to right,

Johnny Churchill, president of the Student
Government Association; Donald Frazer, Bogota, Colombia; Betty Morgan Miller, Piedmont, who made the presentation; Miss Frederick, Raquel Nodal, Havana, Cuba, and Dr.
J. H. Jones, director of the International
House.
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THE PASSER-BY
By Martha Elton
Along paved walks I stroll,
In blind, unhurried gait,
With only pleasure for a ,goal.
But now it's growing late,
And all around
The hustling crowds abpund.
The street whose mien with calm was 1dfe
Has now begun to come to life.
They pass me on the way
And as each one comes near
With idle interest I survey,
In every face I peer,
All types I see:
A factory slave set free,
A teacher, clerk, a business king,
But each one homeward hurrying.
I called them types, and, trµe,
They matter not to me.
They come, they go, they pass from view;
A shape is all I see.
Oh yes, it's wrong.
But here amidst the throng,
I know in every glancing eye
~

RELAXES
MAKING ASSEMBLY TALK-Miss Pauline Frederick, who
spoke here recently, r elaxes for a f ew minutes before goi~g
into the auditorium to speak t o the fac ulty and student
body. Shown with h er are members of the committee who
arranged the pr ogram. Left to right : Mrs. Alfred Roebuck,
Mrs. R. K. Coffee, and Miss Maude Luttrell.

too am just a passer-by.

SLEEP COMES TO THE COLLEGE GIRL
PAULINE FREDERICK HONORED-Stu dents from the International House conferred honorary membership to their program of international relations upon Miss Pauline
Frederick when she spoke as assembly on July 19. Shown with her are: Johnny Churchill
Margaret, president of the Student Government Association; Donaldo Frazer, Bogota:
Colombia ; Betty Morgan Miller, Piedmont ; who made the pres en ta tion ; Miss Frederick;
Raquel Nodal, Havana, Cuba; Dr. J. H. Jones, director of the program.

By Martha Elton
I thought I'd never get to bed and now I cannot go to sleep.
I've count~d -horses, cows, and billy goats besides the usual
sheep.
But still my mind is bothered with a hundred million cares;
Like all the beasts on Noah's ark, they seem to come in pairs.
As wondering if he'll ask me to the Junior dance,
And what on earth I'll wear if I get the chance.
I know I failed that physics test I took
But what can I expect without a book?

Believe my roommate's mad at me;
Seems like we never can agree---Ran out of money today.
The things my Pop'll say . . . .
A letter due.
Owe some, too.
Should write--Polite . .. .
Might .. .

STUDY PLANS FOR ANNUAL-A group of students
shown with Dr. W. J. Calvert, head of the English De;par
studying plans for an annual next year. Reading left ·
right: Charles Bounds, Tuscaloosa; Dr. Calvert; Bonn
Cobb, Geraldine; (back) Lloyd Rains, Henegar; and .Tohnr
Churchill, Margaret.

